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Preface

Science and tedinolog% stand at the center of many of the
critical issues facing society in the final two decades of the
twentieth century The arms race, the energy crisis, the prob-
lems of producing sufficient food, shelter, awl material re-
sources for a world population that will swell to 6 billion by the

year :000 all have technological dimensions Small wonder,
therefore, that science and technology occupy a prominent
position in the hopes and fears of many people

This hook is an attempt to shed light on some of the relation-
ships between technological change and society 1 'lase looked

at the role of technology in a global economy that has under-
gore profoundand probably irresersiblechanges in the
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past decade Qr so, and I have explored the social, political, and
economic forces that shape the processes of technological
change I make no claims of comprehensiveness, and this book
is certainly not an attempt to survey the world's problems and
suggest technological solutions for them Rather, it is intended
to show how political, social, and technological forces interact,
and why reforms will be needed in all these areas if the prob-
lems confronting global society are to be resolved

The United Nations Environment Programme and World-
watch Institute jointly supported the research and writing
that went into this book, and I am grateful to them for this
support Worldwatch Institute President Lester R Brown
originally suggested the idea of a book on technology, and his
enthusiasm and encouragement throughout the project were
in

The entire manuscript was re loved by Lester Brown, Erik
Eckholm, Christopher Flay in, Daniel Greenberg, Kathleen
Newland, Pamela Shaw, Nigel Smith, Linda Starke, Bruce
Stokes, Nim Thrupp, and Nicholas Wade It benefited greatly
from their critical insights

Some of the ideas and analysis in this book arc drawn from
Worldwatch Papers I have written on issues connected with
science and technology Scores of people helped me in prepar-
ing those papers, and I would like to thank in particular Dm id
Dickson, Robert Fuller, Denis Hayes, Nicholas jequier, Daniel
Greenberg, Cohn I lines, Ted Owens, Arthur Robinson, Nich-
olas V adeind Charles Weiss, all of whom put aside their
work to re% kw early drafts I am doubly indebted to Nicholas
Wade for solgcsting the title for the hook

Preparing a manuscript under tight deadlines is always an
arduous process, but it was made considerably easier by Blon-
dcen Graycly's impressne speed and efficiency in typing slit-
( essiye drafts Ell/alicth Arnault and ()Rita Tarkham chipped
in with welcome assistance when needed, and Macinda Byrd
helped grcatls in whetting research materials
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John Donahue brought his editing skills to bear on the
manuscript at short notice, and pros !ded many valuable sugges-
tions for improving not only the style but the logic as well

Nt riting a book places many demands on family _Ind friends
I am indebted, as always, to Anne Norman for providing much-
needed support and encouragement over mans' long months

COI IN NORMAN

IT 'orldwatch Institute
176 tlassachusetts Avenue, .N. IC'
It'ashington, I) C 20o;6
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The God
That Limps

Hephaestus, the Greek god of fire and metal vorking, had a
pronounced limp Entrusted with the development and main-
tenance of many key technologies, Hephaestus was responsible
for keeping society running smoothly and perfectly Yet he
was, ironically, the only imperfect member of the pantheon of

classical gods This ancient irony is compounded by ment
attitudes toward Hephaestus's crafts Technology is the focus

of much public homage, for it is often seen as the chief hope
for solving the myriad problems facing societya hope embod-
ied in the oft-heard lament, "If they can put a man on the
moon, why can't they 7" Yet, at the same time, many of
the ills of the modern world, from pollution to the threat of
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nuclear Armageddon, are frequent's blamed on technologic al
des elopments As in Hephaestus himself, the power and sersa-
tility of technology are often arred by crippling defects

There is, consequently; a good deal of ambisalence and
uncertainty about technology and its role in society The past
decade has witnessed an intense and at times acrimonious
debate about the nature and direction of technological des el-
opments No longer are the fruits of technology real, :d w ith
unquestioning faith Instead, battle Imes have formed around
many prominent technological sentures and the foundations of
technological society hale wine uncicr intense attack from a
saney of critics

This debate ebbed and flowed during the sesentiesis a
series of shocks ran through the global economs and as serious
social problems surfaced in sirtualls eser countrs 1s these

ccoillunic and social problems deepened, it gradual's became
clear that fundamental changes would he needed in the com-
ing sears as the world 'noses from era of rapid e«moink
growth and relatisely abundant energy and material rc sonic es
into a more uncertain period Technological change has he
mine urgent in mans areas it is thus not surprising that an
intense debate has erupted o er the contribution of tee !widow.
both to the problems facing the world and to their potential
resolution

The grossing doubts about the nature and direction of tech
nological clia,i;,e are a far crx from the technological optimism
that reigned in the fifties and earls sixties hi those heads (lass,
technology seemed to hold the key to a prosperous nes, work!
The global econous was booming, humans were making their
first tentatise sentures into space, the Green Resolution
seemed to promise d solution to the world food problem, amid
nuclear power was being proclaimed as a source of cheap, clean
coil* It was a period when, is former U S Secretary of the
Interior Stewart Udall has aptly put it, "there were no prob-
lems, only solutions- and when nusgis lugs about technological

13
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developments could easily he brushed aside I
There can be little real doubt that the steady stream of

innovations produced in the past few decades has brought
IMMCPSC benefit to society By virtually every measure, people
arc better clothed, housed, educated, and fed than they were
a generation or so ago New medical knowledge has led to the
control of a host of infectious diseases, transportation and
communications technologies have shrunk the planet, new ag-
ricultural and industrial processes have boosted productive .y to
unprecedented heights, and a wealth of new scientific findings
have immeasurably enriched human culture The Good Old
Days, when disease, hunger, and backbreaking toil were every-
day experiences, seem good only when viewed through the
distorting lens of nostalgia

But the benefits of these technological advances are least

partially offset by serious social and env ironmental costs,
among which pollution, energy shortages, and growing depen-
dence on nonrenewable resources arc the most obv ions 'me-
m er, technological skills have proven impotent in the face of
such problems as urban decay, poyertv, unemplosment, racial
strife, and disintegrating family structures Indeed, many as-
pects of technological change bay c aggravated such problems

In poor countries, too, the benefits of new technologies have
been counterbalanced by heat% social COStS In the postwar
Years, when many formei colonies achieved political indepen-
dence, the accepted path to prosperity lay in raising economic
growth rates as swiftly as possible The transformation of agri-
culture and industry by technologies unportcd from the indus-
trial countries was vy kick regarded as the open sesame I-
country status It has bet ome clear, however. that these
policies IL 2 brought little benefit to main of the 1,011(1'S
poorest people while economic growth rates have increased as
expected in r' my developing countries, poly erty, underemploy
meta, an. Itendant miseries have also increased The
Green Vic leas raised grain yields, cr example, but
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malnutrition is still a fact of life and death for hundreds of
millions of peoplea grim reminder that technical fixes alone
cannot solve complex social .problems

These tangible social and environmental costs explain some
of the current feelings of ambivalence about modern technol-
ogy. But there are other, deeper concerns Among them is the
widespread and deep-seated feeling that technology is out of
control, that technological developments have a momentum of
their own that is difficult, if not impossible, for individuals to
mfluence Former British Prime Minister Harold Wilson
summed up this feeling in a speech in i973, when he com-
plained that technology is "running over people's lives Ironi-
cally, a decade earlier, Wilson had led the Labour Party to
victory with a campaign pledge to forge Britain's prosperity in
the "white heat of technological revolution So much for the
technological optimism of the early sixties 2

The notion that technology is out of control has diverse
roots It stems in part from the ,'ery complexity of industrial
society, in which most people are consigned to play relatively
small roles in large economic organizations The centralization
of decision making in governments and giant corporations has
deprived mdis iduals of a real role in shaping policies that affect
their lives not only in the realm of technology, but in other
areas as well Beyond that, however, there is the inescapable

fact that most technologies that intimately affect eseryday life,
LJET1 power plants to automobiles, arc highly complex Conse-
quently, r -n Kook find their lives shaped lis technologies
that they oo not understand and over which they have little
control

Government bureaucracies and large corporations account
for most of the global expenditures on research and develop-
ment, and they have the resources to take innovations from the
laboratory bench through the testing stage and into widespread
use They are thus the prime actors in the development and

application of new technologies Public influence over this

1 5
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process is exercised chiefly through purchasing power in the

marketplace which is it-elf shaped by the advertising budgets
of the industries that develop new technologiesand through
political pressures ,n the halls of government Usually, how-
ever, public influence is limited to attempts to curb the use of
technologies that arc already well along the path to develop-
ment, such as nuclear power or supersonic transportation, there
is little opportunity for individuals to have much impact on the
processes that lead to the generation of new technologies

Developing countries, moreover, arc in an especially weak
position to influence the direction of technological change,
though they arc fundamentally affected by it Because they
have little technological capacity of their own, most developing
countries 1."chnologies for their industrial and agricul-
tural developme..., paying large sums of money for the tech-
nologies they acquire and becoming technologically dependent
on the industrial countries And, since those technologies are
developed in the econo,nic and cultural climate of the indus-
trial world, they arc not ;!ways well suited to the Third World's
most pressing needs

The technological revolution of the past few uccades thus
seems like a Faustian bargain to many people--economic and

material progress bought at the expense of growing depen-
dence on nonrenewable resources, of environmental degrada
bon, and of loss of control over many aspects of everyday life
And the terms of the bargain seem to be quickly deteriorating
as the world cnters the final two decades of the twentieth
century

Although schizoph-enic flux of hope and concern charac-
terizes public attitudes toward technology, there is little gen-
eral under,tanding of how new technology is developed and
applied Yet the forces that shape the development of technol-
ogy' arc kcy elements in determining the structure of society,

for technology is so deeply embedded in virtually every aspect
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of life that technological changes and social changes often go
hand -in -hand

There is a widespread, if subconscious, belief that technolog-
ical change is driven chiefly by its own momentum, advances
in knowledge and technical understanding inevitably lead to
the production and application of new technology which then
causes changes in society This notion lies behind such well-
worn phrases as "the march of technology" and, as Langdon
Winner has pointed out in his book, Autonomous Technology,
it pervades much writing on technology and undergirds fears
that technology is out of control 3

Technological development, according to this view, is an
evolutionary process, not unlike biological evolution We even
speak of new "generations" of computers, automobiles, and
other high-technology goods as if they were biological descend-
ants of earlier models, and key technical developments are
often regarded as the progenitors of a whole range of subse-
quent innovations Closely linked to this view is the idea that
social changes are technologically determined new technolo-
gies, introduced into society, change the way society functions
Society, in other words, is largely a product of its technology
This concept lies unstated behind such terms as the Bronze
Age, the Machine Age, and the Computer Age

Thus, for example, the rise of cities in ancient Sumeria is
often explained by the introduction of agricultural technologies
that raised the production of food to a level that mild support
large numbers of people living away from the land The har-
nessing of steam power has been described as giving birth to
the machines of the Industrial Revolution And, more recently,
popular writers such as Akin Taller have portrayed a society
shaped by technologies that flow in an endless stream from the
world's laboratories "Technology,'' asserts Toffier, is a "great,
growling engine of change "4

These views of technology and social change provide a useful
perspective on technology and society, and they offer a seduc-

17
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ti)et) supple explanation for complex social and political
esents But the) also raise some difficult questions, and then
certaulll cannot explain mans aspects of technological de) el-
opment If technolog e\ okes large!) A ( (g(1111g to its (M11
& mimics, bringing Solidi changes III Its Wlke, «11s, fur exam-
ple, (lid the Industrial Resolution not take place in ncient
Greece, s + hen the principles of steam passer V CIT first disco\
erect' \II), did other scientifically ad ecl cis ili/ations not
des clop manufacturing technologies' ,1iid \Ali) are sonic tech-
nologies pursued 1k Ink other, equal]) attracti)c technologies
are neglected'

1 he ,insv,er to such questions is buried in the WO (011CUPt
of mlution Technological csolution, like biological colution
responds to a )irict), of forces Biological coliiiion rs drisen b)
en) ironmental pressures that famr the stirs AAR) of some
species user othersinsects resistant to 311 IIISC( t 1( Ide 1% Ill

s ift Is predominate ui d sprased area, C1,11111)1C,111(1 the

kL to t IIC doclopinent of Ii ing things can he found °ids hs
looking at them in relation to their enivininent Similar]) , the

ko, to technological de) elopment hes in the cm ironment In
h tec flange takes placei. this casL the so
c«nioniic , politicalind ph) si(al en) iroinnent

Corporations dominate the deselopment of no\ tec lipolog
in the v,estern industrial «Hintnes ,ind Japan, and commercial
forces thus constitute a prominent part of the emironnient
v, Inch tec Imologic al change takes place Hies pro) ide a pm, er
ful thrust that guides both the pace and dire( tion of mu(
tut Imologkal desclopment I he corporate sstcin has been
nornionsh productise in generating new tC( 111101( 441CS IIIc
W11(11111( lncentlSCS to 11111M(ItC111(1 the CM11(11111( COOS of

11(1t doing so 111 a (iitmpetIii \e Cnlltolillieiit brie made corpo-
rations "high!]) effic lent in exploring te(hnologu <ll possibilities
for [lss consumer prodift is des ices that can he marketed
and sold at a profit," notes Emmanuel \lsthene, former head
of Ifaisard L tii crsik's Program on Scien«' and Societ
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Economic forces in general help explain many aspects of
technological des elopment Corporations arc interested in de-
%eloping and applying technologies that will reduce the costs
of production, capture a larger share of the market, NISI' the
productivity of their workers, and otherwise contribute to the
bottom line on their profit and loss statements Similar, though
less oby ions, pressures also guide technological development in
the centrally-planned industrial countries, where planning tar-
gets and a sandy of incentives seek to raise productivity and
to push down the costs of production Thus, in an era when
oil and gas wets sold for next to nothing and the price or many
materials was low and es en declining, economic considerations
led to the proliferation of technologies profligate in their use
of eliergy and materials Similarly, economic forces pros idc one
reason VI hY production processes lase become increasingly
capital-intensise and labor-sax mg in a period when capital has
been relatisely cheap and labor relatiscly expensive the in-
dustrial world And the economic advantages of producing
goods in large quantities help explain why production pro-
( esses, from power plants to automobile assembly lines, base
become increasingly centralized and larger in scale

Although economic forces clearly play a prominent role III
shaping technological des elopment, there is a cast amount of
limos ation for VI 111(11 they cannot account Weapons, space
%chides, law enforcement technologies, health care systems,
and education techniques arc not developed primarily for their
economic payoff 'Nor are such acts s ales as astronomy, high

energy physics, and molecular biology supported simply be-
cause they offer a promising rate of financial return Indeed, if
winomic forces alone were sufficient to drive technological
des elopment, corporations could be expected to carry out all
the nee essars innosation, and the role of goverments could be
limited to setting the correct e,_onornic and regulatory environ-
mentor, corchng to the free marketeers, governments
should simpls get out of the way In reality, es ery government

I)
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has a direct stake in technological development Gmernment
agencies fund a large fraction of national research and develop-
ment efforts, they provide a major thrust to the development
of new technologies through their purchasing programs, and
they underwrite the costs of educating and training scientists
and engineers

Overt political and social pressures thus shape a good deal
of technological deelopment, prokng a drn, mg force that
extends well beyond strictly economic motivations But there
are other, more subtle forces at work as well These stem from
the very nature of industrial production and from the scientific:
values that undergird industrial society

David Landes has pointed out, in his monumental stuch, of
technical change, The (Inbound P-ometheu,s, that technologi-
cal changes arc closeh intertwined with changes in the organi-
zation of production "Factor), discipline," writes I andes, "re-
quired and eentuall) created a new breed of worker, broken
to the inexorable demands of the clock It also held w ithm itself
the seeds for further tee advance, for control of labor
implies the possibility of the rationalization of labor From the
start, the specialization of production functions was pushed
further 111 the factor) than it had been in shops and cottages.
at the same time, the difficulties of manipulating men and
materials within a limited area gave rise to imprmements ni
layout and organization "t'

In other words, production techno'ogies not old) combine
energy and raw materials in the manufacture of goods, but the
also provide the means by which labor fora s arc rationalized
and controlled Daid Dickson puts the case more directly
"Contemporary technology has been developed in industrial-
ised societies in a way that seeks to secure maximum control
over labour, as much as maximum production of goods

This view of technological change suggests that the develop-
ment of new technology tends to build upon and reinforce the
existing social and political relationships within society Tech-
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nology, in short, is part and parcel of the hierarchical rower
structure of industrial societies Moreover, the development of
increasingly complex and centrally-controlled technological
systems, according to this interpretation, tends to increase the
importance and influence of small groups of experts at the
center of political and corporate power

A similar impact is frequently seen when technologies devel-
oped in the industrial countries are transferred into the devel-
oping world The transfer of tractors into rural areas where
there arc wide disparities in vs ;:alth and economic power, for
example, has often resulted in increased incomes for the farm-
ers who could afford to buy the machines, while small farmers
and sharecroppers have been forced off the land as the large
farms expanded Modern industries In Third World cities base
also tended to fragment and destroy local networks of small
businesses, resulting in greater wealth for those associated with
the modern sector and relatively poorer conditions for those
outside it Of course, technological change is not always detri-
mental in its social impacts But no technologyhowever "ap-
propriate--can by itself change the social and political struc-
tures that underpin many problems

These interpretations of technological des elopinent pros Kle
important insights into the processes of technological change,
and each of them helps explain why innosation has become SO
central to idustrial society Yet none piovides a cousin/mg
framework, on its own, to ac count for eser facet of technologi-
cal change 'Elie reason is that technological, economic, and
political forces are all MIA% cd in one way of another, and they
interact to produce a complex array of pressures that push and
pull technological development along certain paths

Soucts 1, thus not simply a product of its technologs
Rather, the dominant economic, political, and social forces
acting in mores guide the direction of technological change
Das id Noble, a historian at the LISSX

echnologs, sinus up the pro( ess Stitt inc tls "Tec5nical imper-

"2
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atis es define only what is possible, not what is neccssam what

can he done, not what mu,st he done The latter decisions are

social in nature Unfortunately, this distinction between possi-

bility and necessity is lost on most contemporaryobsersers, and

with it a large measure of imagination and social vision "8

An understanding of the forces that lead to technological

change helps explain how it is that humanity has acquired such

spectacular technological prowess yet continues to face prob-

lems that seem to clefs technological solution Part of the

reason is that mans of the problems arc political, economic, or

social rather than technological Technological fixes can user

conic strictly technological problems, such as how to improse

the efficiency' of an automobile engiu, but they cannot solse

wider political problems, such as how to reduce public depen-

dence On automobiles
Modern technology thus reflects the economic and political

forces that hake dominated industrial societ in the past few

decades These forces has e shaped the w odd's research and

des elopment ssstem, guided the application of new scientific

knowledge, and influenced much technological development

in the 'Hurd World Rut in the past few sears, nuns of thus(
forces have themselves changed fundamental's, as eller*
prices base soared, ec ()norm(' growth has slumped, and public

resistance to the grossing power of big gm eminent and huge

corporations has found widespread political expression Thus,

111,1111 of the technologies developed in the postwar era have

becimne inappropriate in a flindanienhils changed world

The ancient story of Hephaestus, the lame Greek god of fire

and metalworking, pros ides many symbols for the role of sci-

ence and technology or the eighties I lephaestus was one of the

ugliest and roost irascible of the gods and was often disliked

He was twice cast from Olympus, once by his mother, I !era,

ho cast him out at birth because she was disgusted with his

appearance, and the second tune by Zeus, who was angry with

him for siding with his mother in a coniugal dispute (This

2`)ti
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second fall from Olympus, according to some accounts, was
responsible for his limp, for he is said to have broken his legs
when he landed on the :sland of Lemnos ) Yet, in spite of the
antipathy that many of the other gods displayed toward Hepha-
estus, he was eagerly sought after for his technological skills
I lephaestus was an architect, a smith, au armorer, a chariot-
builder, and an artist Ile fashioned delicate works of art, fur-
nished weapons, and provided transportation in the form of the
golden shoes with which the gods moved through the air In
short, he was a central and indispensable part of the workings
of Olympus "

o ,,,,, ti
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Technology in
a New Era

Sometime in the early seventies, the postwar era drew to a

close No single event marked its passing, and only in retro-
spect has it become clear that the world went through funda-
mental changes in those years But it is now evident that shifts

in the international balance of economic and political power,

abrupt changes in the world oil market, rising levels of inflation

and unemployment, and the emergence of new social values

and aspirations all contributed to an irreversible transformation

in global affairs This transformation has had mayor direct and

indirect impacts on die climate for technological change

Two events in particularthe 1969 moon landing and the

1973-74 oil embargosymbolized the deep changes that had

24 '1,
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taken place The moon landing, the pinnacle of a long and
complex effort, demonstrated humanity's technological prow-
ess in no uncertain terms It was a spectacular reminder of the
success of the scientific and technological programs that were
launched throughout the industrial world in the aftermath of
World War II But last four years later, the oil embargo
demonstrated the vulnerability of the industrial countries' pe-

troleum-based economies, it exposed the sital links between
the very technologies that had been at the core of industrial
expansion and a finite resource whose control had largely
passed into the hands of a few oil- producing countries The
embargo signalled the end of an extraordinary era of cheap
energy

,Thrupt shifts in the geopolitics, and hence the economics,
of oil were not the only signs that the world was undergoing
fundamental and irresersible changes The decade that began
with men walking on the auxin and which ended with men and
women waiting in line for gasoline also saw the postwar eco-
nomic boom sputter to an end A quarter-century of unprece-
dented economic growth gave was, to a series of recessions,
high rates of inflation, and lengthening unemploy nicht Imes
And as the decade achanced, hopes fora return to the postwar
trends gradually dimmed

\mother sign that the postwar era had coded was the fact
that the United States emerged from the scy claws as no longer
the undisputed world economic leader During the past dec-
ade, Japan and sonic European countries began to offer
serious challenge to the United States in world markets
particularly those for high. technology goods in which \ men
can companies had long been dominantand the balance of
minium( power shifted perceptibly aka% from the North
American «intinent 1 few des eloping countries began to pen
etrate markets in the industrol world with exports of manilla(
hired goodsi dexelopment that heightened economic compe-
tition and altered the postwar stoic hire of international
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economic reLtionships
In many areas, these transformations, prohlemsInd discon-

tinuities has e lieightened the weed for innovation One urgent

and ohs mus need, fur nample, Is to !nose quickly awas from

the postwar patterns of eller* pr lductiun and consumption,
a task that will require new energy-comet-sing technologies and

the des elopment of new resources ,11K1 the increased competi-

tion in markets for high-technology goods provides a major
incentise for companies to 11111(Adte Iii order to maintain their

products at the elating edge of new technologs 1111(.11R c

that is also causing go% ernments to pas attention to M.dS

IdtUlliCh they can support their high-technolo* industnes Yet
the u«monn«lownturn has simultaneously raised the need for

new technologies and dampened the climate for innosatum,
for high les els of inflation and sluggish e«nionik growth hake

depressed spending on research and deselopment in sonic
fieldsind tiles has(' made mans companies unwilling to com
mit large amounts of (AMA to new processes

In an case, recent npenem e has shown that the techolog_
ical formulas that appeared to work so \Ad Iii the fifties and

',Mies no longer seem capable of producing the required rc

.stilts Simpls [mitring moues into the (1(1(101)10c:it Of r1c lk

technologies---m the manner of the effort to land a man on the

moon--cannot mike the energs crisis, orodm c a ( ore 114 (,,P1

Cet, (if MCIThIlIC 1111144er Ild et ell It there

were a resurgence of innosation by industrial corporatums, it

is unlikels that there would he a return to the felicitous combi-

nation of high rates of economic growth, low le% ek of toll,thori,

and sirtuallv hill unpins went th,it characteri/cd much of the

quarter-centurs follow ing 11 orld \Var II
The reasons are «unpin, but tiles are rooted in the fact that

mans of the most pressing problems now facing the world are

ds much social and political JS technological Attempts to solse

(Ater* problems hs force-feeding the deselopmeht of 111K Lear

power or hs hurling more coal, for (Ample, 'lase clashed with
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new social values that place a pre mum on safety and environ-
mental preservation And efforts to increase food production in
developing countries by the use of tractors, high-vieldn ane
tics, and farming systems appropriate to industrial c iuntries
have raised grain yields, but they have done little to improc
the nutrition of hundreds of millions of the world's poorest
peoplesmall farmers, the landless, and urban slum dwellers

Current systems for generating and applying new technolo-
gies were established in the economic and political climate of
the fifties and sixties,-and they are slow to adapt to new reali-
ties The world has chaJged fundamentally, but technological
systems have changed little As a 1980 report by the Orvanisa-
bon for Economic CoopeAtion and Development (OECD)
has put It "Technical advance cannot he taken for granted
\either the rate nor the direction can now he regarded as
satisfactory The rate has slowed down substantially, and

the direction has meant that it is lacking m sonic areas
where It is vitally needed -I

The End of Cheap Oil

Nowhere are these issues more prominently displayed than
uI the upheavals in world energy markets and in the responses
of governments to the energy crises that have erupted in he
past decade The upheavals conveyed two clear messages the
western Industrial countries, together with many developing
countnec have become critically dependent on a politically
olatile regon of the world for a substantial fraction of their
on supplies, and the long period of stable energy supplies and
prices that stretched back for almost three decades has abruptly
ended The responses to these upheavals have had an equally
clear implication there is no technological fix, whether it he
a massive program to develop nuclear power or a crash effort
to produce synthetic fuels, that will ensure independence from
imported oil or provide immunity from higher energy prices
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The 1973-74 oil embargo and the associated rise in oil prices
forcefully demonstrated the deep structural changes that had
taken place in the world oil market over the previous decade
Between 195o and 1973, world oil production increased from
4 billion to zo billion barrels per year, climbing at a steady 7

percent annual rate This gusher of cheap oil its price -le-
aned substantially in real terms in this periodwas poured
into the growing automobile fleets, residential and industrial
boilers, chemical factori,s, and electricity-generating plants of
the industrial world Energy-intensive technologies developed
in this period helped change the shape of cities, factories, and

daily lies But these developments carried a hidden price
growing dependence on oil suppliers halfway around the world

Until 197o, oil production in the United States, the world's
most voracious consumer, expanded steadily to meet most of
the nation's growing demand These domestic supplies were
supplemented by imports that came mostly from Canada and
Latin America But in I970, production from American oil
wells peaked and began to decline while demand kept on
growing As a result, the United States turned increasingly to
the Middle East to fill the widening gap between its need for
oil and its capacity to produce it Europe and Japan had long
ken dependent on Middle Eastern suppliers for much of their
oil imports, w ith Japan importing almost ioo percent of its
requirement This growing dependence was as made painfully
apparent who, Arab oil producers shut off supplies to the
United States and some European countries in 1973, and the
Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
abruptly quadrupled the price of its product 2

The dents of 1973-74 sparked a good deal of consternation
in the industrial countries and prompted 3 sheaf of studies on

the k% mid oil outlook The realization had finally begun to sink
4.n that industrial technology had become dangerously depen-

_Ifgrit on 1 source of energy that would eventually run out and
that the patterns of production and consumption established
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during the fifties and sixties would be unsustainable over thc
long term Flow long it would take before world oil production
peaked and began to decline became a matter of intense de-
bate, but the consensus during the late seventies was that the
downturn would begin within twenty years 3

In the meantime, world oil demand slackened The 7 per-
cent growth rate of the sixties dropped to about z percent a
year, and oil prices failed even ro keep pace with inflation
between 1974 and 1978 The oil crisis dropped out of the
headlines But the Iranian Revolution provided another sharp
reminder of the instability of world oil supplies

The tight oil market that had been predicted for the nineties
appeared abruptly in 1979, when Iranian production was
sharply curtailed Although less than 3 million barrels of oil per
day were removed from the world marketan amount equna-
lent to only about 5 percent of global consumptionthe loss
was sufficient to transform a small glut into a shortage OPEC
members, taking aduntage of the shortfall, boosted prices
from $13 77 to $28 45 per barrel between January 1979 and
January 198o In a decade, the price of oil had lumped by a
factor of 15 4 Cheap energy, which had exerted a major influ-
ence on technological change for a generation, had finally
passed into history

The disruptions in the world oil market that marked thy
close of the seventies underscored a key point political as well
as physical limits will determine the amount and cost of oil
flowing in the world's tankers and pipelines during the next two
or three decades Although the physical depletion of oil re-
scncs will moitablv cause oil production to decline in some
countriessuch as the United States, Venezuela, Romania,
and perhaps the So let Unionin main others, production
will delibcratcl he kept below maximum lock

There are sound reasons for such a policy For one thing, oil
ni the ground is a inure dependable asset than are shrinking
doHars in the bank lind for another, Mall% oil produccrs hate

2!)
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come to realise that their economic and political goals arc best
met by gearing their oil mcoc to their do clopment needs
That was the declared intention of the Iranian gm chimera
following the downfall of the Shah, and \lemcan President
Lope/ Portillo announced that, in dodoping his country's
new-found oil riches, "output should be kept down to levels
commensurate with the country's ability to absorb the resulting
inassi%e revenues' Kuwait, Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and Bah-
rain hive all limited their nroduchon to levels well below their
max:mum capacity

hi addition to plaiiicd production limits, sudden and min-
pected curtailment of oil supplies is an ever present threat The
Iran -Iraq war in late lo8o, for example, again remmed some
; million barrels of oil per day from the world market, and the
hostilities threatened to spread to other oil producing coun-
tries \ major calamity could result from a shutdown of the
Strait of I lormui (at the mouth of the Perm] Gulf) for it
V. 0111d Chat: off some 40 percent of the Western world's oil
supplies And a resolution or abrupt change of polic in Saudi
Arabia could have a devastating impact on world oil markets

Saudi Arabia is the Vk odd's largest oil exporter, accounting
for about 15 percent of global production, and it is sitting atop
almost one-third of the world's pros en oil rescues It is the
pivotal power in the world oil market, for it can adjust its
production rates to keep total supply and demand m balance
and it has the greatest potential of am,' nation to increase its
production m future Years "The massive dependence of tic
industrial world on one fragile regime is a crightening fact of
modern states IlarNard Business School Professor Robert

S:`obatigh
The seventies thus saw a dramatic and fundamental change

nn the world's energy picture A quarter - century of steadily
growaig demand for oil and of steadily expanding production
gave way to a series of uphmals, sharp price increases, and
growing preca.-ioihness in global oil supplies The outlook for

JU
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the next decade and beyond gees little cause for optimism, for
(len without a maim disruption in supplies, markets are (A--

peered to alum': tight and prices arc sure to increase rapidls
Sun es mg the prospects late in loSo the t I S Office of Tech-

Assessment concluded that it is highly' likely that there

will he little or no increase in world production of oil front
cons entional sources

"Fliese (ley elopments has(' had a %cinh of dire( t and indirect
impacts on science and tcdmolog The most ohs ions is the
painful demonstration that se wntists and engineers hold no
simple technological solutions to the worlds energy problems
the expectation, built tip during the fifties and sAties, that the
Oil \gc 'could dissolye smoothly into the ,\tomi Age, has
foundered on the harsh experience of the SLI ela %1 hde

goy Cr11111 tits continue to pour cast sums into the des elopment
of major technologies such as the production of sYnthtic fuels
and the construction of experimental nuclear breeder re,it. (MS,
it has bromic dear that 511(. h programs alone cannot tins salsa-

tion from escalating oil prices Each new tedmolot,ty spay us
host of new social, political, and economic problews

111 of this has a ffec ted public attitudes toward cc Will c and
technology, for large-scale eller* projects has e become the
most prominent sY inhols of the negatrse side effects of techno-

logical attune c, and they hale become the major battlegrounds
on w lie h new social and cm ironmental %aloes base dashed
with the technocratic, growth-oriented sallies that base shaped
industrial sot lets for soca generations

The fate of President NIxon's highly publica/cd Project In
dependence demonstrates the mipossibilit of trying to per-
petuate the patterns of energy consumption established m the

postwar era bs rely mg on technologic al programs to

bung forth new energy supplies Launche :1 tit 19-7-;, in the

wake of the oil embargo, hojeet Independence was designed
to make the (fluted States independent of imported oil by
191)5, chiefly hs boosting nuclear power, mil, and domestic 01

and gas production (Nixon initially stunned (Atm his own
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ad% isers bx announcing that independence mild he acineed
198o, but the target %as quick's moed ahead fie years )

Announced % ith the same fanfare that surrounded President
Kennecix's pledge of a decade earlier to put a man on the nuxin
and using a similar approachNixon's appeal to the wii-
ardry of \mental] technology as tar less successful

Instead of becoming less dependent on foreign oil, the
United States increased its imports substannalk during most
of the seventies i S, imported oil accounted for almost
half the nation's oil consumption, compared cs ith less than
one-third hen Project Independence %as launched Nuclear
pocser, the centerpiece of the project, suffered so ere setbacks
as public opposition mounted, construction costs escalated.
major 1111(ertamtics surrounding aste disposal and safetc re-
mained unresolved, ind, with the accident at Three \lile Is-
land, public fears deepened The decclopment of coal and oil
shale resources also ran into a daunting arra% of emironinental
and economic barriers The estimated cost of producing sc n-
then( fuels from coal and shale, for example, has risen (ICH
faster than the price of oilind the projected contribution of
these fuels to domestic eller* snpplics has slipped steadil%

he harsh lesson of the Project Independence fiasco %as this
the United States MA% %%ell 11,1%c the technological C AIM( It% to

Able\ e energc independence In a crash program to develop
eller* supplies, but esereising that capacitc is not politicalk ,

en% iromnentallc, ui sociallc acceptable
For man\ scientists and engineers, the diffic nines cumin]

tered 1)% attempts to boost «insentional and nuclear eller*
te( hnologies are not cast to accept ,Nct ihtomed to the %ct H
(1( fincd %odd of facts, figures, and risk anal\ ses, scientists have
often argued that those csilo oppose nuclear poser, synthetic
fuels plants, ind similar tec hnologi it prole( ts, displac anti
scientific if auto- technological attitude Yet solar eller* and

cnergx consenation, \+Bich einoc popular support among those
ho question the desirabilitc of pushing ahead IA Ith massive,

centrall/cd cnergc-clecc..:pinent programs, theniscices require

3:2
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the deyelopment of a range of sophisticated new technologies
Indeed, the path to increased energy efficiency and greater
reliance on renewable energy resources is no less technologi-
cally challenging than one that emphasues grow th in cony en-
bowl energy production and coosumption

The example of the American automobile industrY indicates
the scale of the technological changes needed to adjust from
an era of cheap oil to one in which oil prices are climbing
sharply During the fifties and sixties, American automobiles
became header, more powerful, aud laden with energy-con-
suming accessories Technological mita% anon in this era con-
sisted mostly of annual changes in body design As a result, the
average (Imp efficiency of new cars dropped steadily, in 1973,

when the oil embargo struck, Detroit was producing its most
inefficient range of cars in almost half a century But in the past
feu years, prodded first by goy eminent regulations and then by
threats of bankruptcy, the industry has been transforming its
products Technological change has been more rapid than at
any time in the automobile industry's history, and by 1985, the

average car rolling off the assembly lines will get more than
twice as Mans miles per gallon as did its predecessor of adecade

earlier 9
Between 1975 and 1955, the indus'ry will !lase spent some

58o billion on new assembly plants, and it will have made
technological changes ranging from the des elopment of mini-
computers for the control of engine performance, to the manu-
facture of lighter body components 111 industry after industry,
similar efforts will be required to transform technologies dcei-
wed in an era of S2 -a-barrel oil to technologies sinta'a for an
era when oil costs $50 a barrel As a study by the U S \alma)
\cadent!, of Sciences concluded, "a low-energy future offers
strong incentives for technological innovation The tech
piques used to bring about energy reductions reported in this
study in almost es ers case rely o:' the use of ads anced technol-

ogy "10

The Ac adelnV committee's central conclusion was that the
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United States could enjoy strong economic grossth %%hile hold-
ing its demand for energy sirtualls constant or, under some
conditions, eyed reducing its merall energy consumption Tlic
key to these projections is the use of strong energy conser%ation
measures and the des elopment of ness technologies that use
energy more effic lend%

In mans respects, such projections arc based on a trend that
appeared in the ses enties1 trend that represents a marked
break %%ith postssar patterns of energy consumption and c«)-
Ilona grossth Throughout the fitties and sixties, energy con-
sumption and economic gross th sere tightl% Inikeel in the
industrial countries Fah percentage increase nl gross national
product %% i, mat( lied b% a similar percentage increase 01 energy

demand But b% the late ses Lathes, energy consumption %%A
increasing at about half the rate of CAP grossth in main
countries the links bety%een energy demand and c«mona
grossth %Acre not as strong as they appeared to be m the pest%%,ir

era

l'he energy c rises that emerged during the ses cubes has e
thu, raised a host of issues nn V, science and technology

play a central role But upde rl% mg the fierce debate os er energy
polte, that has erupted throughoat the industrial ssorld is a
clash of salves Clu a es of energy supph technologies, and
decisions to stimulate energy ((insulation, are not sunpl% tech-
nological matters 'Flies 'mot% e a eompley arras of economic,

politic and ens ironmental issues \int old% hose the
camey uplica%als of the ses clines ushered in a ness energy era,
but the% has e also eyposed the %% Kier write \t %% Inch techno-

logical decisions are male

/rout Ihundwice to Searchl

For a generation raised on the head% bro% of cheap resources
and rapidly ads along technology, the energy crisis of the earls
ses unties came as quite shoe k It prosoked a searching niquir%
into the finite nature of global resources md the capability of
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technology to (it ermine limits to growth But the changing

energy picture was not the only indication that the world was
in the midst of a transition from abundance to relatite scarcity

to a few vital areas
The early SCSCIaleS Sass sudden and disturbing deteriora-

tion of the world food economy, as reserve stocks dwindled to

almost nothing and widespread starsation appeared in Africa

and Asia The immediate cause of the scarcity was a cobina-
tion of poor hart ests m the Soviet Union, the Indian subconti-

nent, and sub-Saharan Africa, together with a decision by the
Sot let government to make up its shortfall of grain by record

purchases from the United States The world food economy
unproted in the late seventies, however, thanks to a string of

good hart ests, but as the world entered the eighties, there were

gathering signs of further shortages i
These ups and downs the atailabilitt of food on the world

market were primal-1k caused by climatic fluctuations, but tilt%
masked a dangerous underlying trend In the quarter-c clam\
following \' odd War II, the world gram hart est nearly don

bled, climbing from ()S.; million tons to r 33 ham tom Tim
unprecedented nicrase %%as SAC tent to keep food productu,
at least d half Ski) aCcid Of demand from d
world population But IA the und-setenties, one of the prune

sources of increasing crop production had s irtuallt been e-
hausted, for almost all the world's ataablc cropland had been

brought under cults ation Indeed, in the past few years, there

hate been warning signs that sonic of the land now ni cult ita-

non is deteriorating, as soil erosion has rex bed unsustainable

lock m inant regions 12
This means that tirtually all the iliCredSC In fond production

for the foreseeable future will have fn COW- from raising yields

per are, a prospect made especially difficult by the fact that

all the y rend- increasing technologies introduc ed in the past lets

decades fertilisers, pesticides, herbiculesmd irrigationare
encrgy-intcustc 1 protection published bs the t S got ern-
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meta puts the task in perspectRe "In the early 19705, one
hectare of arable land supported au aserage of z 6 persons, by
z000 one hectare will has e to support 4 persons "13

These global estimates hide it another fundamentally im-
portant feature of the world food econom% that has deseloped
user the past generation the growing dependence on \orth
Nmenca On the eve of World Vl dr II, only Western Europe
was a major importer of grain, most other regions of the world
were at least self-sufficient But during the past quarter-en-

, fewer and fewer countries hase been able to meet their
grain needs through domestic production, and the hase

turned increasing's to the I hilted States and Canada to fill the
gap Bs the und-sesenties, \orth merica was the only region
of the world with a substantial food surplus, its exports ac-
counted for about two-thirds of the global gram trade This
'was% dependence on North \ mencan croplands has made
grain importers es er%%% here dangerot.1: Sulnerable to shifts in

the weather patterns (and shifts in the agricultural policies) of
a single chniatic region

It is not lust m terms of crop production that the world food
prospect has undergone a major transformation in the past
duct& \s Lester Brown has pointed out. the per capita Ko-
chi( him worldwide of fish, beef, and mutton all 1,,,aked durin4
the sesenticsmd hasc now hegun to decline These trends
raise the need for technologies to boost food production
in the sears ahead But the experience of the past generation
has shown that new technologies alone will not he enough to
ensure that food is dutiable to those who cannot afford to bus
it These trends hase sobering implications for the food outlook
iii the eighties and besond to

Vs ater another resource w hose abundance has been taken
for granted in past decades but w Inc h ma% beconie mereasingls
scarce m the sears ahead Richard Barnet argues in Ins hook
the Lean }Pars that "because water is so ohs mush a fiNte and
scarce resource. and because there arc alwass competing drink-
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ers, irrigators, and industrial users for the same water, conflict

is inevitable Yet water, like energy, has for decades been
taken for granted Technological development has conse-
quently treated it as a "free good,- a renewable resource whose
cost could virtually be ignored in the planning of new projects
1,ts real salue will only become ohs ious whin, like energy,
reservoirs become depleted The report of the Global :moo
study, a major ti S gas eminent projection of resource and
ens nonmental trends to the end of the centurs, estimates that
demand for fresh water worldwide will increase bs between zoo
and Soo percent during the final quarter of the twentieth
century 'Arlucli of the increased demand for watej will he in
the Ideseloping) countries of Africa, South Asia, the Middle
Fast, and Latin America, where in mans areas fresh water for
human consumption and irrigation is alreads in short suppls,"
the studs notes 15

In the industrial countries, too, competition for water sup-
plies between industrial uses, energs production, urban expan
sion, and agric,iltur 's like's to 'utensils The western United
States, which has ' .use untapped energs resources, large
areas of irrigated agi 'culture, and rapidly expanding cities, is
Hulk to see increasing competition for water supplies in the
sears ahead \heads, water is :n short suppls The waters of the
Colorado Riser, the lifeline of the and Southwest, are almost
fulls used, and there is little scope for meeting further de
wands More warning the Ogallala aquifer, an underground
reservoir that supplies irrigation water for a large area of the
western plains, is showing signs of deplethin Sonic 4o percent
of the grain fed beef raised in the United States are fattened
in an area dependent on the Ogallala, notes science writer John

\\ alsh, but "engin vring studies indicate that underground
%sater in this region mas he depleted in three to twenty
`,CMS "16

Renewable resources, b1 definition, are not supposed to run
out but during the sesenties, es !dem e mounted that so-called
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renewable resources m mans regions were under severe pres-
sure as rising demands began to push biological systems to the
limits of their productive capacity and besond The detenorat-
mg soils m mans parts of the workl, declining fish catches, and
deforested hillsides bear witness to these trends But the re-
source that is in perhaps the most parlous state in some regions
is wood Studs after study has indicated that tropical forests are
shrinking at an alarming rate under the pressure of rising de-
mand for agricultural land, commercial logging operations, and
the collection of firewrxxl This has already resulted in severe
social and ecological problems in mans' areas, as firewood prices
has e soared, and as soil erosion has accelerated on deforested
hillsides Ns a result, the Global 2000 studs concludes that

the real prices of woc.id productsf uclwood, sawn lumber,
wood panels, paper, wood-based chemicals, and so onare
expected to rise considerabls In the industrialized nations
the effects Inas be disruptive, but not catastrophic In the less
des eloped countries, however, wood is a necessity of life I ,oss

of woodlands will force people iii Mani; I DCS to pa',' steepls
rising prices for fuelwood and charcoal or to spend much more
effort collecting woodor else to do without -17

The transition horn dhllildallCe to scarcity was predicted
even before the energy crisis of the early seventies, with the
972 publication of I nnrts to Growth A. computerized stuck

of the world CCM 10111N and global resources, it essentialls con-
cluded that unitomed economic grow th would result in venous
resource depletion, coupled with rising les els of pollution The
studs sparked a heated controversy, it came under heavy fire
for ignoring the potential for technological change to break
through the planetary limits that lie ahead Technology, after
all, had overcome shortages of food, energy, and raw materials
in past centuries, and there was no reason to expect that it
would not he able to repeat the performance ui tk. future 18

The hunts to Growth may indeed have been unduly pessi-
mistic in smile respects But impending, if not actual, shortages
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of both renewable and lionrenevx ib1. resources place a Ilea% 5

burden on technological change The energy untensise, ens 1-
ronmentalk disruptise technologies des eloped in an era of
c heap and abundant resources are contributing to some of the
problems tkit hake emerged in the past decack Changes in
technological direction has e become impeiatise

.1 Veit' Economic. rrivironment

hen before the upheaals-r4 world oil markets broke the
postwar patterns of energx prodution and use, there were signs
of mounting stress in the world economy Inflation began to
accelerate in most countries in the late sixties, and unemploy-
ment les els began to climb But the abrupt risen oil prices in

i 973-74 exacerbated these trends, ushering in a period of
sluggish economic growth, global inflation, ind mounting
unemplos itient that has stretched into "a: earls eighties and
shows little sign of ending

Technological muck Mimi ss %lose(' as a solution to
marls of these economic problems, for next technologies ha% e

traditional's helped lxxist economic growth 1-) pm% ichng mess
55,1%s to produce goods inure chemls But intimation itself is

;note difficult to ac hies e in a depressed economic climate, and
In am (chi', there is no reason to ewe( t thit a return to postwar
patterns of mnosatton ss ill he ass more successful than a reiurn
to postwar economic planning in 01 ercommg the economic
problems of the eighties

The symptoms of global economic 111,11,11SC are sass to de

scribe, but the underk mg C &BC'S are difficult to diagnose The
most ohs 1O115 S% 'upturn is a global inflation rate that continues

to accelerate nflat ion, k Inc In has appeared throughout inston

iii mdis idual countries in tunes of war, poor harsestsind
similar periods of strcss, has become a global phenomenon 19
It ,ifft c is (len the ( entrails planned (To:mimes, where control
of prices should make them less s ulnerable to iiifl,ition,irs pre,
sures (See 'I able i )
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Table 2 1 %erage 1nnual Rate of Inflation in Selected Groups of
Countries

Coe' Ittr, group I Q60- -.0 'I 10 -.0

A )14 -111«nne countries 0

1'1 F N. 1 I

10

Middle-income countries 1 3 /

Industrialired conning 42 9 4
CApital-surplus oil exporters 2 Z

Source \\ odd Rink

At the same time, the global economy has lost much of the
buoyancy It displayed in the postwar years The combined gross
national product of the western industrial countries and Japan
grew by more than 4 percent a year in the fifties, and by more
than 5 percent a sear between 1960 and 1973 But from 1973
to 1979, the industrial economies grew by only z 5 percent a
sear, and they entered the eighties in a state of recession
Similar trends were e% ident in the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe, where annual growth rates slumped from 9 5 peiceut
to 6 5 percent, and filially to 5 5 percent during the same
periods of time 20

The oil- importing developing countries also saw their eco-
nomic growth rates slow down in the se% enhes Between 1965
and 1973, in spite of rapid increases in their populations, they
boosted economic output per capita at a 3 7 percent annual
rate But between 1975 and 1978, their per capita growth rates
slumped to 2 3 percent a year \mong the hardest hit were the
poorest African countries, whose per capita growth rates
dropped from 1 6 percent a year in the sixties to lust 0 z
percent in the soenties "On average their people are as badl.s
off at the end of the decade as they were at the beginning,"
stated a 1980 report by the World Bank 21

One consequence of the slowdown in growth rates and of
efforts to dampen inflation has been a surge m global unem-
ployment Each year since 1975, the total number of jobless
people has increased in E'irope. and in 980, more than 20
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million were out of work in Western Europe, North America,
and Japan combined In the de%eloping world, unemployment
and underemployment has reached epidemic proportions, as
the number of lobs created in industry has fallen hopelessh
short of the growth in the number of people looking for work
While accurate estimates are difficult to make, the Interna-
tional Labor Office suggested that in the late se cubes, close
to a half- billion people were unemployed or severely underem-
ployed in die dLeloping countries "Chronic high unemploy-
ment seems to have become entrenched in most of the world
economy, and traditional measures for combatting it appear
inadequate or mappropnate---or bot'i," Kathleen Newland
noted in a 1979 study of world unemployment problems 22

These high rates of unemployment in the industrial world
make labor-saving technologic, cnangethe basis of much of
the rise in productivity in the postwar period -both more
difficult aod socially divisive And the lobs crisis in the Third
World calls into question the advisability of basing deelop-
went programs on the use of labor-saving technologies im-
ported from the industrial countries 23

While the economies of indi% idual countries liae encoun-
tered a combination of seemingly intractable problems, inter-
national economic relations have also undergone major tiplica-
als The early seventies saw the I .cakup of the internation
financial arrangements that were established at the
`0 rid War II, under which currency exchanges sco
nally fixed to the price of gold The system began to crum'ole
in io-,71, when President Nixon took the United States off the
gold standard, an action that effectively devalmd the dollar
against other rimier cur renews And the postwar arrangements
collapsed completely in 1973, en exchange rates were al

lowed to float
There followed a period of iolent Ltuations in interna-

tional financial markets, and many governments were forced to
take painful steps, such as tightening credit and reducing go.-

r1 1
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eminent expenditures, ni order to stabilie their currencies
The fluctuations led to changes in terms of trade, those coun-
tries chose cm renews were effect's els/ devalued saw the cost of
their imports rise, therebs adding to inflationary pressures, and
those countries whose currencies rose found it more difficult to

bcxust their exports
These *rations to mtemational economic affairs were al

read: under w a: before the io73-74 oil price increases, but
those increases added to the instabilits The prompted the
largest international transfer of capital iii history, and the oil-
exporting countries ran un r urrent account-surpluses of more
than Sao in 19-74 Some of this moue: -which rapidls
became know n as petrodollarswas returned to the industrial
countries through purchases of capital equipment, teehnologs.
and consumer goods, and shine was reo c led thr, ugh deposits

rat pri \itc western banks The bouist in oil Fie, that occurred
in to-9 has again thrown immense strains on the international
financial The combined surpluses of the oil exporting
countries amounted to about Si io billion iii io8o 24

1.11,S unprecedented international mosement of capital has
had w ulespread repercussion, It has aggravated the balance-of--
pa:molts problems of man: oil-importing countries, especialls
of des eloping countries, which were faced with a combined oil
hill of sortie S4 billion in 1910 It has greatIt increased inter-
national competition in export markets, as countries seek to
raise their export earnings in order to pa: for oil imports Add
it has ustls increased the rule of pm ate commercial banks m

the international economic ss stein Private banks haze played
a Ices role in rec:cling petrodollars, and the: haze made huge
loans to do eloping countries to help them pay their oil import
hills Bs mid- i 07obefore the oil-price rises took placedc-
:eloping countries had built up a combined debt of $22 i bil-
lion to commercial kinks, with Braid alone owing more than
$35 billion Inc interest pasments on these huge sums of

were beginning to strain the financ es of mans countries
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by the end of the se%enties, raising concerns for the merall
%lability of the international monetary system 25

The economic problems and dislocations that have surfaced
in the past decade are closet mterlinked, and the% lia%:: se%-
cred the economic trends and international financial relation-
ships that persisted for a quarter-century after World War II
The liac also deeply affected the em ironment for technologi-
cal change The slowdown in economic grow th and constraints
on gmernment spending hae reduced the growth in expendi-
tures on research and deelopment in many countries In addi-
tion, according to a studs by the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and De%elopment, "the stagnant economic cli-
mate has been attracting R&D in most sectors towards the
short-term and the safe In an era of slow growth and eco-
nomic uncertamt% , pikate industry is more reluctant to make
iii estments in new technologies to increasP produch% it% 26

For dceloping countries, the economic uncertainties, es-
calating encrg% prim, and Ilea.% debt burdens accumulated in
the scenhes liae made doelopment programs more difficult
to achie%c In particular, the liae raised serious doubts abont
the wisdom of following the industrial world (lows the path
toward energ%-mtensise sstems of production and consump-

nc les .iac led some countries to take a new look attioni I tl I

the possibilities for (4.1.c:hying their ow n eller* tesource'

.1 Restructured 11- orh/ i'cotioniv

Tilt United States emerged from \\ oriel \\ ar II as the
undisputed world leader in industrial and technological power
Ihronghout the fifties and sixties, inerican corporations
dommated world trade in high technology goods, and cons
mentators in Furope ,,yarned repeatedk of the economic lan-
gers inherent in the "technolog% gap- between the United
States and the rest of the industrial world During the coun-
ties, howeer, the international distribution of technological

'13
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power changed fundamentally, with Japan and sonic European

countries offering strong competition m world markets

In :mills respects, lest deselopments are not too surprising
\merman dominance in science and technologs in the postwar

scars WaS partly a result of the fact that the country emerged
from \\ odd 11 ar I I w its industrial and technological capa',-

its essential's intact !irked, its technological aught had been

considurabls cilium«) hs WaSSI%C government support during
the War sears and hs the mmugratuni of mans leading Euro-
pean scientists and engineers before and after the war The
(fluted States technological dominance Was, therefore, S011)C-

W hat 11tIfiClal, and it WaS hound to ende follow mg the success-

ful rehabilitation of the war-torn economies of Europe and
Japan

Icasured ni temp changes pi the relatise distribution of

production among thc ,ding noncommunist industrial eoun
tries, the econ01111( rise of Japan and \\ est Gurnians is striking

In the mid-fifties, the t IIMed State,: accounted for almost
two-thuds (if the «mibmed produc him of the ses en largest
OECD (outlines, but hs the und-ses claws, its share had
shrunk to less than half West Connally increased its share
stcadils, osertaking Britain and Franc I m the nud-sixties, while
Japm (gusted ;inprecedinted rates of growth Bs ii)o, Japan

had become the second largest economic pincer in the non-
communist world it share of total production among OECD
countries increased 1-. Fiore ;ion a factor of four between the

mid fifties and he Ill_I-SOCIltICS 2- ?SCC Table 2 )

ithoug:. ilt.su trends kse been a long time m the making
and rfliect ;;n2 ioesitable economic lecocrs of Europe and

tram they It )t becimic onspa nous until the global «on-

or , lost momentum in the nud-sesentics ,1s the ilidustual

motrics tried 1 gist their exports in order to pas for
oil, \in,o( corporaLons found themsels es III a 1110111

(onipctltne eniromnent hen in domestic markets for goods

h steel and jutonlOblICS, lmerlcan manufacturers en

4,1
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Table 2.2 Changes in the Share of Production Among the Seven
Largest OECD Countries. 1955-1974

Countn /970

l/nited States 645

(PI- RC F's '1)

339 45 0
United Kingdom 86 69 60
France 78 86 ri ;
West Germans 3 99 125
Canada 43 43 4 6
Japan 3 11 0 17

Italy 46
Total* 100 0 100 0 100 0

sources Oromation for f «moon( Crx,peration and Doclopincilt and V% urld Bank
!oral 111t11 MA J1.1 to 100 kunst: of rounding

countered stiff competition from European and Japanese com-
panies, and imports captured a growing share of U S sales For

nation that had held a dominant position in the world econ-
omy for more tlian a generation, this new economic reality
became a source of deep concern

Just how much has the United States economic and techno-
logical leadership been eroded' The evidence is conflicting, but
it is clear that there have been deep stru-tural changes in the
world economy during the past decade or so Relative changes
in national technological capacity lie at the center of these
economic shifts

In terms of productivitya key measure of economic per-
formancethe United States still ranks abose every other
country In 1978, Ficnch and West German workers produced
about 15 percent less than their American counterparts, Japa-
nese workers produced about one-third less, and British work-
ers about !*) percent less But every country, including Britain,
has improved its productivity more rapidly than the United
States during the past quarter-century In 1950, productivity in
the United States was more than six times higher than that in
Japan, 2 5 times higher than that in France and West Ger-

4 5
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many, and almost twice that in Britain 287Stme,--1:41uk 2 3 )

There are many reasons why product's ity growth rates have
differed so markedly over the past decade or so Among the
contributing factors are differences m Lvels of ins estment u..d
savings, differences in structure of labor forces, and differences

in rates of inflation and unemployment A study- by the U S
National Science Founda:ion has also suggested that "part of
the country differences in productivity gains may stem from
the fact that the United States is at a much higher les el of
national production than other countries and thus may possibls
be experiencing the diminishing rates of return effect often
associated with an increasing scale of economic activity "2')
Furthermore, when Japan and Vs e.,t Germany rebuilt their
shattered industrial plants, they were able to use the latest,
most product's e technologies Whateser the causes of the
changes in relapse product's its les els, however, it is clear that
the leading nations of the \A ester]) worldwith the exception
of Britainarc becoming inure homogeneous in their indus-
trial product's ih, w hie h in turn suggests that their technologi-
cal lesels lease also esened out flow 'lase these shifts afic.ted
international markets for high-technology goods'

Bs all appearanc es, the I Tinted States has seen its dominant
position greatls eroded i,l lt)So, for example, more than one

car III four sold in the United States was imported A sear

1 able 2 GUM Domotic Product Per V (nicer in Selected Countrle,,
Compared with the I toted Statc,

,7', 17,1(77(

PI NI I 1 ell 1 u+

Milt( 'ILO( S 1 X 1:77) 7 7 I f X 7 7

j711),H1 i ; (, : 5 4, - (,1 ,

I' miht 41 4 ;"; -1 5.7, t)

11 iNt (,trilLito. 0)1 ;(. , -1 ; Lc.; i

I iiit(d Kilit,dorn

S(Hir,1 t ti 1)1

.70 t,

w 4 I ,thor

;-t -,- I, 0 4

el 6'
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earlier, Japan had us ertaken the United States as the world's
largest automobile manufacturer Bs the late seventies, the
American steel industr was m serious difficulties, reeling under
the impact of cheaper imports from more productRe nulls in
Japan, Europe, and sonic Third World countries And in Mall\
areas of consumer electronics, Japanese companies were domi-
nating world markets to the extent that American companies
had dominated them a decade earlier'

In terms of international ins tstnients bx multinational cor-
porations, there has also been a decline in S dominance,
reflecting the grolA mg economic strength of other industrial
countries According to a studs hs the United Nations Com-
mission on Transnational Corporations, the American share of
direct foreign msestment worldwide dropped from 53 S per-
cent 196 to 4- 6 percent ni 97, and Britain's share sank
from 16 6 to percent In contrast, Japan increased its share
from i 4 to 6 percent, and \\ cst German\ 's share rose from

S to 6 9 percent Ihnis, whole the United States remains hit
far the leading s, OR C of foreign ins eSt went, some other indus-
trial countries ar, uc reasmg their merscas an% itics at a imidi
faster pace 3"

This trend is IS Alit, for example, in microelec troincs----One
of the hottest high -tee Imologx areas in the past few scars In
the earls sexenties, the I. sited Sties held a sirtual nonopol
on this technology, but bx the earls eighties, \incric,in
nuns IA CR' encountering stiff competition from foreign manic
fat turerc, Japanese and European corporations Inserted t S

WI( roclectriinks «npanicsliquirmg some percent of
\ei-Kan manufacturing (alma% in this field Socral Japa-

nese corporations also established Furopean manufacturing
lac ilities to compete head-011 \I, Ith the United States and
hairope m the European market '1

Yet, m spite of these dexclopments, the United States re
tamed a healthy track. balance in high technology goods during
the sesenhes It exported far more in the ssas of computers,
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military equipment, aircraft, and similar sophisticated products
than it imported In 1977, its trade balance in high-technology
goods amounted to $27 6 billion, while it ran up a trade deficit
of $24 4 billion in other goods American high-technology ex-
ports arc clearly a crucial factor in offsetting the nation's
mounting oil-import bills Indeed, international trade in gen-
eral has become increasingly important to the U S economy
m recent yens Imports and exports combined rose from 6
percent to i 2 percent of the nation's G\P between 1970 and

19801 striking indication of the growing economic inter-
dependence among the industrial countries 32

As it enters the eighties, the United States is still the world's
leading economic and technological power, but its dominance
is not as absolute as it was in the postwar sears The industrial
countries hale become more interdependent, with industrial
and technological capacity more es tidy chided among them
For each of them, maintaining their domestic industries at the
cutting edge of new technology has become a central concern,
and as the world economy has become flaccid, this concern has
intensified Technological competition from abroad has be-
come One of the chief Inc,...nties for innoution in the Indus-

world

\\ Me the western n industrial countries and Japan has e been
bffilding up their high-technolog% industries, the So% let I. moon

and Eastern Europe hasc also been pumping large ainotni.s of

resources into technological decelopment Although direct
comparisons are difficult to make, it is behesed that the So% let

Union is des °hug a 11111 h larger share of its gross national
product to research and deselopment than are the western
industrial wuntries A study b% the U S ational Science
Foundation has reported, for example, that So% let outlays oil

R&D in the late socilhes amounted to about 4 percent of
the nation's gross national product, compared with about 2 2
percent in the United States The Sos let Union, inorcoer, has
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more scientists and engnicz:rs working in R&D laboratories
than has any other country 33

These investments of money arid talent hay e produced sonic
impressive results Soviet basic research in fields such as mathe-
matics, electrochemistry, and theoretical physics is widely re-
garded as among the best in the world, and in sonic heavy
industries such as mining and metallurgy, SON met technology is
On a par with that of the western countries But by several
measures, the overall level of Soviet technology lags behind
that of the Western world

In spite of its heavy support for science and technology, the
Soviet Union continues to import advanced technology from
the West, while exporting very little of its own outside Eastern
Europe This reliance on technology imports was underlined in
late io7o, when President Carter curtailed exports of Ameri-
can technology to the USSRa decision that was prompted
by the SON let IIIN asion of Afghanistan Between 1970 and 1977,
for example, the Soviet Union imported sonic S3 3 billion
worth of machine tools from the Westthout one-fourth of
which were highly advanced, automated machines This ley el
of imports suggests a lag in a sector that is critical for ti '"
SON let industries 34

The Soviet Union has been forced to import large quantities
of oil-drilling equipment In 1978 alone, sonic S i billion worth
of oil-drilling equipment was bought from \A, esters Europe
and \ orth America to aid in the USSR s massive effort to tap
its oil reserves in Siberia and offshore in the Caspian Sea ,knd
throughout the seventies, Sextet officials IA cult J hopping for a
a nets of other items of advanced technology in western coun-
tries, buying entire auto and truck assembly plants, electronic
equipment, steel mills, chemicals, and chemical plants These
purchases were designed to modernue Soviet industry as
swiftly as possible "

But in a critical area, militar, and space technology, the
Soviet Union has made enormous advances Indeed, a inassixe

43
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study prepared for the U S National Science Foundati9 sug-
gests that the concentration of scie.itific and technolbgical
resources on military projects in the USSR may help explain
why Soy let technology in other areas is lagging \Inch like the
United States," the study suggests, "the Soviet regime has
spent enormous sums on defense, aerospace, and nuclear R&D
while undennvesting in industrial R&D Nor has there been
any substantial spin-off from these national security and high-
technology rcLted protects in terms of civilian applications to
national needs and improvements in the quality of life The
resulting pattern has been a high mix( titration of talent and
money in defense and space and a seriously distorted deploy-
ment of S&T [science and technology; resources "36

The Soviet Union's success in developing its military tech-
nologies has been both a response and a stimulus to defense-
related science and technology in the United States The vast
sums of money poured into defense and space laboratories
produce new technologies that in turn prompt further techno-
logical countermeasures Indeed, the threat of Soviet military
developments has always been a major factor in the planning
of science and technology in the United States, a fact that was
particularly evident in the late fifties and early sixties following
the launching of the Sputnik satellite And the technological
arms race will continue to dominate the science and technol-
ogy policies and resources of the two superpowers during the
eighties see Lhapter 3) This will further distort their patterns
of technological deyelopment compared to those of other in-
dustrial countries. for as the United States and the Soviet
Union continue to divert a large share of their scientific and
technological resources into the military, countries such as
Japan and West Germany( will he putting most of their scien-
tific funds and talent into the development of technologies
more closely linked to industrial dev, lopment Japan and West
Germany have, in fact, already overtaken the United States in
terms of the share of gross national product invested in non-

5
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inlitar research and dck clopment This measure alone marks
a' significant departure from the postwar (101111MICC of the
United States in all areas of research and des elopment

final area of the global ceononis that has undergonc struc-
tural change in the past decade or so is trade between the
developing and industrial countries The rapid industnah/ation
of a few deelopmg countries in the sixties and earls sesentie,.
has resulted in a tumor increase in their exports of manufac-
tured goods, as well as an increase in the %ohmic of swill,-
heated products they import from the rich countries In other

ords, some developing countries has e become more tightly
integrated into the world econoim, a des elopnient that has
raised important questions concerning policies for science and
teclimilo* m des eloping and industrial countries alike

'Ellis growing interdependence between rich and poor coun-
tries has led 111dIlt influential duals sts to argue that further
industrialwation ui developing countries and continued grow th

in trade will ultimatek benefit both the deeloping anrt '1.
industrial worlds In effect, the des eloping countries arc seen
as -engines of gum t %%hose industrial declopment w ill lead

to increased demand for products from the industrial countries
and hence to increased global economic grow th

lthough then. )rlf doubts about how sw ifth such a scenario
ks ill unfold and leghimate concerns about how the benefits of

such grow th w ill he do, ided (see Chapter ; i, the industnahia
tion that has Area& taken place III a few des eliiping countries
has raised IRA% pressures for innoution III the industrial world
is a studs hs the Oscrs,:as Des,ehipment Council has pointed

nut, -some of the noire ackanced sennindustriale/ed countries
arc IRAN at a stage shere dies are shifting from labor-mtensike
industries to those using more capital and higher skills These
countries an .1read% leorienting their e\ports from products
such as clothing and shoes timard items such as electn ii s,

steel, automobiles. and inac hum% This suggests that less de
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\ eloped countries \\ ill be able to produce and sell more high-
teelmolog\ goods and that incluctrial countries \\ ill face stiffer
unirpctition for markets for goods the\ nosy produce and ex-
port On the one hand, this dim\ \ that fire basic (1\ namism of
the \\ orld ceonorm is at sorb, on the other, it implies that
continuous pressure \\ ill he exerted upon the industiial econo-
mics to disco\ er no\ markets, products, and processes dud to
introduce domestic policies to maintain their international
competancries

In ember \\ ords, the. industrial coiMtries scull he faced \\ ith
the need to encourage gro\ th of those industries in \\ Inch the\ t
hold a connparahse achantage in the 1%ifild cconorn\--Ingh-
technolog\, krio\\ leelge-intensi\ c industries such as computers,
nncrocic(tronucs, and 1-notechnolog\ 0-der to offset the
decline of traditional industries heed \\ itli mounting compel'
hone from the clo eloping countries There \\ ill also he In-
creased pressure for industrial countries to automate their pro-
duction processes in order to reduce the labor in\ ()heel inn

manilla( hiring and then. o\ erconic sonic of the. comparati \
achantage eino\cd b\ IR ping countries \\ ith lo\\ el labor
costs

nese pressures arc intensified in a sluggish \\ orld cconoim
ut h all countries, rich and poor alike, ire competing for

share of limited markets that is the situation that appeared
in the enticsincl it r, bleb to persist for the 111\t

Se\ tral \ cars

I)1711i111(1 s (111(1 \ ell I (11111's

I he 111(1 of the post \\ era VIAS not marked b\ change,
ut energ\ production and shifts in ccononiK relationslips It

\\ as also cliarac terliccl IA the ai)pearane e of a changed social
en \ ironment late sixties and earl\ se\ entics \\ the emr-
gence of a iic\\ set of demands and salves, among the most
prominent of \\ hic h \ture rising concern about en\ ironniental
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degradation, growing alienation of workers stuck in boring,
mindless jobs, a shift in aggregate demand away from material
goods toward services, and increasing calls for the regulation of
food, drugs, chemicals in the workplace, and other threats to
health Es en economic growth itself, the very basis of indus-
trial advancement for generations, came under assault as the
prime cause of many of the problems facing industrial society

The emergence of these new social values resulted from
trends that had gone unrecognized for years Their economic
expression in new market demands and their political expres-
sion in increased regulation of cm porate activities was partly a
reaction against the forces that had shaped technological des el-
opment during the postwar sears These changed values funda-
m 4,14 altered the environment for technological change in
the so critics and beyond

The bruising battles that erupted over nuclear pow( Ind the
siting of m_tior energy facilities were the most conspicuous
manifestations of this change in sables Energy projects that
had gone essentially unchallenged during the fifties and sixties
and which were w Kids sewed as signs of progress suddenly
found themselv es under serious attack People, in short, were
no longer willing to accept env ironmental degradation and
increased hazards as the Ines table price of progress

During' much of file postwar era, the values that implicitly
guided technological development largely disregarded the costs
invoked in ens ironniental degradation The preservation of
clean air and water and the protection of the natural environ-
ment were accorded a relativ els low value in relation to the
material benefits derived front increased production and con-
sumption As a result, the cost of goods did not reflect the full
costs to society of the environmental damage associated with
their pi Auction and use

In the absence of regulations to prevent environmental
ahoseand in the absence of strong public support for such
regulations --there was little incentive for either producers or

03
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to aSSUIIIC the costs 1111.01Cd in protecting the envi-

ronment But in the late sixties, rising public concern over
enyironmental degradation resulted in the passage of strong

en\ ironmental protection laws throughout the industrial
world These haYe resulted in regulations designed to ensnre
that producers, and ultimately consumers, pay the costs of
controlling pollution rather than allowing the costs of a de-
graded enyironment to be paid t society at large

Of course, the passage of environmental legislation has
brought goy ernments more firmly' into the business of regulat
mg market forces by reallocating costs trend has

occurred in areas such as the regulation of the safety of food
and drugs and the reduction of occupational hazards Goyern-
went Iaw s and regulations in these areas Ila\C ICd to the adop-
tion of measures that probably would not haw been taken

mph under the push and pull of market forces
The rising concern over en ironmental pollution OWCS mull

to an improNed understanding of the effects of pollutants on
health and a heightened awareness of the depletion' of re-
sources It also represents a shift in demand aw,11. from strictly
material goods As Professor Lester Plumy% of \ Lissa( hosetts
Institute of Technology points out, "C11%iroffincntalisni is a
demand for more goods and SCR Ices (Clean air, water. and so
forth) that does not differ from other demands except that it
can only be achieved collects elr

In this respect, the move toward increased cm ironmental
protection matches other trends in industrial mummies As
incomes have riscn,,demand for collective sersices such as

health care. education, and so on hay() been increasing rapidly

III recent years, issuminc: a growing proportion of the gross

national product of most industrial countries
These shifts nn consumption patterns hate placed new de-

mands on science and technology One dileet result is that
industrial corporations haw greatly stepped up their spending
on research and de\ elopment related to pollution control and

5 4
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enerkt,, c,onsin dhoti In the United States, for example, spend-
ink: on poll:Awn-control R&D rose by 5o percent add that on
enurg\ colscr\ ation doubled between 1976 and 1978 A less
conspicuous result is that, as Professor Emma Rothschild has
succincth pointed out, "consumption and production arc ( rtt

of mit on the one hand, consumption is increasingly 'social-
ized' as demand grows for emironmental goods and for collet
tnc stn ices, on the other hand, the system of production has
( hanged more slow h, and res_carch is still concentrated in rc-
soiirlC intensn c industries "4°

>ne result of these trends is that go\ ernments ha\ e bccome
more deciii% in% oh cd in a broad range of economic and pm atc

t ;tics h. .11 as regulators of industrial practices and as prov-
idcrs collects %c set-% ices that ha\ e become mereasingh

1;1 demand ['has increased government role in economic aff
1,o it lest& of di, growing cotnplexltt of technological
t\ and a reaction to main of the ads (Ise trends that took

pi ill during the postwar period of rapid economic glow th
kilt Is tic s.ccntie progressed, and as Illallt of the economic
1,r,,h1( His (4 the indi,strial world deepenedi react n to the

111L; rmscr of p.?rnment tools root Its most stuiiiniit
came in the loco \nierican Presidential election,

rth the c lc( hull alf d 01 her president and Senate major

plc,4;cd to get the go\ eminent off people's backs These
mitc nailing trends represented deep di\ isions %,Ithin soucts

t,i; A Li. k nt consensus on the role of gmernments
_.'n,11114 cc (mi,n1R.. and technological doelopment

',con( AIR ial cm ironniciit of the earl\ eighties
different from that of a decade earlier The seri,:s

10,1, that struck the world econom during the se\ clines
11 ,t passing phenomena %%Inch disappear in the

0. t icsiimption of economic gro%, th and a teturi, to the
.111(1 eniioiriie pohcues of the fifties and sixties Rather,

. t (it c st 1-11( tural changes and express the longer-
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term trends that I1 INC been germinating during Ow postwar

sears These structural changes present a severe challenge to

the economic policies industrial and des eloping countries
alike, and ti extension, then call into question the technologi-

cal policies that hale influenced economic doelopment for

generation
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Knowledge
and Power

As the world econorm has gum n flaccid and as interna-
tional economic competition has intensified, politicians and
industrialists alike have begun to pa. more lip sen le( u) rile
need for new technologies to ievitalize sagging industries, gen-
erate new areas of economic growth, and fend off imports \lid
because technological changes haw. helped to overcome short-
ages of food, energy, and raw materials in the past, future
technological innosatioii is being counted on to oercome the
planetary limits that are emerging in these areas

For example, in words reminiscent of Harold Wilson's 1963
pledge to lead Britain through the "white heat of technological
revolution,- President Carter announced in his first State of
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the linion address that he would promote "a surge of techno-
logical mnosation by American industry . few scars earlier,
Leonid Breihnev, m rather more colorful terms, exhorted en-
terprise, in the Sos let timon to "chase after scientific and
technological no cities and not to shy aa, from [them] as the
desrl shies rd!, from incense the eindustrialintion
policies that List: come into rogue In some emotnes in the
earls eighties rcl heasik on technological innovation to

breathe new life into faltering industries' Technological
change, in short, has uccome an imperatise

One measure of the global cony intment to technological
Change is the sue and scope of ins estments in research and
des dopment In rust one generation, research and deselop-
merit has become a lughis organised, tavishls funded achs as
%lore than Sri() billion is now spent on R&D worldwide, nid
some three million scienthts and engineers are empiosed Iii
silent-11R laboratories hcse huge financial and 'radicand]
resources hasc helped a,celerate the pace of technoio4ual
lunge III the IhISt few decades 2

Tt) 111(111 people, reseauli and deselopment is au Jamie
business iCiaiStS Ali \A ink oats conducting studies that seem
to bear little relationship to esersdas life But R&D, winch
encompasses tis ales ranging from the pursuit of axiom(
knowledge about the uniscrse to the design and deselopment
of new weapons, Is an essential part of the proiesses of ter hno-
logical \n understanchng of the was that R&D is
organised and funded, and of the priorities reflected in the
world's eyenchtures om resiarch and des elopment, is sltal In
in understanding of the role that technological change plass
HI Socich,

\earls four «aannes ago. Francis Bacon 'diseased that
know 1,:dge power That remark is be«umng in(reasingls
relesant as goseinments and Lorporations Sillh cast amounts vi
1111111C 111h) IUD iii order to maintain an or intiltdr
edge (Air their mats \ ational inscstments now being made
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in the production and application of knowledge will mg., ice

economic and political relationships among the n dustnal
countries and between the industrial and developing worlds
decades hence

.1 S 5o Billion Global Enterprise

Research and development was catapulted into national
prominence during World War II, when science was harnessed
to the war effort Scientists working with government funds
produced a dazzling array of new technologic the atomic
bomb, mass production of penicillin, radar, long-range missiles,
to mention lust a fewand the base was laid for a long and
fruitful partnership between science and gmernment In the
postwar years, scientists and engineers rose rapidly to positions
of power and prestige in go eminent and industry, government
agencies were established to channel tax rek enues into R&D
laboratories, and unicrsity science and engineering depart-
ments entered a period of unprecedented expansion By the
end of the seventies, the U S government alone was pouring

,S30 billion a year into R &D;
These huge sums of public money hale generally supported

research and development that, for one reason or another, has
not been adequately funded by private industry Academic
.esearch, military science and technology, and the space pm-
gram, for example, all make substantial claims on gurtiiiloult
budgets Just as the war effort brought science and goyernnicnt
together in the forties, the arms race and the space lace ce-
mented their marriage in the fifties and sidles More recently,
increasing amounts of public funds have been channeled into
such areas as energy, production, health care, transportation,
and industrial innovation, as go% ernments have sought to enlist
the scientific comninink in an attack on social and cc moult(
problems

The funding of research and development by private corpo-
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rations has a longer InstorY Vast industrial empires were built
decades ago on the engineering breakthroughs of !mentors
such as Thomas Edison and Alexander Graham Bell and earlier
entrepreneurs like James Watt and Richard Arkwright In-
deed, corporate laboratories established in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries became the world's earliest large-
scale R&D centers By the twenties, they employed thousands
of scientists and engineers 4

This early industrial inYol\ CHlent with Mena' and technol
ogy has blossomed into a close, even symbiotic relationship III
recent decades, with the rise of new industries based on the
exploitation of scientific knowledge Basic understanding of
the behaYior of molecules and atoms lies at the core of such
industries as electronics, communications, petrochemicals,
computers, ind pharmaceuticals These science-based indus-
tries, V. hIC h 11,1 e been at the leading edge of industrial growth
III the postwar era, all plow a significant fraction of their profits
hack into their laboratory, in all effort to gam an edge over
their competitors

The steep rise III public and private expenditures on R&D
during the past gereration has been act ompained by the estab
lishment of complex arrangements between goy ernments,
ct sales, and mdtistrY for the performance of R&Darrange-
ments that lave blurred the boundaries between public and
private institutions and have plaYed a key role III shaping the
priorities m the global research and deeiopment budget

Itl IIIOSt of the' westurni industrial countries, between 40 and
5o percent of total natiohal exrknditures for R&D come di-
rectlY or indirectly from government agencies, and lie de clop-
ing countries the share is even higher Only a relatRely small
fraction of this money is generallY spent III go eminent
laboratories, however The rest is channeled into universities
and prikate corporations

Go eminent support for research and deyclopment m the
universities is mostly dexoted to basic researc h--research that
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is designed to push back the frontiers of knowledge, but for
winch there is no immediate practical application in sight In

the past few decades, most countries have established arrange-
ments wherebs mmersity researchers reccise government
funding in the form of grants and contracts, and thus gm ern-
ments base gradually assumed C.,z: leading role in supporting
academic science These govern men t-ums ersity research links
base been enormously saluable iii ads ancmg scientific research
and in supporting higher education in general, but then have
also raised sonic problems

In the tlruted States, for example, the huge expansion of
umsersits research in the past few decades has fundamentally
altered the character of higher education As science writer
Daniel Greenberg has obsersed, "Congress permitted
'research' to become the sehicle for pouring federal assistance
into the um% ersin ss stein And, not surprisingly, research, ss ith
its own mores, salucs, and rewards, tended to oserwhelm the
educational function of mans inmersities This beds s depen-

dence on gosernment support has also made research ulncrd-

blc to oscillations in wise:mm(14 expenditures and to abrupt
;lofts in priorities 5

hi addition to cunding F &I) to adsance %111 c mini( r

vial obiec tis es, pris ate corporations in the western countries
also cans out a wide range of research and des elopment ac tis
Les under contract to gosernment agencies Willis Maples, a
setcran obserer of R&D policy in the lJnited States, described
these a tis ities «mc isels

Companies arc des eiopmg weapons ssteins, space hansarc, en-

ergs technologies, and new mechcilleS. they arc doing applied re-
search and doelopment on neu technologies, new equipment, and
nox instruments, and they arc budding experimental and demonstra-

tion plants and federal R &1) facilities They doing an enormon

%ohmie of paper studies of new concepts and design options, some-

times backing them up Vl Ith experimental tests of (111(111 features

6 1
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They arc pros Kling go\ eminent NkItll a NS Ide range of support SUN Ices

for federal research, development, test, and esaluation aetisities,
ranging from full responsibilits fur the operation of laboratories and

test centers to the pros IS1011 of more specialued anal\ sis, computa-

tional and other technical sers ices

'These government contracts for industrial R&D are heas ds
concentrated in a few industrieschid% those of interest to
defense, space, and energy agencies I'or sonic corporations,
federal contracts dwarf all other business, and a laige amount
of corporate chugs is denoted to securing a steads flow of
future contracts Actis ales such as writing proposals, bidding
on contracts, and lobbying for congressional support for spe-
cific programs take the place of promotion and advertising in
the selling cif the major predoe' of these companiesscientific
expertise

\side from these direct funding links between go\ ernments,
inns CfSltICS, and corporations, there arc also indirect linkages
Academic scientists frequentls ads Ise legislatis e committees
and go\ eminent agencies on their technological programs and
the's, often sit on the hoards of corporations Corporation offi-.
cials also sometimes serse as go% eminent adsist rs'nd sonic
firm, directls fund inns ersits researchers

Research and des elopment in the SosSosiet linum and Listen]
Europe tends to he inure highly compartmentalued than that
in the \. est In general, institutions conned ted with the NA ict

\catkins of Sciences concentrate mostls on basic resealch
These institutes tend to he large orgamtations MII(..CTOCd with
research in a single scientific discipline \pplied researcl' is

largels the pros nice of the nalustrial Ministries, while the pro-
duction enterprisesthe rough equisalent of corporations ni

the \\ extern world -earn out the des clopment of new pro-
duc is and processes

Although there are «unpick links bets,cen these three' com-
ponents of the Sos let research and des elopment system, this
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division of responsibilities has been criticized for inhibiting the
processes of technological mumation A report by researchers
from George Washington t lmsersity suggests that "demand is
created by top-down edicts, the force of these mandates is
diluted as they are transmitted through the many, often con-
flicting, layers of bureaucracy

In a single generation, research and development has thus
developed into a multi- billion- dollar global enterprise that
binds public and prisate institutions together with a system of
grants, contracts, and planning directives The whole system is
built around the interests of gcwernments, corporations, um-
yersaies, and research agent les which together constitute the
R&D enterprise 'fliese interests are sometimes complemen-
tars, but they arc often in conflict

i/ic Changan; Geographl of Reef)

These huge ins estinents HI the generation of new te(hnol-
ogy are concentrated in a handful of rich, industrial countries
In rough terms, the United States is responsible for about
one-third of the worldwide c\penditure on R &I) esters
Europe and Japan together account for a Similar fraction And
the Soy ict Union and Eastern Europe combined spew, lust
tinder one-third of the total This means that f! de,clopnii;
countries of \frica, \sia, and Latin America account fur only

miniscule fraction of the world's research and cicyciopinciit
achy ities--less than ; percent, iccording to recent estimates "

It is difficult to dcyclop an accurate picture of who spends
w hat on research and dcyclopment \tt only are national sta
tistic s often sketc by and out of date, but international compari
sons are also clouded by rapiclk fluctuating c's change rates
inconsistent definitions of what constitutes R&E), and (Mier-
ClICCS in the makeup of national restart h and cleyelopment
programs \c\. crtheless, it is c Isar that there has been a signifi-
cant shift in the distribution of R&D esti( nclitures among the
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industrial countries III the past decade or so, a shift that seems
to support American fears that its technological leadership is
being eroded

In the mid-sixties, the Unite.] States accounted for about
two-thirds of the total spending on R&D among the OECD
countries, but by the late so enties, its share had fallen to
one-half Japan and most European countries had bee expand-
ing their outlays on R&D during a period when expenditures

in the United States were severely constrained
Additional evidence for this trend can be seen in changes in

the level of gross national product devoted to R&D among the
western industrial countries and Japan In the early sixties,
there was wide anation from country to country The United
States devoted a far greater share of its national income to
R&D than any other country It spent about 3 percent of its
GNP on research and development, compared with .2 6 per-
cent in Great Britain, about 2 o percent in France, and close
to 1 5 percent in West Germany and Japan The ratio declined
in the United States during the sixties and early seventies, it

peaked in Britain during the late sixties and declined during
the so enties, and it rose in West Germany and Japan through-
out this period By the late seventies, all the minor industrial
countres in the 'Western world were devoting between 8 and

3 percent of their gross national products to research and
development 9 (See figure, page 69 )

The change III the distribution of R&D capacity among the
industrial countries was partly due to a decline in real expendi-
tures on military R&D in the U S as the Vietnam war drew
to a close, coupled with a sharp drop in support for space
technology in the late sixties and early seventies following the
successful completion of the fabulously expensive Apollo Pro-
gram 10 The steep rise and fall of the space program goes a long

way toward explaining the apparent decline if the American
R&D enterprise in the seventies.

As for the size of the research and development effort in the
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Sosiet tiny i and Eastern Europe, there are fess reliable esti-
mates The Sosiet goserment's 05511 reported spending is not
directly comparable with that in western countries because
there is considerable doubt about how much military science
is included and it is thought to exclude some expenditures
such as prototype des elopmentthat are included in western
figures \ esertheless, estimates by both Jan Annerstedt, of
Roskilde 'msersity in Denmark, and the United Nations Edu-
cational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation indicate that the
combined R&D spending by the Eastern bloc countries lagged
mils shghtl.s behind that of th- United States in the nue,
sesenties

Another indication of the sue of the Sosiet Union's research
and development efiort is the steady increase in the number of
researchers in its labor force According to a careful estimate
bs Lomat] Nolting and Miura% Feshbach of the I S Bureau
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of the Census, the USSR had built up the world's largest body
of research scientists and engineers by the late seventies Its
scientific labor force outnumbered that of the United States by
about three to two 12 Yet, in spite of these huge in estuients
of moue% and talent, the SON let Union continues to import key
technologies from the West, and aside from armaments. it
exports little in the wal, of advanced technology

While there has e been marked shifts in the distribution of
kZ&I) spending among the industrial countries, one feature of
the global research and development enterprise has remained
constant the des eloping countries continue to account for a
tins share of the %%odd's scientific resources This striking dis-
pants between rich and poor countries is especially marked
ss hen outlass ou researc h and des clopment are expressed in per
capita terms In iy9, the United States spent about S:oo on
R&D for OM person in the (ninths, and Sc'. (d! Furopean
(Omit-nes iiiscstcd close to that loci i ontrast, most I .atin

merR. an nations spent less than Si pc; person. and the poorer
muntries of lfnca and Asia could afford less than Si per

oersoil
The dcseloping countries share of the world's pool of

scam( hers has been grossing ni recent sears, thanks to an ui

Sion it muscrsits education ni sonic countries But the Third
\\ odd has ()ids i tins fraction of its labor force engaged m
research and do elopment compared with the portion in the
industrial mirk( lam \nnerstccit calculates that there were
about 300 'elitists and engineers ssorking on R&I) for es ers
nullicni workers in des eloping countries during the earls se% en-
tics, %%bile the industrial ;solid had almost 4,oeo researchers per
nullon workers

lide these disp,intics simpl% mirror mans others betsscen
rich and poor countries, thus nes ertheless has c important im-
plications is long as the worlds R&D capacits remains highls
oncciltrateci in the industrial nations, the focus ssill continue

to he ',Irak on the problems of the rich countries Es en in
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areas such as health and agriculture, global R&D programs are
largely aimed at solving the problems eneotmtered ni the rich,
temperate zones

This skewed distribution of the world's R&D resources en-
sures that most technological development takes place in the
industrial world The developing countries have thus become
deeply dependent on importedand often inappropriate
technology for their economic development Such dependency
is aggravated when a developing country lacks sufficient exper-
tise to (A aluate and assimilate technologies offered by multina-
tional corporations

The kf odd 's Scientific Priorities

%link it is difficult enough to estimate how much each
counts spends on R&D, it is even more of a problem to
determine what all this inone actually bins The reason is
simple much of the V, odd's scientific research is cloaked in
sect-co--either for imlitar or commercial reasonsand there-
fore is out of public slew eertheless, the chief priorities Ill
the global research and development budget are clear (See

Fable
\Waal% R&D alone accounts lot more financial and Intel

lee tual resources than are devoted to R&D on health. food
production. elm* Ind cii ironmental protect!on umnbincd
Nlorem eris the global distribution of R&D capacity
the world's research and de% elopment enterprise is overwhelm
nigh geared to meeting the political and economic goals of tlic
industrial nations

These priorities, which differ from «mon, to country. arc
the result of a constellation of forces 'T'hc global research and
development budget is the product of vestcdl interests, wfictiicr
they he corporations seeking higher profits, governments seek-
ing greater military and political strength, or university scien-
tists seeking larger research budgets The R&D proposals con-

6
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Table 3.1. The Global Research and Development Budget, 1980
Share

(pFRCFNI )

\lilitars =4

Basic research 13

Space

llealth
Information processing
Transportation
Pollution control
\griculture
Others 20

Total ioo

1/4.4,tirc tstinhitts based tn, (IAA from natimml stmrt.cs ,mti nittnlatIonal
ah;uiuu I ih ins art appr,,,antatc and should ht rtgartlud AS II() num than n,tigh

gulch. to rtlitisI txptillittures

tamed in the yearly budgets of the U S government, for exam-
ple, are among the most intensely analyzed and bitterly con-
tested items, cen though R&D constitutes less than 6 percent
of total go% eminent outlays The forces that shape the world's
scientific priorities can be discerned from a closer examination
of some of the components of the global research and deelop-
rnent budget

Feeding the .1filitaty .11achine

The largest single item by far in the global research and
development budget is the advancement of military technol-
ogy More than $35 billion, roughly one-fourth of the world's

investment to R wa swallowed up by military programs in
1979, and ovcf half a 'Ilion scientists and engineers were
working on the devel ment of new weapons and defense
systems The feeding of the world's military machine is thus
the predominant occupation of the global research and de% el-
opment enterprise 14
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These colossAl expenditures arc Iargcls concentrated Ill the
United States and the Sosiet /mon, although nulitars pro-
grams dominate the R&D budgets of Britain and France as
well These four nations ins ested Ileasily u1 militars R&D m
the postwar sears, as the superpowers entered into ap arms r lee
and as aatam and France des eloped then own independent
nuclear capabilities \laior weapons laboratoneF were estab-
lished in the forties and fifties, links v ere forged between
vos eminent agencies and prisite corporations as itulliqr
began to build new weapons and coaduct military research
under gos eminent contracts, and prominent scientists were
pressed into set ice to ads Ise defense agencies on their weap-
ons programs

'1 as res (Ames, channeled through gosernment ,igencies, pro
side sirtualls all the ;ands for nuabary R&D the Milted
States Britain, more public money is spent on the des clop-
mcnt of militars technology than on all otti,, os eminent-
supported R&D programs combined, both les des ote

about half their gos eminent R&D budgets to their oulitars
forces 1-1 France, the share is 3o percent, while in G. mans
it is a more modest t t percentind in Japan it is 1 minuscule
2 percent Is (Sec Table ;

The militars. R&D effort is important not onk for its huge
claun on financial and intellectual resources, but also for its Ices

I able 3 2 Share of time:Milt:Tit R&D Budgets DeNoted to \Milan
Programs
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role in maintaining the momentum of the anus race Todas's
R&I) prole( ts become tomorrow's expensRe new weapons, in
an escalation of armaments that depends as much on techno-
logical sophistication as it does on slicer 1 umbers Technologi-
cal breakthroughs arc rapldls mcorporat into mess weapons

and defense sc stems, and the tempo of mnotation is elm en at
a fast pace bs the fear of failing behind in the scientific race
Thus, in an endless succession of action and reaction, techno-
logical changes in the armaments of one superpower are coon_
tend bs Changes in the ss eaponrc of the other

This host, reliance on science and technology to boost null-
tars strength is es ident in the defense budgets of the United
States during the past few scars buildup of militan R&D
began m the late se\ enties \kith steads real increases in budget
allocations Rut in the i9S1 budgetreleased earl( in 198o, in
the ssakc of the Sos let imam!' of Afghanistanthese pro-
grams ere singled out for a massRe increase, amounting to
more than :o percent of the total spent on Military R&D n,
1980 The Department of Defense is scheduled to spend S 16 6
billion on R&D in 19Si, the Department of Energy will put
another S 1 3 billion into nuclear weapons research, and the
National \eronautics and Space .1\ !ministration will lend more
support \,101 the des elopment of launch sehicles and space
s\ stems that ss ill he used both for militars and cis ihan pur-
poses Ihes out lass, moreocer, will almost certainly he in-
creased in the call eighties as Reagan Adimmstration
Carle, out its pledge to (wand America's arsenals 11'

One program alone, the MX missile system, is allocated St z;

billion m research and des elopment mom.), in i 981 This pro-

gram is a prince example of the te( biological force'. chat gosern

the upward spiral m the HMS race The 11,3 ssstem is designed

to counter w hat \ menc an militart, planners s ICA% as major
adcanc, in the 1011raN of SU\ let intercontinental missiles.

is antes that are belies ed to nuke 11 S land-based missiles
ulnerahle to 3 FCCIliptisC SHI t strds It would consist of
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hundreds of miles of railwass, luihiiig empts ui SSIIC silos The
idea is that missiles will he shuttled from silo ) silo in an
endless shell game designed to outwit Soviet spy satellites, for
it Skill he impossible to tell windh silos are ()wiped and which
are emph, and there w ill he too main los for So% let missiles

to he sure of destroy mg tbeT., all in a single strike Bs the time
It is built, this fantastic network could cost as much as S60
billion And the \1\ pm; -nu is olds one of several efforts
designed to counter the abints of the So% let Union to launch
a crippling first strike IP, ensuring that a large number of
American missiles would sun ivethe trident submarine and
the cruise unssile are two others that will es (Aiwa% cost tens
of billions of dollars Nioreover, since the \1\ missiles them-
sekes will he highly accurate, SO1let militar% planners will
undoubtedh, press for programs to protect their own land-
based missiles from an liiicncan first strike I-

Talmologieal forces are not the olds ones to gmerii the
arms race The huge defense establishments and militars
industrial links in the ss, stern countries pros ide a blIllt-111 (4)11-
StitHenc 5 in fa\ or of raising militars R&D budgets \nd, with
the global trade in armaments now running at more than Si
billion a sear, there are ohs ious commercial incentises for
nations to keep their unlitars hardware at the forefront of
technological adaneement to ensure its attract's eness on
world markets Small wonder, therefore, that the re( cot huge
boost m the t S detense budget was greeted ss it h enthusiasm

on \\ all Street
Yet, the ceono-nin benefits from this militars spending spree

ma\ ;or illiisors 'the manufacture of weaponry an e\tremel%

capital intensise enterprise that creates relatis els fess lobs per
dollar of ins estment and which drains capital Asa\ from mote
produc tise uses \lorcoser, those eountries that ins est heasiIs
m uulitars R&1) are seeing a disproportmate share of their
se ientific reS01111 es de Oted to prOgrallIS that do riot ((mtribote
much to econoun«,r social uaenient l'he l conommt

7 i
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racial% asked, "Is it sensible for d small country like Btam
to denote Eboo million a sear to imenting tomorrow's defense
technology when its armed forces arc still usually equipped
with Yesterday's antis and neYer weal to tease enough money
to buy today The Economist might also have questioned
the wisdom of spending so much on military R&D in %tem, of
Britain's other pressing social and economic problems 18

Certainly, there is often some economic and technological
spin-off from the des clopment of military technology Many
adyanccs in mil ay lation and space technology, for example,
owe much to thc dcsclopnlcnt of military' systems, and some
of the early cleyelopments In microelectronics were spurred by

la] mYestments by the S Department of De-
feme But sonic of these des clopments would es entualh hay e
taken place allAay, and the heay concentration on military
technologies in some countries has derted both funding and
talent as as front nonmilitary programs Simon Rani°, kW' ICI"
of TM\ a major clef ,ase clitractor in the United States, has
argued that "in the past 3o yea r s, had the total dollars we spent
on military R&D been expended instead in those areas of
science and technology promising the most economic progress,
we probably would be today where we arc going to find our
sels es arm mg technologically in the year z000 the employ
'Hunt of a large fraction of the best scientists and engineers on
military projects 111CallS they arc not asadable to ads duce the
store of knowledge and innovate Tong nonmilitary lines Our
disproportionate share of the military' weapons requirements of
the noncommunist world has accordingly handicapped us by
rpmparison with our industrialved alhc, "19

It is perhaps no coincidence that two countries with rela-
ely small military investments, West Germany and Japan,

has c also had the most buoyant economies during the past
decade Indeed, these two countries now rank aboYe the
United States, Britain, and France in terms of the share of
gross national product devoted to nonmilitary R &D, a position
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achiocd in the mid so clines and which has almost cer-
tainh been consolidated in the past few scars 20 (Sec Table
3 3 ) There clic, of course, historical reasons hv Japan and
\\ est Gennam spend rclati eh little on nulitan programs, for
then rely beak ils on the [hilted States and NATO for their
defense needs But in ter is of the impact of nonmilitary R&D
on economic growth and social del elopment. this ranking joak
he tar mere resealing than a straightforward comparison of
okerall expenditures on R&D

Space technolog like mikark technology, has also been
boosted bk competition between the two superpowers The
launching in 93 of the Sok iet Sputnik satellite sent shock
wakes through the tl S go\ eminent. for it suggested that the
Sok iet t. in ni had pulled ahead in a leek area of science and
technology that had ofw ions militan implications Research
and do elopment in the United States was consequenth giycu

1 huge financ Iai shot in the anti in an attempt to dose the gap
The Apollo Program, launched by Presideot Kennedy 1n IQ() ,

was the culmination of this eff9n
lthough it is difficult to SCOrafe the nulitan parts of spa«.

R&D from those designed purely for CAN Wan and scientific

purposes, it is estimated that ,ibout percent of the \vorld's
research Mid de% clupunctit budget n dekoted to nommlitark

able 3 3 Shan of GroY, Product Spcnt on Nolimilitars
R&D in \trim UI (I) Countries
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space technology The proportion is less than it was during the
late sixties, at the climax of the \polio Program. but it net er-
theless accounts for more than Si 0 billion a sear The cis than
space program in the United State, for example, is still the
third largest item in the government's R&D budget, account-
ing for about S; billion a searind it dwarfs the total R&D
programs of such countries as the \etherlands, Sweden. and

Sts itierland
The Sot Ilt Onion is hellekld to be putting more resources

into its space program than is the United States Between 1973
and 1979, there sere inure than 400 launches of Sot tet space
k chic ICS, compared with ;list os er 100 .Aincnc,in launches, for
example 22 -I he Sot id space effort is behesed to he largeR
geared toward military purposes, and with the adsent in the
earls eighties of the \Inc:Titan space shuttlea reusable space
launcher that will be used for both military and Milian p ro-
gra msthc stage is set for an escalation of military space
technology during the eightus and nineties

While no other country is channeling a substantial share of
its public R&D resources into space technology at pre ent,
several European countries arc cooperating on the deselop-
limit of launchers and satellites, and there is grossing milliner

cial interest in telecommunications satellites Japan. India. and
Chula also hale their (Am independent space programs Global
msestments m space R&I) arc thus likely to «mtintics to com-
mand a substantial portion of the world's R&D resources for
the foreseeable future

Ihe Knowledge RiAnie,,,

cast researc h enterprise has been established oscr the past
few decades to deselop a better understanding of ek erything
from atoms to galaxies and from cells to humans Basic smsn-
tific research, winch hs definition v undertaken with no spe-
c ific application in nund, has become hug business It accounts
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for about S20 billion per scar viorldw ideroughly one dollar
in ex er)r sewn spent on R&Dand the conduct of research
has become a 111,1101" 111111t1011 of the world's unix ersaies

These huge outlays on basic research luxe led to breathtak-
ing ads anees in scientific knowledge during the past genera-
tion In irtually exer:s branch of science. old concepts }lase
been discarded and new ones formulated in light of resolution-
ar), findings and fresh theories Backed by expensi e new in-
struments and knish research budgets. scientists luxe begun to
limas el some of the msteries of the unix erse, probing deeper
and deeper into the heart of atoms and cells and des eloping

better understanding of the workings of the phsieal and
biological unix erse

Iu the past three decades, our slew of the earth has been
transformed bs the know ledge that the continents are giant
plates nursing Itke rafts on the planet's surface, dm en b im-
mense forces \salmi the crust -Not since Copernicus chs-
plac ed the Vaal) from the center of the inmerse has there been
sue h a resolution in scientists' concept of the planet.- stated
the National 1c adeim of Sciences in a oSo report Equal's
startling deselopments !lase taken place rn biology Beginning
with the ic)57i discos/Ix of the nat;ire of D\.1, the genetic
material that gm erns the proc esses of heredity, idances nr

genetics and bioc hennstrx has e pros Ricci fresh insights into the
mole( ular workings of lasing things nd in the submicroscopic
recesses of the atom, s( ciitists Ildc CIISC Ok crud dar endless arras

of particles that constatac the basic budding blocks of matter,
and gamed a deeper tualerstanding of the fort es that power the
atomic furnaces of the stars 23

research 110 dt one cud of the broad spectrum of
a ti' ales th it fall wider the rubric of reseaR h duel deselop-
went Sometunc-, described as a search for knowledge for as
own sake, it should be distinguished both from applied rc

scare ft. xvInc h us designed to unearth information \A id, i defi-
nite use art sight, wild from experimental doelopment, which

a)
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is the generation and testing of products and processes that

incorporate new scientific knowledge
The boundaries separating these three ac ti hies arc in fact

blurred It is often difficult to tell w here basic research ends and
applied research begins and NA, here applied research becomes
experimental deselopment But the esolution of technologs
often ins ols es a progression along the research and des ClOp-
IIICIlt spectrum The deselopment of atomic weapons, for ex-
ample, began with the arcane studies of scientists such as
Albert Einstein, \ iels Bohr, and Ernst Rutherford, who
probed the structure of the atom in the decades before World

ar i i Their seemingly esoteric research laid the base for the
intenske applied research effort during the war sears that
c Affiliated in the production and use of the atomic bomb

I .ong considered the pros nice of a h.. \A lone, esen eccentric
scientists, basic research has been transformed in the past
generation into a highly organised, las ishlv funded enterprise.
insols rug large teams of researchers at work w ith sophisticated
and expensise equipment 'Fins transformation has been swift

and dramatic Esen during the twenties and thirties, most
basic research consisted of relahsek small-scale studies, and,
while SONIC European work was supported hs gosernnlcnt
hinds, the United States insested little public financing ui

basic research before Vs odd " The wartime IIce

bChA, CCU scientists and the nulitail began the transformation

of the basic research enterprise
The metamorphosis was completed with Lass go( eminent

irisestmeilt in the postwar years, as public authorities III IllOst
countries assumed the prmiars responsibdits for supporting
basic researchers and as new channels were established for
funneling tax revenues into research laboratories In the

1,,Hited States, for example, the basis for federal support of
acACI111( SC mice was laid with the publication of a r (). re-
portCoence Ihe IndloN Fmnber, ykritten 11, Vannesar

Rush, a senior scienti, t and an ads isor to Presidents Rooseselt

76
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and Truman Bush's central argument was that the gos em-
inent should assume responsibility for maintaining the health
and rigor of American research, w Inch had made so demise
a contribution to the war effort In lo5o, following Push's
recommendation, Congress established the National Science
Foundation to channel funds to university researchers 24

During the following two decades, outlays on basic research
rose In leaps and bounds, and tiles were gisen an additional
boost bs the post-Sputnik panic that swept through the Ameri-
can scientific enterprise in the late fifties and early sixties
During the first two decades of the postwar era, budgets in-
cruised by dose to 20 percent a year above annual inflation,
and the hulk of the moues went into unisersitv laboratories By
the earls sesenties, sonic two-thirds of the basic research con-

ducted in the fluted States was being performed in academic
establishments The federal gos eminent had become the lead-
ing source of funds for basic research, accounting for about 70

percent of the total expenditure nationwide 25
Mort other western countries established broadly similar

funding patterns during the postwar period, although in addi-
tion to pouring money into miner-say science departments,
mans also set up extensne gosernnient laboratories to conduct

basic research The Soviet Onion and Eastern Europe, mean-
while, established %cry different arrangements About So per-
cent of So% ict basic research is carried out in specialized
laboratories of the Academy of Sciences, a location that sepa-
rates research from teaching A network of Academy laborato-

ries stretches ac ross the country,ind its scientists are the best
and most frigid% qualified scientists in the Soviet Union 26

the steep rise in funds for basic science during the fifties and
earls sixties radically transformed relationships between gov-
ernments and academia One reason for pouring research
money into the timer-sales was to encourage and support the
education of scientists and engineers From the start, healthy
and sigorou, science departments were seen as an essential

7'7
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ingredient iii the training of the next generation of researchers
Research funding became firnih tied to the annual appro-

priations process in many countries, which meant that long-
term projects were increasingly vulnerable to short-term shifts
in funding lesels and to changes ni oserall research priorities
The time of senior researchers became increasingly taken up
with writing and reviewing grant proposals to secure funding
for future scars, while doctoral candidates and postdoctoral
students did most of the actual research work The age of the
scientist-adiminstrator, managing a team of researchers while
stumping up grant inone, was launched

While these new funding and working arrangements were
being established, the research ensironment itself was undergo-
ing fundamental changes The most conspicuous aspect of the
postwar change in the character of science has been the growth
of what science historian Derek de Solla Price has termed "big
science "2- Nature yields its secrets grudgingly Each new
piece of scientific knowledge seems to open up a new and
intriguing set of questions that regime more research and more
powerful scientific instruments to answer 1s a result, whole
branches of science now rels on complex and expensise hard-
ware, and mans teams of scientists are working nn different
aspects of what once seemed a single problem The biologist
with a Sioo optical nncroscopc ni the thirties has become, in
the eighties, a molecular biologist with a S oo,000 electron
microscope

Indeed, des elopments 1.1 the technologs of scientific instru-
ments and giant machines often determine tlic pace of scien-
tific discosery This progression is espenallv evident as scico_
fists hase probed deeper and deeper into the heart of the atom
The reward] that began a half-century ago to determine the
structure of the basis budding blocks of matter is now carried
out with atom smu,hers that cost hundreds of millions of
dollars to construct and operate In tlic ses claws, for example,
American taxpayers paid some $250 million for the construe

1'3
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lion of a large particle accelerator near Chicago. and European
taxpa}ers funded the establishment of a machine near Genoa
that cost a simiL- amount Now, more powerful accelerators
are required to ansv cr questions about the structure of
atoms and the nature of the forces that hind abatorinc parti-
cles together

Similar trends hake occurred in astronoins, as (ler inure
powerful telescopes are needed to studs the outer reaches of
the universe and as TIM space chides arc required to pros idc
close-up %loss of the planets lii Nose:tuber 1 98o, for example,
a STS million telescope swan put Into SU% Ice In the New \lcxico
desert and a S3oo million spacecraft was on its was to Saturn
to studs that imstenous planet's surface

The growth m big science and the growing dependence on
gosernment funds caused few real problems in the first two
decades of the postwar scars That turned out to he a golden
period in basic sc. ICII«' Budgets rose steeply enough to ac coin-
ITIOddk ranch of the rising cost of equipment and to support
the booming expansion of the scientific «numnints

Between the mid-fifties and the mid-sixties. the number of
scientists and engineers cii,ploscd In lincnean unllersitics
alone more than doubled, from 2 j ,000 to 53,000, and bs i o6o

then ranks had swollen to 68,000 \nd graduate science de
partments, cranked up bs the flood of federal mono that had
been pouring into research laboratories, were turning out re-
cord numbers of Hi D scientists and engineers in the late
sixties Similar, though slightls less dramatic, UK redses took
place throughout the industrial world in the quarter-«iturs
follow mg Vs odd \\

l'his burgeoning growth in budgets and in iu of re-
searchers ssas reflected in the %ohmic of scientific literature
published in research lour-ids Bs the earls sc.% enhes, more

than 2,000 ionnials were causing research reports from the
world's seienty ts, «ms us mg information on the results of ex-
periments, IRAN thcoi.c.s. Ind news interpretations of scientific
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phenomena This tlxid of literaturemore than 300,000 re-
search reports are published in scientific journals each year
is the chief means of communicating research results, and it is
the primary means bx w Inch scientists establish prionts for
their findings 20 The scientific publishing industry itself has
become big business in the past few decades, and scientific
papers constitute the most tangible output of the knowledge

industry
11; the earls les I It ICS, Busse er, , stresses and strains began to

apps -r In the haSIC research enteiprise in sacral countries
Budgets began to luxe' off, and scientists found thenisels es
competing with other claimants for a share of constrained
gos eminent budgets Moreoser, just as funding became tight,
the arrangements bs which mono, is channeled into research
laboratories came under fire

Scientists have consequent's been quick to declare a state of
crisis In \ osember 1975, for example, Jerome \\ miler, presi-
dent of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, announced
that the academic researc In enterprise in the United States had
-begun to deteriorate and conic apart so badly that we Use
reached a point of crisis that could see the (fa tis eness of the
nation's major research inns ersities seriously curtailed at a time
w hen it sore's needs to he enhanced -30

Mthough such statements include more than a little hyper-
bole, there is no doubt that the basic research system has been
going through a period of difficulty At the root of the problems

is money The steep growth in financial support for basic re-

search that had taken place throughout the postwar era tailed
Off in most l'OnlaPeS in the seventies This trend began earlier
and was especialls pronounced in the United States, where
research support began to slow down in the late sixties After
inflation is taken into account, spending on basic research by
the federal government dropped by i6 percent between 1968
and 1975 In \Vest Germany, a 1976 report by the German
Research Society stated that support for scich, after years of
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growth, had come to a standstill, and in Britain there has been
irtually no real growth in funds for basic research since the
early seventies 31

The difficulties caused by this slowdown have been corn-
pounded by structural changes in the universities as members
of the postwar "baby boom" have passed through the higher
education system Moreover; enrollments in many university
science courses have declined in recent years, and universities
have consequently been hiring fewer new faculty members As
a result, young scientists with newly- minted Ph D degrees are
having a tough time finding academic research and teaching
Jobs Consequently, the average age of faculty members is
increasing, for those who received tenure during the boom
years of the sixties are still teaching and little fresh blood is
entering the system David Davies, former editor of the British
science Journal .Vature, has pointed out that very few academic
research or teaching posts opened up in British universities in
the late severities, and as a result, a Ph D degree is no longer
a passport to an academic Job This, in turn, Davies suggests,
will probably discourage many young people from enrolling in
graduate science courses, and university science departments

contract even further 32
In spite of these difficulties, however, there is little tangible

eidence that the quality of basic research has declined Funda-
mental breakthroughs continue to be made, and scientific Jour-
nals continue to bulge with reports of new findings It may be
that the quality of the output from basic research simply can-
not he measured and that a decline could take place without
any oerf indications But by at least one indirect measure
the award of Nobel Prizesit seems that basic research in the
United States has not deteriorated in relation to that in other
countries, in spite of the decline in U S funding American
scientists won most of the Nobel Prizes for science throughout
the seventies

One reaIn why the quality of basic research may not have

Si
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suffered is that the best rescarcheis and the top-quality research
centers hale fared relatisely well in securing funds It is the
second-rank institutions that have suffered most That, indeed,
ryas the conclusion of a major study, conducted in the late
sel, (Titles, of academic science in the United States It sug-
gested that the unnersaies would continue to face problems
related to declining enrollments in science courses and warned
that some of the lower-ranking institutions may be forced to
drop research in some disciplines entirely, a move that would
dixorce research from teaching in those unix ersities 33

W114 do governments pour tax revenues into basic research'
There is no simple explanation Part of the reason is that a
healthy research enterprise is good for national prestige and
that basic scientific knowledge greatly enriches human culture
Rut, as John floinifeld, a science acb, iser to the 1.1 S Congress
has pointed ut, "Although no one can define what the 'right'
leN el of support for science as a cultural actixity should be, it
IS surely exceeded hs the present lescl CoNenlIllent funding
of other cultural pursuits amounts to only a tiny fraction of that
des cited to basic research Instead, suggests I folinfeld, the huge
outlays on science "Call Only he justified in terms of an es entlIal
technological benefit to society -34 This expectation that the
results of basic research w ill es cntualk he put to practical use
has Km idcd the most powerful impetus behind the growth of
the know ledL:e business during the past few decades

r ncno \ Growth Irea

\Ithough defense and spac c R&D still ac count for a huge
c hunk of the world's research and des elopment expenditures,
their share declined during the se% entics This is largels be-
cause spending, on health and energy R&D rose sharply, espe-
ialls in the I 'fiat:CI States RChteell l()72 and 1979, go% ern-

meld spending on energl, R&D in the United States rose horn
S300 /ann to more than $3 5 billion an increase of more
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than percent cm' after inflation is takcii into account
()nth% s on health R&I) rose b% about 40 percent in real terms
during that period, %%ith a large fraction of the increased hind-
mg going into the intni-pubh(uNi %\,r on cancer Yet, at the
cod of the decade, %% orldwide gmernent spending for mill-
tars R&I) %%as still more than tA% ice that for health and emir*
R&D combined "

I Ike the Jputnil I.alich of 19;7, the \rat) oil
embargo gahanyed a fess 55estern gmermnents into pumping
large amounts of mom.% into rc'earch laboratories It also

caused mans corporations to st9 up their (mil energs R(1, I)
cxpe'.ditincs as sell In the fours s follosnig the embargo
Ontl,ns 011 encrgs R&I) among the countries that beloin.; to the
Int( rnational Faierg% \gene% fall the malor estern countries

except 14r iiice almost doubled in real terms The hilted
Statc s reported the biggest increasc -1 L1 i PC! «1 If --A% Ilk the
other g, ;%eriniiciits raised their combined spending b% about
one- third

In mans aspects, the one :* research and deHopmcnt
budgets of the 11 ester') sorld represent an extension of g is
c_rimient policies during the fifbes and sixties, %%hen nuclear
po,Acr %as ssideh expxted to offer a safe, cheap Noun, of
(Her* \lost gmernmcnts sank 5irtuall% ail of then clicro
R&I) funds into nuc Icar energs m those scars, 111(1 111,110

( \DC( ft:d !mute inclustr% exentualk to take user nuclear dc%cl-
oollicrit [hose imesimeuts shaped the industrial x orld's cif-

pohcies during the sc%entacs Cos eminent spending on
kar unerg% ul most countries is now geared tos\ard inslx er

questions about the safet% of nuclear plants and finding

\s to dispose Safl1 of rddiRid (' %%asks materials Far from

olg able to turn nuclear des elopment user to pmate Indus
trs gmcniments around the void are finding thcmschcs
t R 1 ith escalating nuclear eLergy research hills

\bout one third of the 11'esi;n %xorld's mcs nt m nit
icar R&D is spent on de .eloping die breeder reactor, a I
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clec plant that will generate plutonium Breeder -2actors are
not expected to make imich of a contribution, to energy sup-
plies before the turn of the centers, lust about the tune when
solar (mugs «mild Make up a substantial share of the world's
energy budget speric!ing on breeder rcac for des clopment

070 was throe tunes higher than on solar des elopment
among all butt mationai Energs Agencs (IF,A) members Even
in the United States, which spends more on solar R&D than
the rest of the world combined, funding for breeder-reactor
des elopmcut is still on a par with that for solar R&D 3- This
distributum of expenditures will be CACTI more skewed iii the
next few scars, for the Reagan kdr;mustration has proposed
sweeping cuts in spending on solar ..out conscrsation while
arguing for in( teases iu support for nuclear R&D The Reagan
\druinistr,It ori's crier* polio, is based on the notion that
inakct forces should determine the patter a of ins est went in
c neriz% tcchnologies, but this philosoplis does not seem to
appls to ni i Iear passer

apparent preference for ink lear roc D should, ties erthe-

less, be seen m light c the Iliarkcd shills In energy R&D
priorities m mans countries in recent 'rs ror example, in the

\ RIC inht r ()manes, the share of total gosernment energy
R&D expenditures desoted to consersation rose from 3 per-

( cut too 6 4 per( ent between 1074 and 1070, and the share
c Wined hs renewable resources climbed from a mere i o per-
( cut to i 2 o percent os Cr the same period 's (See Table 3 4 )

i et, 111 spite of these shifts, ("ten the IFA has suggested that

more could he &are to c riange direction Pointing out that fulls
three- fourths of the encigs R&D expenditures of its member
wietill nen s are duet tls concerned with clectric its genera-
tion, the IE \ suggested in a 108o report that more emphasis
should he placed on des eloping technologies that would di-
rec. Hs displace liquid fuels \rhgeoser, the "important potential
contrihur ion- of consersation does riot appear to he re-
flected in the Iced of its fending,- the II ' stated '

6 1
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Table 3 4 1;,stribution of Energ R&D Expenditures in IL 1 Member
Countries, 1974-79

Pr,,,:tram
Cm crnrm nt tund,

/()-9
Prn ak Paid,

19m)

Pf K( I \ I

Cuilseration 2 -; 6 4 24 ;
Renessablc resouRcs 1 0 12 0 4

t )11 and gas 2. 2 3 4 ( ,

Cwi 5 '') 10 c, 124
\ udear fission (-)c) 44 6

\ uclear fusion 's ;
()flier sources o 1 3 0,r
Supporting to.. hi iologies ) i 1 i I 2')

Total" loo 0 1000
"Iota! In dollars (billionsl 1 t) - ,

I II( Illdt S 1)(411 h +.111 did hiS11,1I

" 1,1. nut idd h) bc(.11N. .,f

S,mrct Intcrii,16()Thil I titrg% \g(tR.,

Knowledge for Protits

Defense, space, and basic research programs together ac-
count for almost half tlic total glei,c: cspelichturc on R&D
The). arc mosth supported bs go% eminent funds The other
half of the global budget is largels financed b pm ate industR,
although there are substantial gosernment imestnieiits u1 such
areas as energ, health, and agriculture

As alreads noted, go% crnmen t contracts pros idea large hare

of the support f',r R&D in sonic companies Close to one-third
of the total research perforind in cc porate laboratories in
Britain, France, and the I linted States is supported hs gosern-
nient fnilds In sharp contrast, i i Japan and Sw,itierland, less
th 'a, z percent of the R&D performed hs corporations is paid
for w,ith tax res critics 4()

Gosernment support for industrial R&D is }was ds concert
trated in industries related to defense and space In the hilted
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States, Lit rclIlleS pas for almost So percent of the research
and des elopment performed 1)5 the aerospace industr5 and
Ilearb, hall of that tarried out 1),, the electrical equipment and
telc(nnimmications industries In France, am space compa-
nies drak kw-thirds and electronics companies about one-
third of their research and do, elopment funds from the na-
tioiad etc hcquer

In contrast, corporations making pharmaceuticals, mob):
chides, and m I and steel perform set\ little gaisernan_cot

sponsored research and de\ chpinent For such companies,
R&D is lust like M\ other business ins estmentit must he
mstified III terms of its potential contribution to profits and it
must compete s%ith ads ertismg, the purchase of apital
mentind similar items for its share of corporate funds In the
I, lilted States, corporations hasu 'flocked an Crage of about
2 pi Runt of their gross m«iincs into their research and de\ el
opulent laboratories ser the pat; fifteco scarsi proportion
that falls ssedl short of the shay._ claimed bc ads crthing depart-
ments I he proportion 'HP+ gr,_.411 from industr5 to mclustre
liov.eker, \kith the eleetrom(s HI Instr. 1-51,tiny, about if, per
cuit of its income m Rc41 ) and the scr\ lee industries about ;
percent 42

Itt\secn i,itr dIld I 9; torpc,ritiiins HI .tern lairiipc,
\iirtli \Inc rita. and Japan ploee cd a stealth. .i-o5. mil, amount

of their (mil funds into laboratories Rut *iurnment support
for niclustnal R& I) during that pc nod full IA almost one
fourth, mtli of the (ICC Illle occurring m the 1, sited
Status as a rt tilt of shrinkage in the spat e program Iii the late

tscntits, t S g(Acrilincilt funding pt(ked up ,Alth sup
port for ci wigs RA I) and lilt ICX,Cd dlfCIISC (111t1,1%s leading the

v.,1% I fir se conflicting, trends tend to imickl international
comparisons if industrial R&D evenditures Countries sod,
as Japan, m skin(Ii sirtnalb, all industrial R&D is financed h%

(,impaas funds seen a steads rise m their total R&I)
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spending, Mille countries such as the [Jutted States and France
has e seen rising corporate funding offset bs dwindling gosern-
went support 41

Because research and deselopment espenfhtures (lensed
from compans funds pros ide one measure it the importance
attached to innosation bs corporate managers, a comparison
among industrial countries in the amount of corporate R&L,
performed per person may pros ide an indication of relapse
lesels of m»osatise capacits Veording to this measure, the
United States still outrank, most other industrial countries,
although , est German and SVSedish corporations spend al-

most as m11(11 per person as ,Vnerican corporations di, 44 (See

I able ; t Superimposed oa these trends is the fact that
rescarc b Ind dcsclopinent is highls concentrated in a fess com-

panies lit the t 'lilted States, for esample, although more than
o,000 companies perform R&D, lust four account for fulls

zo percent of the total espenditure and twilit% companies
together spend about half the total Indeed, the R&D pro
grains of some eompantet, (kart those of untie countries 4C

I able nrpiiiatt. 1 undid RN 1) Pir Capita in St (Aid OI (1)
CO11114110.
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(See Table -A 6

\\ hat is all this moues split on' There is no CJS\ JIM\ Cr,
for few gosernments keep accurate information on the R&D
ac tRities of prisate corporationsind es en m those eountnes
\,sliere there is 3 wealth of datasuch as the United States-
it is not ease to gimp corporations into well-defined industries
\eserthelessi rough estimate by the Organisation for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and 1)eselopment indicates that in
almost tsso-thirds of the total industrial R&D in the western
imlustrial countries was performed bs three industrial groups
clet tr,mics and electrical goods, With 2,4 percent of the total,
chemicals, including the drug industre, \sail 19 percent
and ,ierospaec with 1 perCellt In the hilted States, SI\ Ill-
dustrics --aerosnacc, clec tniim s, chemicals and drugs, motor
celucles inai. Inners and II struments- performed more
than tour-tittles ;it 11.111011'S nolustrial R&1) in the Litt
Nt_ \ CIO R \ 4f'

Iahh () R&D I. ,ptuditilics hi Stitch(' Countries and Corporations
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\\ bile unisersihes are the chic.' focus for basic research,
corporations concentrate on applied research and expenniental
deselopment In the United States, less than 3 percent of
industrial R&D is des oted to basic research, and tins propor-
t ;o ' declined since the late sixties

The cast majonts of industrial R&D is concerned with dc-
signing, des eloping, and testing products-3(h% ales such as
testing drugs for ads erse side effects, restyling automobile bod-
ies for each sear's model change deseloping new consumer
goods, and so On it is impossible to estimate precisely how
much industrial R&D is directed toward relatively his

changes to existing productschanges that serve sum* to
ntam a market edge hut sonic obseners suggest that the

proportion is substantial and grossing -There has beet, recent
es idence of a shrinking of tune horizons and a grossing consers-
athm reg. riling industrial R &D,'' suggests Richard Nelson of
Yale crs t% ('fie reason is that high lock of inflation anc;
co/n(11111C un,ertaint% are steering ethporations awas from ex-
plore(''s R&I) that is Reis to !lase its payoff old% in the long
term and toward achsities designed to maximize short-tetm
profits Cu s eminent reguiarons are also forcing corporations

put wore resources into pollution control eller* conser% a-
hon. LEld (g..11PAIM)cli satets and health programstasks that
requie urgent attention 4-

11.C'tt'11C1ItS, tin Industrial reseatch and des el

opulent are huts part of 3 comple% ssstem On the one hand.
th, industrial R&D uterprise is dmen bs the chief cuporatc
obieehs,' of Inc rea,uw profits, md, on the other, bs gosern-
ment net 1- ', ,I:(ms ssste,'Is, space %chides. sc lentifit stud

anti other expertise it is also high's influenced hs ;goad
winomic tat tors such as inflation and uncertain prospects for
ecolurnic growth and bs more narrow factors MK h as gosern
meta regulations and tax policies Goschnnents thus hase a
strong direct influence dyer industrial research and develop-
ment because thcs oas for son of it, and tlics has( an equal's
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strong indirect influence through their general economic and
industrial policies

Needs and Priorities

In spite of the heavy reliance that go\ eminent officials and
corporate leaders place on technology to sok e their manifold
problems, the distribution of scarce scientific resources is, b\
ally rational measure, seriously distorted with respect to soc-
et)'s real needs

The priorities reflected in the global research and des elop-
inent budget and the arrangements for funding and perform-
ing R&D were essential!) laid down in the postwar )ears, ui the
corrosie atmosphere of the Cold War and in an era of abun-
dant resources and cheap energy Now, as the world faces
dwindling reser\ es of oil and gas, rising demands for food and
fiberind deteriorating biological SN Skills, such unpudnetis e
tasks as des eloping noire deeastating weapons and restshng
consumer products still claim the hulk of R&D funds around
the work!

Thus, the hilted States has the Alas to stirs es sirtualls
users square meter of the So\ let Union, set the world's scien-
tists and engineers fuse barely begun to sureee the (mimic\
e«)ss stems of fast-disappearing tropical ram forests or the ma
lignant spread of the worlds deserts The nudear arsenals of
the superpowers contain enough explosiec pow cr to reduce to
rubble most of the (it ICS on the globe, set the more ( allenging
task of pros ding c lean, safe power for this c itics has recemd
tar less scientific attention

Dow] bs the political and commercial motR Aim of gm
-C111111elltS and corporations in the industrial world, the global
research and des elopment budget is ponds attunes) to the
needs of the do eloping countries in general ! to the require-
ments of the poorest people in those countries in particular
trot olds does the Lick of R&D capacit In Third V Odd
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countries perpetuate their dependence on imported teehnol-
fig\ but it also 1111111', that the technologies produced are
(5crs5I,elnungls geared .o the economic cue iroument cif till
industrial (mutant's thee arc c Apd,11-111tC11\1\ C. labor-sae mg,

and adapted to large-scale enterprises
\\, fide it is ease to point out the mismatch be:bee:en the

prorates reflected III the \col-irk ins stment in R&D and its
most urgent problems, it is far more difficult to reorder those
priorities \\ hen the e mous actors in the global R&I) sestet]]
pc retie(' a common interest, maior ness untaati es can he

launched et ith dispatch The Manhattan Protect, et Inch lcd to
the atrium_ bond), dud the \Idio Project, ee halt culminated
m the 1,)t,e) Ili ion lancing, AR' the 11100. Celebrated C\,1111p1C\

\11( h problems as pros Kling clean and safe cuergs redm ing

pm (Its and 1/111kling sust 1111,11)1C agricultural sestems demand

actions +hat it rosy a range of tested Interests \aid unlike
budding In Hubs and p t elm Ids, thee insiihc more than the

simple marshalling c and tic mologs, to attain a sifigle

Ale( tIse
t Ciert arc 111,111\ %te ps that can and should he taken to

halm( I P (N. iesources into \Cd lolls productie areas Gns(Til
roosts h,isc ronsirlerahlc itl/hdlt% 11/ word( mg their (mil
RtS, D pooritics iuI (onside:1,11de poser to 111111R:1a C the pin

411111\ nt pmat( 11.din,trs through a combination of inctutiee
4ulations t in\ (rsitIcs ((institute,' 111,1114 Solis e of Sc IC11

01( and enguR( ring ( \perils( set thus (11,11111(.1 little of this

kipo,lc(igt into tic solution of ptAluito, 111 their sum

nininnitic. In thi I hind \\ orld, R&I) institu'ions are

din mewl of aid from the industrial \\ odd \ ml finalls, \shile
Atrium nt'nid multmation.1 «ffpuratimis (liomthite

n111(11111; And pc Th)(111,Itie of Rc I) tiles do not hold a 1,Unwp
ties on I imau ing, unite appropriate tic Imologt groups in rli
And 1111n1" k ()MOIR' \ ire cicsclnplmg tic hnologics that has c been

no i1.1« 'Ad hs major R&D (IltelplASC\, but !malls sic Ii groups

aid poorly in Ad And I,1( I, offic IA support
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Reordering the world's R&D priorities by channeling more
moue% into neglected programs. new organizations. and Third

orld laboratories will not he sufficient to sohe the 4% orld's
problems, howoer %lam tasks are too urgent to wait for R&D
to pros ide solutions and % irtuall none can he sok ed by science
and '...clinolog!, alone Indeed, when new knowledge is used to
bolster the power of gocrnments, corporations, and ruling
elites, it can aggraate the social injustices that he at the root
of 111,111% of the world's most urgent problems

\eertheless, there (Ire num areas in which R &[) can ph%
a Ice% role in determining how soc let% responds to the problems
that will present themsekes in the decades ahead The orIck
research and de, elopment program now reflects the needs of
the fifties and carp sixties \l,nor change, wil be needed to
make it more rilex.nit to the eighties and nineties
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le distort«I priootics reflected in the global rcsuar( I) andTI

(lc, clopment budget li Ie.p explain 55 115 SH IIIII( Il I.C( 11111 iiiiV,I( .I1

hang' is unrelated to the problems confronting the V ()rid 131it

R.6:1) is onl on( of a «ifistullation of factors that influen« III(
p I«. and clirectIon of t chnoloitical innination

hinoation, v, Inc 11 (an !ousel% be des( [Abed as thc I.1«1pora
non of Huss klIiikliCdi.;(' and ideas into product~ and pro«ssts
IS 1111;1115 sus« ptiblc to changing economic lid political for( c,
It .lso t - Is to o« nr in 55,15 csis technological ( hang( s Ill one
Illdiht ft ~park Illiiiit,ititili \ Ill TCLIti'd ilid11011(' \ lid, Ili an
ill( ft ISIl11.J5 Hitt rd( pt. min.( 55 orld co oonio' tee lioo1,,,It ,I;
( hang( is stronid% affec .cc It 155 incsstir( s nt intcrn 'howl c, o
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manic competition
The shifting economic tides of the past decade has c thus

deepls affected patterns of technological animation The rate

of animation has slowed down in sonic sectors and it has

picked up in others, and it seems to he occnrong more rapidll

iii Sonic countries than in others loremcr, there are signs that

the word mac be in the midst of a transition bcbAcen two

technological periods, for much of the technological change

that took place in the fifties and sixties relied Ileac& on cheap

energs and abundant resources
Two of the most important technologies Oil the immediate

boil /on are microelectronics and Incite( hnolo* Both hold

immense promise, for thes, can help occrcome energ and

resource constraints But like many other technologies, their
widespread use max raise serious problems Tiles arc likelc to

he at the center of a inalor restructuring of patterns of produc-

tion in mans sectors in the world economs, which in turn sill!

alter the tspes of lobs and the skills needed iii societs These

two technologies help illustrate how inn°, Mum. producticit!.,

and lobs are tightls hound together '

Inn()Vatlnit Reccssion

"I he long economic boom that followed k odd \\ ar ii was

C hardctcnial hs unprecedented technological change across a

broad spectrum of industries Products changed draniaticali> as

new materials were deseloped and applied in a wide range of

acbsities, entirely new technologies, such as antibiotic drugs,

nuclear cnerg),, and telesision were introduced, production

processes were transformed with the advent of new machine

tools and new forms of automation This surge of innosation

wc's both a contributor to and a result of the transformations
that were taking place in the postwar world economy

One measure of the lek el of innovation during the fifties and

sixties is the sharp rise in prod- _okay that took place through-

9 1
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iiif the inclihtrial %%orld \os% her:. %%as this !wire oll% ions than
in 1,4r:culture \ot (,Ills (lid the introcluttion of labor-sa%
ina,hiner% clirectl% boost output per corker (also displacing
niillions of farm ..%orkcrs in the proses;-,', but the spread of nest
Agricultural technologies Il,o mised crop and led to
higher le%cls of procluttioi, pc, person hi 111,nulfacturing

thistiies, too the appkation of nett tek.linolo4ies Ind nett
forum, of industrial ,irgaiiiiatioh resulted in slurp iiisrtasa:s ill
toitptit each hour of labor \pcii(led in the factor'_

Hot the iiiipreuclentLd prod ti% it% gro%%th rates aclue%ed

during th( post%% Ai- period luga , to tail off in 'mans t.orintrie.
in fits life si \f ,mid the %%ott into .1 SI111111) in the earls

).)C%cmity, T114. I !laud cAnic (lose to flit
bottom Of ti(' il,1:41k 111 piochitti% its :4r(mtli during the it-

slith r it es of Around I pert ent A sear het%esii 19-;
And flit cid till decade, both countries, in fast, clitcrcd the

1th their pro Inc Ps it% IL% els astuall% clecluinut Other

inclmf HAI Countries hued 1 little better but A\ cwil)niiisl
Halt! r ills point( d out, -the \int 1 icAn plien(mieli(n Is

h,,,l)r( Id V, C(Irdin2 it, \liiller's calculation,,, if tht
Annual tis gro%%fli sin( du set ,1'4,1111t

t 11()St ((1 flit pre ))ills (42J(1(.., 1,11)311), L.:1-(mi!) raft. dropped 1)%

1( lilt, \\ ( in rt. Olt, I) rev 1( ('s

per( t_iA ;)r-L(.:11t,11,d 1f iR b% perLent
I et. , hang( it not tit( oohs fa( for in ram-dug oscrill

lest'!, (f I-n-(41101%0s Prf)dikti%It`, hiLjicr Iii In,lili
I it ;unlit!, 1111111Th-, tti lli it III ,1141-!(IIItliti Ind Huh part (d tilt
ic)1)0(11 1-,)) tc (1))1())),111), 111)411 :2,Ni:sill r,Itt,), of the pos,t\
1,(11,,d t in he h% flit ino%enic. it of ,,,rk(rs
11')111 11:( tilt' ticc, l'Art of the d()%%(1f)%%)) in

cis its ;2,1(qs film tile 0 %( (hit ft) the fat t that
sirs t.1 «mintriv, lids( a Himont% their %%orl, fort

d III ()111( f 111(1 sersi,c 11141,11011; not

1,% to iiitim,at, Ind %%11( ri produr ii' its onsetsnit nth ill
Ti ,1()%%1%
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The le1C1 of skills III the labor force also affects 10 els of

product's ItS , since skilled workers generally produce t higher

lock Thus the influx into the workforce of large numbers of

ielatis el\ unskilled soling people and women during the past

decade mas has e reduced rates of produc tlk lb, growth Finalls,

the sharp increase in capital expenditures aimed at controlling

pollution and unpros mg safet\ in the workplace does not regis-

ter in terms of increased productit As Michael f larrington
has pointed out, statisticians consider such expenditures as "a

do ersion of resources from 'products e' uses, including the
manufacture of carcinogenic ug,-ettes Thus, SAN mg miners'

In es un recent \ eats has been a source of 'negati \ product \ its

in the mining industrs
Vet, en M. hen all these factors are taken into account, the

steep decline iii produchs it% growth during the se\ unties re-

mains ply/ling For example, m a SIM C1 of trends in the l I S

noncans, Edward Denison of the Brookings institution um-
( hided \kith refreshing candor that a substantial chunk of the

productiN It (ICC IIIIC defies n1)1,11101011 4 1 good deal of es
dunce, !limner, points to a reduction in the tempo of tee Imo-

logical change
One possible signal of a SIO1k ChM II in technological innosa-

ion is the La that in mans countries there Inns keen a les cling

off or Oen a decline in the number of patents applied for and

awarded `..aCli sear 1 surs es of patent applications filed be-

tween 1963 and n76 11% citlicus III nine IncnOI" industrial

countries shows considerable sear- to-scar fluctuation, but inn

cscrs conntrs except Japan, the peak sear occurred between

in(); and \)c) hi the United States, for evuple, the number
of patent applications filed hs lmerican ciniens dropped from

a high of lust user 76,000 m 19TO to about 6.3,000 in 1976

CIL total number of patents filed in the United States did not

decline so stct pis, largels because of an increase in the number

of applications filed lw non, Miens 1 This les cling off is pawn-

lads notes\ ths since expenditures on industrial research and
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development continued to expand during the seventies, the
productivity of those outlays seems to have declined 5

Although these figures arc at least suggestive, parent applica-
tions show, at best, only a fuzzy outline of innovation trends
Most patents are never put to use, and the overall figures gn, e
no indication of trends in the quality of innovative activity, for
they make no differentiation between run-of-the-mill inven-
tions and key breakthroughs that launch a major new develop-
ment Trends in the number of truly groundbreaking techno-
logical advances can only he seen in hindsight, and then usually
from a long distance

An indication of a slowdown in the number of major ad-
ancesor at least in their commercial applicationcan be
seen in the trends in the number of new companies started up
during the seventies, however New companies, particularly in
the United States, have been the source of a dsporportionate
amount of groundbreaking technological innovation Fre-
quently started with a few hunched thousand dollars of venture
capital as seed money, and often based on one or two key
patents, small, high-technology companies have pioneered in
the de elopnent of several important new technologies Polar-
oid and Xerox were launched in this manner, for example, and
most of the important developments in microelectronics were
carried out by small firms established in the United States in
the sixties

The typical life ccle of a new company proceeds through
a start-up phase, in which seed money provides the bash for
early growth, to the point at which shares are sold to the public
in order to generate new investment capital The number of
new companies that sell shares for the first time "go
in Wall Street parlancethus provides an indication of the
level of actin ity in this important area of the economy and gives
a measure of the financial interest in supporting new ventures
In io6o, more than i ,000 companies went public in the United
States, and two years later, even though the economy was going
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through a difficult period, 646 companies raised more than

$3 3 billion on the stock exchange when they sold shares for

the first time But a slump set in in 1974, and during the next

four years only a handful of new companies went public 6

Not all of the companies spawned in the boom years of the

late sixties and early seventies were based on the latest technol-

ogy But a study conducted by the Department of Commerce

slim/vs how deeply the slump affected small, high-technology

ventures. In 1969, some 204 technology-based companies went

public, but the number dropped to just four in 1974 Part of

the reason for this decline was a drought in venture capital, the

seed money that provides the initial support for many new

companies Between 1970 and 1977, the venture capital busi-

ness was "practically dead," reported Business Week In the

late seventies and early eighties, however, there were signs of

new life in venture capital markets and in the subsequent

public launching of new companies The resurgence was hardy

dented by the recession that struck the American economy in

that period 7
There were thus several disparate indications of a slowdown

in technological advance during the seventies_ The appearance

of an innovation recession is, however, easier to discern than

are the causes Part of the explanation lies in the general state

of the world economy The persistence of sluggish economic

growth and limited increases in productivity have resulted in

a s loons cycle technological innovation is needed to raise

growth rates, but industry is reluctant, or unable, to inest iii

new technology dining a recession Labor-saN ing technological

changethe basis of much of the productivity surge of the

postwar periodis also more rigorously resisted when unem-

ployment is high and displaced workers have few alternative

employment possibilities
The s icons cycle of slow growth and lagging umm WM is

particularly evident in industriec ;Hell as steel and automobile

manufacturing,' here international competition has heated up

9
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while sales have stagnated A 198o study of technological
trends in the steel industry, conducted by the Congressional
Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), concluded that
American steel manufacturers must spend at least $3 billion a
year in the early eighties to modernize their plants This level
of expenditure will be needed if the U S steel industry is to
hold its own against imports from technologically more ad-
vanced plants in Japan, West Germany, and some Third
World countries. OTA suggested Such a modernization pro-
gram will require annual investments at least 5o percent higher
than the industry made in the late seventies, and these outlays
will have to be made at a time when sales and profitability are
expected to he low because of sluggish world demand The
alternative, however, is a continued loss of market share and a
further decline in profits A similar dismal chcice faces steel-
makers in many other countries where failure to invest in new
technologies during the seventies has made their plants rela-
tively unproductive

The problems facing the automobile industry are similar
American car manufacturers are now in the nudFt of an $80
billion retooling program aimed at producing more fuel-
efficient cars, at a Emu! when they are reporting record losses
Again, they base no alternative but to transform obsolete pr:
ducts that arc no match for technologically more sophisticate
imports Some automobile manufacturers in other countries
arc also faced with the necessity of rev unplug and automating
their production Imes in circlet to compete effectively with
manufacturers whin have raised productivity through ldbor >ax-
ing automation lake the steel industry. the problems facing
automobile manufacturers stem partly from lack of intimation
in the seventies and the failure to anticipate the impact of
sharply increased oil prices

The difficulties facing the steel and automobile industries
arc matched in many sectors where growth is sluggish and
demand is depressed A r eport by the Orga

9a

nisation for Eco-
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nomic Cooperation and Development describes how these eco-
nomic conditions affect technological change over the long
term "Slack capacity and diminished expectations regarding
future demands damp down investments in new plant and
equipment, reducing the growth of physical capital per em-
ployed worker and diminishing the pace at which new tech-
nologies are brought into practice Over the still longer run,

_MD incentives theniselves are damped The study concludes
that "there is evidence that all of these reactions have occurred
and are occurring "9

Technological Change and Business Cycles

If sluggish growth and dampened demand alone were re-
sponsible for the slowdown in innovation, an economic upturn
should bring forth a new surge of technological advance But
the innovation recession of the past decade may actually repre-
sent a transition between two distinct technological periods
For one thing, many of the technologies introduced in the
fifties and sixties relied heavily on the availability of cheap
energy And for another, the wave of innovation that followed
World War II may simply have run its economic course and

new Nave of very different innovations may be gathering to
take its place

The idea that maim technological innovations arc often
clumped together and that they coincide with periods of rapid
economic grow th was put forward in io39 In the economist
Joseph Schumpeter to explain the reason foi long-term cycles
of economic activity in the industrial countries The existence
of such cycles had been described a decade earlier by the Soviet
economist Kondratiev, who pointed out that business activity
occurred in waves, which took between forty and sixty years to
rise and fall Schumpeter argued that technological innovations
resulting from the development of steam power provided the
driving force behind the first Kondraticv wave in the late
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eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the development of
railroads and associated technologies in the late nineteenth
century underguded the second Kondraticv wave, and innova-
tions related to electric power and the internal combustion
engine drove the third Kondratiev wave in the first half of the
twentieth century

Although this explanation for cycles of economic growth
ignores the influence of changing economic and social forces
on the processes of technological change itself, it is clear that
periods of rapid economic growth are frequently associated
with a cluster of groundbreaking technological innovations
Such was the case in the postwar period, when technological
advances in a broad range of industries spread rapidly through-
out the economy as mnoyations in one inclustrY were taken up
and exploited by allied industries Many of these limos ations
resulted from the accumulation of knowledge and the do clop-
ment of new technologies in the war years and from the rapid
buildup of research and development immediately following
the war The chemical and petrochemical industries arc
prime example of this process

Achances m chemistry and'in petroleum refining from the
thirties on laid the basis for an astonishing lanety of new
materials, ranging from synthetic fibers to new plastics and
synthetic rubber These materials n, turn helped to transform
allied industries, such as textiles, construction, and automobile
manufacturing, as the chemical mum ations spread throughout
the economy At the same time a combination of new knowl-
edge in chemistry and biology resulted ni the production of an
array of drugs that in turn brought under control a host of
infectious diseases that had dogged humanity for centuries
And a marriage between chennstry and metallurgy spawned a
range of new alloys that underpinned developments in the
aerospace, energy, nix:lime tools, and similar nidustries

By the late sixties, how eYer, there were signs that this post-
war waYc of innoY Awns was beginning to the down In syn-

oi
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thetic fiber production, for example, the surge of new products
that began with the introduction of nylon in 1939 and which
saw a range of new materials developed in the fifties and sixties,
slowed and changed direction in the seventies Virtually no
radically new synthetic fiber has been introduced in the past
decade, and the industry has turned its attention toward incre-
mental improvements in production technology. This trend is
not limited solely to fiber production. A 1979 survey of the
chemical industry by the Economist reported that "technology
has reached a plateau. The pioneering days of knitting new
molecular combinations for big new plastics and fibers are over
Only the more difficult molecular chains are left to be worked
on, and the promise of high returns har, faded."1° This innova-
tion slowdown, it should be noted, has occurred in spite of
increased expenditures on research and development in these
industries

Agriculture shows a similar pattern of rapid technological
advance and sharp increases in productivity during the quarter-
century following World War 11, but of more limited innova-
tion in the seventies. As Lcstcr Brown has pointed out, "From
the beginning of agriculture until World War 11, land produc-
tivity increased very slowly For long periods of time, it did not
increase at all Rice yields in Japan during the nineteenth
century were only marginally higher than those during the
fourteenth century. Corn yields in the United States during
the thirties were the same as those during the 186os, the first
decade for which reliable yield estimates are available. Follow-
ing World War 11, however, crop yields began to rise rapidly
in virtually every industrial country. " 11

Worldwide, the amount of cereals produced per acre
climbed by about 2.4 percent a year throughout the fifties and
sixties, and in the United States, it rose by a spectacular 4 o
percent a year in that period. Behind these trends lay a variety
of technological innovations, ranging from the development of
new processes for making nitrogen fertilizer cheaply from natu-

1 0 2
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ral gas feedstocks to the introduction of a host of new pesticides
and herbicides In addition, the development of new plant
breeding techniques in the sixties led to the spread of varieties
of crop plants that were particularly responsive to increased
fertilizer usethe so-called Green Revolution vaneties.12

Since the early seventies, however, yields have grown more
slowly and they have become more erratic. Countries as diverse
as the United States, France, Egypt, and China experienced a
slowdown in the growth of productivity of their agricultural
lands in the seventies Although the reasons for this break in
the postwar trend differ from country to country, such factors
as the increasing use of more marginal land, the sharp rise in
fertilizer prices resulting from the oil-price hikes, and poor
weather in the early seventies were significant in each case. But
there were also signs that the surge in innovation had begun
to die down

Following the initial successes in plant breeding in the six
ties, new varieties introduced during the seventies showed less
dramatic yield increases There were also some frustrations,
such as difficulties in breeding varieties of corn with high lysine
content and the inability to repeat with soybeans the yield
improvements achieved with cereal crops Problems also began
to appear with many pesticides, as signs of environmental con-
tamination became too obvious to ignore and as niany pests
developed resistance to the compounds introduced in the pre-
,!oils decades Since the early seventies, few effective new
pesticides have been introduced 13

More direct ev idence of a slowdown in technological ad-
, ance has been reported by Louis Thompson, associate dean
of agriculture at Iowa State University, and \cal Jensen, pro-
ftssor of plant breeding at Cornell University Thompson has
noted that m the late fifties, there was a wide gap in the yields
achieved on experimental plots and those achieved on average
irin in Iowa, but by the early seventies, this gap had virtually

-hsappeared In effect, the backlog of technology available to
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farmers in Iowa had largely been used up. Jensen arrived at a
similar conclusion from studies of wheat yields in New York
State He suggested, in an article published in Science maga-
zine, that "the rate of productivity increase will become slower
and will eventually become level Jensen also suggests that
plant breeders in the advanced industrial countries have al-

ready raised yields almost as far as they can 14
These trends in the chemical industry and in agriculture do

not mean that the spectacular wave of innovation during the
postwar period has fizzled out entirely The developments of
the past decade reflect a typical maturing process in winch
rapid change takes place in the early years as new innovations
are exploited, but the pace of change slows down as the innoY a-

tions run their course and as attention turns to incremental
improvements in existing technologies Jay Forrester, professor

of management at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, puts
the argument succinctly "Our present technology is mature
Since icko there has not been a major, radically new, commer-
cially successful technological umoyation comparable to air-
craft, teloision, nylon, antibiotics, computers, or solid-state
electronics The things that arc truly new do not fit into the
present technological infrastructure they must wait until the

next great technological waYe We arc nearing the end of
a technological cra 15

it is not necessary to take such an apocalyptic y icy% to realm:

ti.at fundamental shifts in the patterns of intimation arc under
way Imo% ation has not died down in all industries indeed, it
is accelerating in some sectors of the economy Leading the
way is the doelopment and application of microelectronics, a
technology that began to flower in the so unties And more
recent del elopments in the biological sciences also promise to

spark off a surge of intimation in the eighties and beyond if
the theory of kcindratieY waxes of innovation is correct, these

technologies are likely to he the leaders of technological and

1 0 ,
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innovative growth in the eighties
Just as advances in chemistry and materials technology

sparked technological changes in a broad range of industries in
the postwar era, microelectronics and biotechnology will have
a pervasive impact in the decades ahead As these technologies

are developed and applied, they will lead to fundamental
changes in industrial production and in the organization of
work and daily lives Moreover, unlike most of the technologies
that underpinned the postwar wave of innovation, microelec-
tronics and biotechnology do not require the use of large
amounts of energy and material resources The evolution and
potential use of these technologies illustrate many of the key
issues surrounding technological change, productivity, and
jobs

The tficrocketronies Revolution

It is tune to sit rp and take notice when a committee of the
National Academy of Sciences states that "the modern era' of
electronics has ushered in a second industrial revolution its

impact on society could be even greater than that of the origi-
nal industrial revolution Academy committees are riot usually

noted for hyperbole 16
The Academy is not alone in suggesting that recent ad-

vances in electronic technology arc harbingers of sweeping
social changes In the past decade, when most industries ex-
perienced sluggish growth and flagging innovation, the elec-
tronics industry saw its sales boom and its products change
dramatically The key to these developments is the ability to
imprint tens of thousands of electronic components and com-
plex circuits on chips of silicon one-fourth the size of a postage
stamp This technological feat has shrunk the size of electronic
equipment, increased the power and flexibility of small com-
puters, and slashed the cost of storing and manipulating infor-
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'nation It also promises to revolutionize patterns of industrial
production and lead to increased loels of automation in facto-
ries and offices 17

The development of this new nucroelectroniC technology is
being spurred by massive investments from governments and
corporations around the world Indeed, the pressure of interna-
tional competition has become one of the chief driving forces
behind the swift pace of change in microelectronics The eco-
nomic stakes are high. By the end of the eighties, the electron-
ics industry is expected to rival the automobile, steel, and
chemical industries in economic importance Indeed, Arthur
Robinson, writing in Science magazine, has suggested that "if
steel and oil have been two of the key ingredients of modern
industrial society up to now, many believe that in the remain-
der of this century it will be the state of a nation's electronics
industry that signifies whether it is a developed nation or
not "18

The technological advances that have propelled the elec-
tronics industry into the front ranks of the world's leading
economic sectors began in the late forties with the develop-
ment of the transistor But the pace of change quickened
dramatically m the seventies as new techniqks led to stunning
levels of miniaturization in electronic components By the end
of the decade, electronic circuitry that once would have filled
a room could be etched on a silicon chip measuring lust five

millimeters across, the most densely packed chips, '..now n as
integrated circuits, contained close to loo,000 elegironic com-
ponents It is expected that by the late eighties, at least one
million components will be crammed onto a single silicon chip

These developments, furthermore, have slashed the cost of
electronic equipment because once a particular integrated cir-
cuit is designed and tested, it can he mass produced at rela-
tively !ow cost This means that an electronic circuit that just
a few years ago would have been built by the expensive and
laborious process of wiring together thousands of individual

1'?
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parts, can now be bought off the shelf for a few dollars.
Most integrated circuits arc designed for specific tasks, such

as operating a digital watch or storing information in a com-
puter memory In 1971, however, the American microelectron-
ics company Intel brought out a radically different, more flexi-
ble type of integrated circuit that vastly extended the range of
applications of microelectronic technology Intel essentially
put the entire central processing unit of a computerthe com-
plex circuitr} that processes information and carries out com-
putations--on a silicon chip The resulting integrated circuit,
known as a microprocessor, can be programmed like a com-
puter to carry out a broad range of functions

The central processing units of powerful computers that
would have cost thousands of dollars to produce a few years ago
arc being mass-produced today for a few dollars apiece. A
startling achievement in its own right, this development means
that the computer's ability to process information and carry
out instructions can now be incorporated relatively cheaply
into a varlet} of machines, ranging from cruise missiles to
microwa}c ovens

These tiny electronic devices did not emerge suddenly from
the laboratory bench and begin to change society, however As
with any new technology. the development of microelectronics
has been pulled along by economic and political forces During
the sixties, the U S military and space programs prodded the
doting force, accounting for most of the integrated circuits
produced in the United States This burgeoning military de-
mand provided a stable market for the small, innovative mi-
croelectronics companies that spearheaded the technological
development, and it helped launch the industry on its high-
growth trajectory 19 It also changed the nature of many weap-
ons Microelectronic controls now constitute the brains of
guided missiles, "smart" bombs, electronic sensors, and other
ingredients of modern warfare, and have played a central role
in the development of military space systems
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During the seventies, the focus shifted toward en ihan ap-
plications, and commercial incentn es are now pushing the
development of the technology The manufacture of inte-
grated circuits has turned into a ono hnlhon a scar industry,
and sales haw been growing at the phenomenal rate of 3o
percent per year Military programs account for about Si bil-
lion worth of microelectronic doices, and the rest of the ex-
penditure is widely disseminated throughout the economy 2(1

The biggest single user of microelectronics is the cmnputer
industry itself The development of cheap and powerful micro-
processors and integrated memory circuits has spawned a broad
range of small, flexible computers that can be programmed for
a variety of tasks Just a few years ago, the cheapest computers
on the market cost hundreds of thousands of dollars and they
were big, powerful machines \ow home computers the sue of
a typewriter can be bought for less than Si,000, and powerful
business machines for less than Sio,000 These cleyelopmenk
have brought computing power to the fingertips of a rapidly
growing number of people They hale also opened the way for
the widespread use of computers to control industrial machin-
ery and for an expansion of electronic record-keeping, informa-

tion processing, and data gathering

Although for many people the chief manifestation of this
microelectronics revolution is the transformation that has
taken place in many consumer goods and gadgetsthe manu-
facture of pocket calculators, digital watcliesmd electronic
toys and games mushroomed into a S,1-bilhon-a-vear business
in the late seventiesit is in the workplace that the not
technology will ultimately have its chief social impact Elec-
tronic machinery is already beginning to change lobs m estab-
lishments as diverse as hanks and steelworks \o technology inn

history has had such a broad range of applications in the work-

place 21

The spreading use of computer-controlled machinery in fat
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tory production is leading to new levels and forms of automa-
tion In giant industrial plants such as oil refineries, power
stations, chemical factories, and steelworks, small computers
and microprocessors built directly into measuring instalments
are being used to control temperatures, pressures, and the flow
of materials These tasks arc, however, already highly auto-
mated, and the use of Microelectronics will essentially allow
more precise control over plant oixrations In many other
factories, microelectronic devices will extend computer con-
trols to tasks that have previously remained relatively minium_
to automation Indeed, it is in the machine shops and on the
assembly lines of manufacturing industries that microelectron-
ics IA ill ultimately have its chief industrial impact 22

The key to the growing use of electronics on the factors floor
hes in the ability to incorporate microprocessor controls di-
rectly into machinery such as lathes, grinders, and cutting
machines These computer-controlled machine tools operate
according to sets of programmed instructions, and by simply
changing the programs, they can sw iftly he made to shift from
one task to another This flexibility is of fundamental minor-
'duce Until now, automation has been largely restricted to
factone that turn out ':housands of identical products, because
a has been too costly to retool machines at frequent internals
to perform new tasks But the development of reprograminable
machinery' makes it economically feasible to automate produc-
tion processes that involve short production-runs and frernent
changes in machine settings. The majority of manufacturing
processes fall into this category 23

Computer-based automation is also being extended to the
assembly stage of production A new generation of microelec-
tronically controlled robots is being developed to perform a
wide range of complex tasks on assembly lines These machines
bear little resemblance to the androids of the film Star Wars
They consist of a flexible arm, with two or more joints that arc
controlled automatically, on the end of which is a tool such as
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a drill or a paint spray Some of the more advanced robots can

he reprogrammed by typing new instructions on a keyboard or
by inserting a new n, .gnetic disk into the machine A comput-
er-controlled welding machine, for example, an weld a Ford
Pinto one minute and a Mustang the next The automobile
industry is leading the way in the use of robots. For example,
in Nissah's Zama plant near Tokyo, 96 percent of the welding

is done by robots, a level that is being matched in some of the
newest plants in Europe and the United States By 1987, 90
percent of the new machines bought by General Motors will
be computer-controlled, predicts G NI president E. NI

Estes 24
Although the use of robots is increasing rapidly, most of the

current generation of machines are limited to relatively simple,
routine tasks But as the technology becomes more sophis-

ticated, robots 1, ill become more versatile and their potential
uses will multiply The key step in this development will be to
equip robots with a sense of vision by using powerful micro-
processors and computer memory to link the image produced

by a camera with the machine's actions Such robots are al-
ready under deelopment, and prototype production hues em-
ploying "seeing- robots hive been set up in the United States
and Japan Parallel do elopment (lofts aimed at equipping
robots with sensitise pads that would enable them to discern
objects by a sense of "touch" are also well along in several,
laboratories 25

The des elopment of this new generation of more intelligt'in
robots will greatly extend the number of jobs that machines can
perform, for they would be used to carry out more intricate
tasks than today's robots Lau tackle For example, a hat execu-
tive suggested to Busmess Week that with SCP.S y' robots it

would he possible to reduce the number of workers natured in

some plants to about lo percent of current levels 2"

Robots arc no cheap The current generation limes

starts at around S 000 for a model that can be aimed
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to carry out several tasks One equipped with ision or touch
sensors would cost at least $75,000 But even at these prices,
robots can represent an attractive economic proposition Ac-
cording to Joe Engelberger, president of a large American
robot company, an average robot costs about $4 8o per hour to
operate when it is used for sixteen hours per day That is less
than half the wage earned by a worker on an assembly line As
the market expands and the cost of microelectronic controls
continues to drop, the price of -robots is expected to decline
This trend will be greatly accelerated if some of the major
electronics companies enter the business, for manufacturing
costs are likely to go down a, production %ohmic rises Accord-
ing to a projection by a leading %Vali Street investment analyst,
as many as 200,000 Hots per year could be sold in the t S
by the end of the eighties if the major computer makers enter
the business 2-

The growing sophistication and flexibility of niicroclectroni-
cally-controlled machine tools and robots means that a large
range of jobs en he automated But the ultimate impact of
these machines will extend well beyond the piecemeal automa-
tion of inda ual tas s, for it is now possible to devise a factors

in which conipu -controlled equipment carries out an entire
production operation

In such a plant, a large central computer guides the opera-
tions of minicomputers and microprocessors that in turn con-
trol the operations of machine tools and robots The design of
parts and of finished products is carried out with the aid of a
computer, which then generates a program to control the ma-
chine tool that will manufacture the product As the European
Trade Union Institute tersely notes, "the highly skilled tool-
maker's job is thereby completely eliminated -28

Although such a plant sounds like something dreamed up by
science-fiction writers, it may not he tomfar away The produc-
tion of integrated circuits, for example, incorporates some of
these features, for computer-generated circuit designs are
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transferred onto masks that govern the automated manufactur-
ing process The U S Air Force is also coordinating a program
in whiLh about eighty aerospace companies are attempting to
apply computer-aided design and manufacturing techniques to
the production of aircraft and missiles And in Japan, the
Ministry of Trade and Industry is sponsoring an effort to de-
velop a completely automated production facility by 1985 29

The application of microelectronics in the workplace will
not stop at the factory gate. Office work is also in the nadst of
fundamental change as computerized equipment is being de-
veloped to speed up and automate many tasks The incentive
to automate office work is obvious enouk,h Although office
employment has been increasing rapidly in recent decades, the
productivity of office workers has remained relativet tatie
According to one estimate, while the productivity of or.ice
workers rose by about 4 percent between 196o and 1970, that
of blue-collar workers almost doubled The reason is simple
factory workers are backed by increasingly sophisticated tech-
nologies, yet most office workers rely on equipment and tech-
nologies that have changed little XI' fifty years 3()

The average factory worker operates about $25,000 worth of
machinery, while the average office worker uses less than $2,-
000 worth of typewriters, filing cabinets, copiers, and other
equipment But the rapid proliferation of smart machines, such
as small computers, word processors, facsimile machines, and
computerized telephone terminals, is beginning to change this
pattern of expenditure

Consider, for example, the recent surge in sales of smat
computers and their use in a broadening array of offices The
Electronic Industries Association (EIA), an American track
orgaluz.ation, has reported that sonic 138,000 minicomputers
defined as machines priced from $5,000 to $4opoowere
sold in the United States in 1979 alone By 1984, the associa-
tion predicts, sales could nearly triple, to 382,0oc machines per
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year Another study reported by EIA found that the sales of
computers priced below $ io.000 apiece, which includes home
computers as well as business machines, climbed from $276
million in 1978 to $658 million in 1979 and arc headed toward

a projected $2 4 billion in 1984 Just a decade ago, there were
reckoned to be less than ioo,uoo computers in use worldwide
Saks of word processors have also mushroomed in the past few
years In 1978, there were estimated to be roo,000 word
processors in Europe and 400,000 rn the United States In
198o, U S sales alone arc expected to climb past Si billion
more than loo,000 separate machinesand a $2-billion-per-
car market is expected to develop by 1983 31

All of this technological wizardrs is being pushed along by
some of the biggest names in the corporate -world IBM, Xerox,
and even Exxon arc developing complete lines of office equip-
ment it the United States, in Europe, such industrial giants as
Siemens and Philips base joined the fray, and in Japan, giant
electronic conglomerates such as Hitachi arc pursuing the tech-
nology Scores of smaller firms are also producing electronic
office equipment, computers, and peripheral devices that can
he linked to existing machines It should he noted that all this
act's ity has blossomed since microelectronics came of age less
than a decade ago

These new nmess machines on their own can increase the
efficiency with which sonic office tasks arc carried out,But the
full impact of this Hood of office technology will only'bc felt
when the machines arc linked in far-flung networks through
which information can be transported, stored, and processed
This potent merger of computing, word processing, and
telecommunications is at the heart of the much-touted infor-
mation resolution

In theory, for example, it is possible to transmit information
between word processors, computers, facsimile machines, and
so on through the telephone system, bypassing the cumber-
some and paper-clogged mails Electronic cash registersclose
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cousins to small computers and word processors----can he
hooked up to hank computers to debit a customer's account
directly, eliminating the 'iced for checks or cash They can also

record sales of inthklual items and relay the information to a

central computer that looks after stock control And comput-

ers, word processors, and even mmlified domestic television sets

can he linked to electronic data banks to receive information
electronically "without the services of filing. library, and secre-
tarial staff,- the European Trade Union Institute laconically

notes 32

The expanded use of electronic business machines also sug-

gests that there will be sweeping changes in the way that some

offices arc structured, with work increasingly being diverted to
the new machinery, sonic lobs being eliminated, and other lobs

being ree !ossified All this is hkels to cause malor uphea% As and

changes iii working conditions As a report hs Working
V+ omen, an \Men( an association of office workers, points out,
"because the new technology is being developed to computer-

lie the %Cr% 164 of work in the office, its potential impact is
qualitatikely different limn previous office equipment which

'incchamiecr or 'automated' routine tasks ''13

In maw, respects, the doclopment and application Of mi-

croelectronics brings into focus the issues that surround the
so-called rcandustrialwation policies being pursued by so,eral

western goernments At the heart of those policies is an at-

tempt to boost productmtv by stimulating high-technology

industries that offer prospects for rapid grow th and long -tens

economic success Since the electronics industr% is one of the

leadm:; growth areas m an otherwise flaccid global economy,
it has naturally risen to the forefront of discussions of rcindus-

tnalwation The hope is that microelectronic s will he able to

ocr.:onic some of the constraints on productisit growth that
base emerged iii sirta,illy even countn in recent ).ears Indeed,

the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Deelopment

1!;
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has suggested that "the electronics complex will be the main
Pole around which the p:oductive structures of advanced In-
dustrial societies will be reorganised."'"

In part, the attention being lavished on microelectronics
and the government funds being poured into its development
is a response to international economic pressures. In an
interdependent world economy, governments have little choice
but to ensure that their high-technology industries are in good
health As a 1978 paper by Britain's Labour government put
it, "As a trading nation we have only one realistic optionto
seize the opportunity provided by this new technology to catch
up with our industrial competitors and to adopt and develop
it at least as fast and as comprehensively as they do. To opt out
will lead to the very worst fears being realised A report to the
French government put the matter a little more starkly.
"France is being forced by the imperative of foreign trade to
compete in a race over which it has no control ""

There are two dimensions to this international race The first
is the competition to stay in the vanguard of the technology
behind the construction of integrated circuits. And the second
is the competition to use microelectronics in goods and indus-
trial processes in order to boost productivity.

The benefits of keeping abreast of the technology are in one
sense obviousthere is a $ 10 billion global market in microe-
lectronic components, but there are also hidden advantages in
the cross-fertilization between designers and users of microe-
lectronics. The United States has long dominated the develop-
ment and marketing of microelectronic technology. Virtually
all the early innovations were made in the U.S by a handful
of companies that were established in the sixties with a few
million dollars of venture capital apiece. These initial invest-
ments have since been turned into annual turnovers of hur
dreds of millions of dollars. These small innovative companies
eclipsed the big electronics conglomerates such as RCA and
Westinghouse by moving rapidly into the commercial produc-
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Wu of each new technological breakthrough Today, the bulk

of integrated circuits produced in the United States is still
made by semiconductor companies that specialize in the man-

ufacture of microelectronic components and market them to
manufacturers of electronic equipment In the past few years,
however, several of these companies have been taken over by

large corporations that have come up with the capital needed

to finance the costly expansion of production lines.36
United States companies held about 7o percent of the world

market for microelectronics components in 1979, but rapid

technological advances by Japanese companies arc beOming

to thieaten American hegemony in some areas The Japanese

recognised in the early seventies that microelectronics and

computer technology would be a cornerstone of industrial

progress in the coming decades, and a government-sponsored

effort was launched to foster a domestic microelectronics in-

dustry This effort has met with considerable success in several

areas Japanese companies in the late seventies produced about

4o percent of the world market for the most sophisticated
computer-memory circuit, and they launched the next genera-

tion of memors chips at the same time as their American

competitors In this area, they are now regarded as being at

least on a par with companies in the United States 37

While American and Japanese firms have been racing ahead

with development of the technology, European microelectron-

ics has been lagging European companies produced less than
one-third of the integrated circuits used by European industry,

and they are expected to remain dependent on American and

Japanese suppliers for some time to come Several European

gmeruments have,: howeser, recently taken steps to foster do-

mestic microelectronics development These include the estab-

lishment in Britain of a company called bms, with $1 zo

nnlhon of public funds to produce state-of-the-art integrated

circuits 38
As for the race to incorporate microelectronic technology
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into products and processes, again, the United States holds a

lead but Japan is moving up fast American companies use

about half of the integrated circuits produced worldwide,
which is partly a reflection of the fact that American computer
companiesthe largest use's of microelectronicshave a
commanding position it the world market In other areas too,
such as consumer electronics, industrial control equipment,
and office machinery, American companies have moved rapidly
to incorporate microelectronics into their products

But, according to a report by the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development, "Japan is undoubtedly the
country with the most consistent medium- and long-term pro-
gramme for industrial electronics, ranging from components
through automated control systems, to capital goods Japan

already boasts at least half the world's working robots, and a
vigorous program supported by the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry is racing to develop new industrial autonia-

tion techniques 3"
European goy ailments arc also sponsoring ambitious pro-

grams to encourage their domestic industries to adopt new
microelectronic technologies According to one estimate, all
told, European gos ailments have launched programs that will
entail expenditures of about S u billion to stimulate the domes-
tic production and use of microelectronics 40

International economic competition is thus working strongly
to push the development and application of this new technol-

ogy During the next few decades, it will become pasasive, and

its social impacts are likeN to be equally far-reaching

Biotechnology, A New Source of Growth'

October 14, 1980 Has a historic day on Wall Street A small
genetic engineering company called Genentech, which had yet

to put a product on the market, broke all records when it
offered its stock to the public for the first time The price per
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share soared from $35 to $89 in a matter of minutes, making
it the hottest new company to go public for decades It was,
according to the %V 'all Street Journal, "the most striking price
explosion of a new stock within memory of most stockbro-
kers "41

This intense financial interest in genetic engineering reflects
the extraordinary promise of a rash of biological technologies
that have been developed over the past few years Collectively
known as biotechnology, the new field, according to its boost-
ers. could lead to improvements in agricultural productivity,
novel ways to manufacture chemicals and drugs, and new
routes to the development of renewable energy resources If
the promises become reality, biotechnology could be every bit
as sweeping in its economic and social impacts as microelec-
tronics That, at least, is the feeling of the Commission of the
European Communities, which suggested in a recent study
that "biotechnology could establish itself as the driving force
of new-found growth over the coming decades "42

So far, much of the biotechnology boom remains a matter
of speculation, but the development of the technology today
resembles that of microelectronics a decade ago. Genentech
and a handful of other small companies, established with ven-
ture capital as seed money, arc pioneering in the development
of biotechnology It is also attracting attention and cash from
sonic of the world's largest corporations, including Standard
Oil of California, Hoechst, the International Nickel Company,
Imperial Chemical Industries, DuPont, MonsantoNetna In-
surance, and Lubritol In addition, the British and French
governments have launched biotechnology companies with in-
jections of public funds This immense industrial might is
pushing the technology along at an astonishing pace's;

Biotechnology encompasses many things In broad terms, it
is the use of organisms and cells to produce a variety of pm-
ducts and to carry out a broad range of tasks It is not exactly
nuel people have been using biotechnology for centuries in
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the making of leascned bread and in the fermentation of vege-
table matter to produce beer, wane, and other alcoholic bever-
ages And in the past few decades, microorganisms have been

put to increasing use in such areas as sewage treatment and the

production, of antibiotic drugs But sonic key scientific ad-
vances in the early seventies have laid the basis for a cast
expliision of biotechnology In essence, these adsances permit
scientists b m?.r.ipulatc cells and organisms in a precise man-
ner, causing them to manufacture substances that thcs would

not normally produce and enhancing their capacity to perform

important biological functions
Just as the Instor% of microelectronics can he traced back

three decades to the development of the transistor, the new
iotechnology stems from the discovers in 1953 of the nature

DNA, the immensely complex molecules that contain an
rganism's genetic program Building upon this discoseR, ad-

,ances in genetics and allied biological sciences hase led to .1

deeper understanding of the functioning of Its mg things In
197 two decades after the structure of DNA was worked out,

scici fists at Stanford Unnersits and the Unwersity of Califor-
nia developed a powerful technique for mampulatiog this ge

riche material The technique is the kes to many of the poten-
tial applications of hiotechnologs

In essence, the technique, known as re«unbinant DNA or
gene splicing, enables scientists to take genes from one orga-

nism and splice them into the D 'C. A of another Among other
things, this ma permit human genes that gin ern the natural
production in the hod% of compounds such as insulin, into--
feronmd growth hormone to he incorporated into bacteria,
which would then he induced to manufacture the compound
In effect, the genetically engineered bacteria would become
tins, hying, chenncal factories

There arc, however, delicate scientific problems insolsed ut
this procedure .1s science writer Nicholas Wade explain,
-Though the technique was 111%c:wed se% en years ago, Nolo-
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gists are only now working out the nuts and bolts of a commer-
cially viable process The gene of interest, that for human
interferon, say, has first to be fished out of a cell possessing
some 100,0oo other genes. Other sequences of DNA must be
attached to it which signal the bacterium's protein-making
machinery to manufacture the gene's product in commercially
significant quantities "44

Nevertheless, many of the problems have been overcome
and it is expected that several companies will be marketing
bacterially-produced insulin and interferon in the early eigh-
ties Both are likely to be big money-spinners. Insulin is ex-
tremely difficult and expensive to produce by conventional
means, and the bacterial route to its production offers a
cheaper and simpler alternative Inteferon, a compound that
destroys viruses and which may have a role in cancer therapy,
is predicted to have a potential market of about $3 billion by
the mid-eighties 4`

Lucrative though these applications of genetic engineering
may be, they represent only a tiny fraction of the potential
fruits of this new technology Using gene splicing and other
biological techniques developed in the past few years, scientists
are working on novel approaches to the production of vaccines
against diseases such as malaria, hepatitis, and hoof and mouth
disease Research into these areas is already well along in set-
eral university laboratories and the commercial potential has
not been lost on sonic of the small genetic engineering compa-
nies, which are also pursuing the technologies

Although these applications of biotechnology have received
most of the attention, developments outside the pharmaceuti-
cal industry are likely to be more far reaching As a chemical
trade publication has noted, "The revolution in applied biology

has spread far beyond drugmaking It is advancing into
agriculture, forestry, energy, chemical feedstocks, and other
areas that provide the chemical process industries with materi-
als or markets "46
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The production of alcohol fuels from biomass is one arca
that is receiving a good deal of attention from several commer-
cial enterprises Ethanol is currently produced in an age-old
process in which yeast is used to break down sugars derived
from plant materials Crops such as sugar cane, sugar beets, and
sweet sorghum yield fermentable sugars when they are crushed,
but starchy products such as corn and cassava must first he
heated and treated with acids and enzymes before they can be
fermented, a process that increases costs and requires energy
However, research at sescral universities and sonic commercial
enterprises is attempting to produce yeast strains that will he

able to convert starch directly into alcohol. .Nnother project,
under way at the Cenex Corporation, a small biotechnology
company in Maryland, is alined at the development of a mi-
croorganism that will convert sugar to alcohol at high tempera-

tures, which would enable the alcohol to he distilled off as soon
as it is manufactured Although some of these processes insolve

formidable problems that have vet to he worked out, they are
far from being consigned to the distant realm of science fiction
in October 10o, the National Distillers and Chemical Corpo-
ration announced plans to construct a S oo million facility to
produce fuel alcohol using genetically engineered yeast strains
des eloped by the Cetus Corporation in Berkeley, California 4-

As well as producing energy from renewable resources, bi-
otechnology may also lead to substantial energy say ings in the
production of chemicals and other industrial products I .eshe

Click, president of Cenci, has pinpointed a range of organic
chemicals, worth more than Si_ billion in 1979 prices, which
he helieses are likely to he produced by genetically engineered
bacteria in the relatively near future using processes that are
cheaper and less energy-intensise than traditional production
methods Cetus, for example, has been negotiating with Stan-
dard al of California to begin a joint %culture aimed at using
biotechnology techniques to produce major building blocks for
petrochemicals and synthetic materials The new process
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would work at room temperature and low pressures instead of
the high temperatures and pressures now employed in the
manufacture of these chemicals Peter Farley, president of
Cetus, has suggested that the new process will be "the first
substantise case where microbiology will take a shot at the
heart of the chemical mdustry -48

It is III agriculture, howeker, that biotechnology will proba-
bly hake i, most important impacts An official at the U S
Departmen, of Agriculture has called the new biotechnology
"one of the most important areas for the growth of agriculture,
if not the most important ui the long term 49 Engineering
crop plants to produce higher yields is as old as agriculture
itsclf- -Farmers ha\ e always chosen seeds from their best plants
for the following year's crop, a process that selects the desirable
genetic strains But in the past few decades, these time-hon-
ored techniques have been greatly extended k the &whip-
meta of new plant-breeding methods that hake resulted in the
production of higher-yielding and discasc-resistant varieties
For example, the de clopment of new rice strains, by cross-
breeding dw art k Niches with high-Yielding plants, resulted in
a short, productik c plant that does not fall 01cr when the gram
matures 'Ms is the basis of the Green Rem Intion in much of
sia

These plain-breeding techincpies arc slow and cumbersome,
how c% It can take many Sears to crossbreed different %ranc-
hes, grow them to matunt and test them for resistance to
plant diseases But in recent years, scientists hake begun to
carry out sonic of the breeding steps ni test tubes Ind pets
dishes, using techniques that may ckentually speed up :needing
processes and permit more precise selection of proolsing
strains The basis of these lick% techniques is a method of
grow mg entire plaafs from single cells or eke!' from protoplasts,
cells k hose walls hake been chemically rcnio\ ed

These methods, known as tissue culture, result Iii genehcall%
identical plants that can easily be screened for disease resist-
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ance, adaptability to different soils, and so on Alreach, Uni-
lever, a multinational agribusiness corporation, has grown oil
palms from cells taken from a particularly productive, disease-
resistant plant and is testing them on a plantation in Malaysia
In the same way, disease-resistant potato varieties have been
grown from plant protoplasts Hugh Bollinger, a plant scientist
who co-founded a sn:a!! biotechnology company in Utah, has
called tissue culture "the botanical equivalent of the laser, in
that there are more potential applications than originally con-
ceived In parti...alar, he notes, the technique can be used for
growing thousands of copies of endangered plant speciesit
has already been applied to a species of cactus that had almost
become extinct in the United Statesand it may offer a way
to bring little-known plant species into rapid agricultural use
"In a fraction of the time required to implement traditional
breeding programs," Bollinger notes, "plant materials can be
produced and dispersed to other farmers for planting or to
other nations for further research and development.""

Further down the road, scientists are hoping to use gene-
splicing techniques to equip crop plants with the ability to
manufacture their own nitrogen fertilizers instead of relying on
the application of energy-intensive synthetic fertilizers
Leguminous plants such as peas and soybeans obtain nitrogen
naturally from bacteria that live in nodules on their roots
These organisms "fix" nitrogen crom the atmosphere as part of
their normal metabolic processe., and the plant uses the nitro-
gen compounds in its own growth processes. This pess does
not occur in cereals and other important food crops, however,
and thus a good deal of research is aimed at trying to adapt it
to those species.

One line of research seeks to isolate the genes responsible for
fixing nitrogen in the root bacteria of leguminous plants and
transplant them into the cells of other plants. The result, it is
hoped, would be a plant that could synthesize its own nitrogen
compounds directly from the atmosphere. There are, however,
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enormous scientific problems involved in this procedure, and

even if it could be accomplished, the result may not be too
useful such genetically engineered plants may have to divert
so much of their metabolic energy into making nitrogen fertil-

izers that there would be little left over to make the desired

fruit or grains
Potentially more promising is iesearch directed toward im-

proving the nitrogen-fixing ability of existing bacteria, a devel-

opment that should lead to increased yields from leguminoir
plants Eventually, it may also be possible to transfer the nitro-
gen-fixing genes from bacteria associated with legumes to other
strains of bacteria known to exist in the roots of cereal crops.
If successful, such a development may make fixed nitrogen
available to such crops without the plants themselves having to
use their own energy in its synthesis

The chief impact of the new biotechnology techniques so far
is to provide scientists with enormously powerful tools for basic
research, which are :leading to a far deeper understanding of
the molecular workings of plants and animals For example,
scientists are only now beginning to understand the complex

processes by which plants convert solar energy into plant tis-

sues, and there is as yet only a hazy knowledge of what causes

genes to "switch on and off'' as they manufacture proteins As
these and other biological processes become better understood,

new applications for biotechnology are likely to emerge
Many of these applications remain highly speculative, but

they will not be unmixed blessings even if they do become

reality For one thing, there may be environmental hazards
associated with the genetic engineering of bacteria and other
microorganisms The pocsibility that modified microbes could

have unpredictable and perhaps hazardous properties led a

group of scientists to call for a suspension of gene-splicing
experiments in the early seventies, for example As Jonathan

King, a researcher at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
has pointed nut, such "biological pollution is qualitatnely diff-

1 2 4
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erent from other forms of pollution such as heavy metals, oil,
and synthetic chemicals Organisms reproduce themselves and
cannot easily be removed from the ecosystem Experience
during the past few years has diminished such fears, however,
and some of the safety precautions that researchers were
obliged to follow in government-funded experiments have
been relaxed The fears have not been dismissed entirely, how-
ever 51

The rapid commercialization of this technology is also creat-
ing stresses and strains in some university laboratories, for
research that would normally be conducted in the open is now
being shrouded in secrecy in case it may be patentable. This
change in the usual methods of scientific collaboration is also
hampering the traditional free exchange of materials and cell
cultures among researchers, according to some reports More-
over, since many of the small companies that have been started
in recent ycars are based on research findings obtained from
publicly funded experiments, there are difficult ethical ques-
tions to be raised about the use of knowledge derived from
taxpayers' funds for private commercial gain.52

Nevertheless, it is clear that recent advances in biological
technology are laying the basis for far-reaching changes across
a broad range of industries The way that this technology is
developed and applied will clearly have sweeping social and
economic consequences

Technology and lobs

Although the traditional industries such as automobiles,
steel, and chemicals will continue to play leading roles in the
world economy in the eighties and beyond, new technologies
will undoubtedly have a fundamental impact on employment
Not only are they likely to affect the numbers of jobs available,
but they are also likely to influence the types of jobs, the levels
of skill required, and the quality of worklife
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Technological change has always played a major role in
changing patterns of employment and the organization of
work. For example, the technological in,,ovations of the post-
war years have been part and parcel of the deep structural
changes that have taken place in the industrial labor force.

This impact is especially prominent in agriculture, where a
combination of technological changes and economic pressures
has led to a sharp reduction in the agricultural work force in
the developed world In every major western industrial country,
the agricultural labor force now represents less than to percent
of the working population; in the United States and Br, in,

the proportion is below 4 percent. However, while the number
of agricultural workers has decreased, output has generally risen
substantiallya phenomenon that has been dubbed "jobless
growth Now there are indications that in many parts of the
world jobless growth is occurring in manufacturing industries
as well 53

According to studies by the Science Policy Research Unit in
Britain, employment in manufacturing industries in most west-

ern industrial countries rose steadily in the fifties, began to tail
off in the sixties, and declined in the seventies At the same
time, output, while fluctuating in tune with recessions, has
increased "The phenomenon of jobless growth has now be-
come established in the goods proeticing sectors of the ad
vanced industrial countries caused mainly through technologi-
cal change," the study suggests Underlying this trend is the
fact that 'Investment in new production technologies has

_largely sought to rationalize and streamline production pro-
cesses rather than to expand output at a time of depressed

demand and high wage rates This was especially true of invest-

ments ill new automobile manufacturing technologies in Brit

ain and the Uiiited States during the -late seventies 54
While these job and investment patterns have been develop-_

m economy

finance,

employment in the tertiary sector of the economy
finance, insurance, government, services, and so onhas bevn
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expanding rapidly (See Table 4 1) In the United States, for
example, 92 percent of the new jobs created between 1966 and
1973 were in this sector, and in every major industrial country
the tertiary sector now accounts for at least half the labor
force 5 5 I t is important to note that it is increased productivity
in the manuf,cturing industries that has created the economic
growth that in turn has led to the increased demand for the
services of the tertiary sector

This employment transition from agriculture to industry,
and more recently to the tertiary sector, has not been smooth
or even. Sorri, industries have continued to expand their em-
ployment, while others, such as steel and textiles, have con-
tracted Within the service sector, too, growth rates have been
highly uneven, with sharp increases in government employ-
ment in most countries and steady gains until recently in bank-
ing, insurancc, and similar occupations

Technology is not the only factor at work behind these
trends During the seventies, the sharp rises in energy prices,
high rates of inflation, and slow rates of productivity growth
had deep and very obvious impacts on levels of employment
By the end of the seventies, unemployment stood at more than
six million in Europe, about 6 percent of the American work
force was out of work, and even in Japan, the official total of
unemployed reached one million 56 These high unemployment
totals are in part due to policies design"d to dampen demand

Table . r 1%erage Annual Growth in Employment in OECD
Countries, 1o65-75

Sector /96c--7,

(PFR( 1\1)

1gru ulturc i ;
Industry 4 1

Fertiars I 2 I 3

'OA milian ciiiploinlit I I S

Source Orgatmatum Itir I «ffintii( Cooptratifili and Dcktkpmcnt
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in order to bring down rates of inflation YetA return to high
levels of demand for the products of some labor-intensive in-
dustries,- such as steel and shipbuilding, is considered unlikely
even if inflationary pressures moderate, as the market for these

products is reaching saturation

This gloomy economic environment makes sonic aspects of
technological change at once promising and threatening The
development and application of microelectronics is a case in
point On the one hand, it offers the prospect of enhanced

productivity and the chance to revitalize some economic activi-
ties But on the other hand, it threatens to aggravate uncut-
ploymcnt in some industries and to reinforce the structural
divisions that have been growing in the industrial countries
during the past few years as youth unemployment has climbed
to epidemic levels and loblessness among blue-collar workers in

heavy industries has risen sharply
Since most of the breakthroughs in microelectronics took

place less than a decade ago, it is impossible to draw hard and

fast conclusions about the specific impact on job levels as
computer-controlled machinery moves into factories and
offices and as the much-heralded information society takes

shape It is even mole difficult to predict the employment
implications of the flowering of biotechnology, because few of

its major applications have yet become commercially mailable

Yet both will have positive and negative job Impacts as they

alter patterns of economic growth and productivity, and as they

change the nature of established industries
As far as microelectronics is concerned, it is clear that the

technology will have a fundamental impact on the types of jobs
and the skills needed in the labor force, as some jobs arc
eliminated through automation and as others are created in
new areas Whether the net change results in greater unem-
ployment depends in large measure on overall rates of eco-
nomic growth as well as on the speed with which labor-inten-

1 9 o.-)
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sive activities, such as the use of solar energy and conservation
programs, are developed Nevertheless, microelectronics can
be expected to intensify the trend toward jobless growth in
many sectors

In manufacturing industries, jobs will be created in the pro-
duction of some electronic goods For example, the $4 billion
now being lavished on electronic watches, calculators, games,
and similar novel products has spawned a whole industry that
did not even exist a decade ago But the total number of jobs
created in the electronics industry may not be all that large,
because as manufacturers incorporate microelectronics into
their products in place of mechanical and electromechanical
parts, their labor requirements often plummet For example,
an American company, National Cash Register, noted in its
1975 Annual Report that an electronic cash register requires
only 25 percent as much labor to produce as its nonelectronic
counterpart As a result, NCR reduced its workforce at plants
in the United States and Europe during the late sesenties at
a time when overall sales expanded Telecommunications
manufacturers in several countries also reported substantial
reductions in their workforces as they switched from making
electromechanical equipment to electronic products 57'

A survey of the world electronics industry conducted for the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development re-
ported in 1979 that few major electronics comPames expected
to increase employment over the next few years, even though
they anticipated strong sales The OECD committee noted
"Electronics has dramatic growth prospects ahead in the next
decade If this industry expects to achieve such growth with
little or no increase in employment then the question may he
asked where in the manufacturing sector is growth in
employment to come'" 58

Nlany of the industries that have traditionally been leading
employers, such as those producing automobiles, chemicals,
appliances, and so on, are likely to use microprocessors and

12;)
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computers to automate production lines. Some 200,000 jobs

may disappear permanently in the U.S automobile industry in

the eighties as computer-controlled machine tools and robots

take over more and more tasks, and a similar number of jobs

may be lost in textile :nanufacturing as automation spreads
Already, newspaper printing jobs have been decimated in many
plants as computerized typesetting has radically altered the

nature of printing operations, and computerized assembly of

television sets in Japan has eliminated thousands of jobs while

boosting productivity.59 .

These developments are an extension of trends stretching
back for several decades, in which productivity in manufactur-

ing operations is enhanced by the substitution of machinery for
people However, the increased production and incomes made

possible by these technological changes have translated into

higher demands for goods and services, and the number of jobs

has a!so expanded, especially in the service industries The key

question, therefore, is whether the number of jobs in the terti-

ary sector will continue to expand to absorb the projected
growth in the labor force There are two chief reasons why the

answer could be negative. First, the number of jobs in govern-

ment officesan area of substantial employment growth in
recent yearsmay not expand much morebecause of demands

in virtually every country to reduce public expenditure and to

cut government payrolls. Second, most observers have pre-

dicted that the most far-reaching impacts of microprocessors
will,be felt in offices and in such service activities as retailing

and maintenance work
The use of computers and other intelligent machines will

lead to increased employment in some areas, it should be
noted Computer programming, for example, is a labor- inten-

sive activity that will be a likely source of many thousands of

new jobs in the eighties Demand for programmers is already
outstripping supply, and some analysts have even suggested

that this shortage could constrain the growth in the use of
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computers in the coming years But in most other areas of the
tertiary sector, microelectronics is likely to lead to slower rates
of employment growth or even to job losses.60

In areas such as insurance and banking, which are labor-
intensive occupations that rely primarily on printed paper for
their transactions, the application of electronic technology
could have a major impact. Already, growth in employment in
these industries in Europe has begun to tail off, while their
business continues to expand. Some observers are suggesting
therefore that the jobless growth apparent in agriculture and
manufacturing is now occurring in this sector. The most widely
publicized of such projections was made in a report to the
president of France, which warned that 3o percent of the jobs
in the French banking and insurance industries could disap-
pear during the eighties as more and more work is consigned
to computers.ol

The introduction of word processors, computers, and other
intelligent business machines will not always cause job losses
In many offices, the machines will be used to improve quality
and upgrade services without displacing people But several
studies have suggested that the widespread use of these ma-
chines will ultimately lead to job losses in large numbers of
offices. For example, a much-quoted, but unpublished, study by
Siemens Corporation, a manufacturer of office equipment, has
suggested that some 3o percent of office jobs in West Germ -ny
could be automated 62

Outside the office, microelectronics is likely to affect em-
ployment in service occupations ranging from stock handling
to mail delivery. The ability to link cash registers to a central
computer that monitors stock levels and automatically initiates
reordering, for exaiiiple, will reduce labor requirements in retail
operations. As more and more messages are relayed electroni-
cally between word processors and computers, a reduction in
the amount of paper-based mail can be expected, and hence in
the number of people needed to handle it. The increasing use
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of microelectronic controls in products such as automobiles
could change not only the types of maintenance jobs, but also
the tools needed to carry them our A garage lacking highly
sophisticated computerized diagnostic equipment, for exam-
ple, is unlikely to be able to service a computer- controlled
automobile.63

While it is difficult to determine just how many jobs will be
lost or gained by the introduction of microelectronics, Clive
Jenkins and Barrie Sherman, officials of a British white-collar
trade union, have attempted to draw up estimates for specific

industrial groups in Britain. Their overall conclusion is that
over the next quarter-century, almost one- fourth of the jobs in
the industries they surveyed are likely to disappear. About 5
percent of them would be lost by 1983, they suggest. A more
detailed examination of the probable impact of microelectron-
ics on employment in an industrial region in Manchester,
England, reached the conclusion that only about 2 percent of

the jobs in the area would be lost by 1990 as a direct result of

the use of microelectronic technology in both products and

processes The authors of that study, which was conducted at
the University of Manchester, warned, however, that "it is in

the 199os that the job losses due to microelectronics will really

make themselves felt "64
Virtually every expert who has studied the employment im-

pacts of technological change in general and of microelectron-

ics in particular has argued, however, that job losses due to

international competition will be much heavier in those coun-
tries that do not move swiftly to adopt new production pro-

cesses and to produce the latest products. The painful example

of the Swiss watch industry, which lost 46,000 jobs in the

mid seventies as consumers switched in droves to electronic

timepieces made in the United States and japan, is a case in

point And the American automobile industry, which failed

until the late seventies to adopt such energy-saving technolo-

gies as front-wheel drive and lighter materials, provides another
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indication of the consequences of technological backward-
ness.65

Studies of the impact of technology on jobs have largely
been concerned with aggregate gains and losses; few have
looked deeply into impacts on the types of jobs affected and
on changes in the quality of worklife Yet these impacts are
likely to be just as important as changes in the total number
of jobs. A study conducted for the West German government
shows just how sweeping the changes are likely to be in the
coming years. The spread of microelectronics could lead to the
loss of close to two million jobs in that country in the eighties,
the study predicted, but if ecoromic growth remains reason-
ably strong, a similar number of jobs will be created in occupa-
tions associated with computers. The net job impact will not
be very great, but the jobs created would require very different
skills from those that are lost.66

Technological change has always altered the mix of skills
needed in the workforce. but the transition to the computer
and information society is expected to involve an unprece
dented range of jobs and skills. Already, there are signs of
mismatch in the skill levels available in the workforce and those
required by the new technologies, with shortages of computer
programmers, people trained in the maintenance of electronic
equipment, and similar workers, in the midst of near-record
unemployment. Clearly, there will be an immense need for
retraining in the years ahead.

In Japan, retraining is largely the responsibility of industry
In some selected industries, employees are given guarantees of
lifetime employment, and workers displaced by automation are
reassigned to new jobs and taught the skills needed to do them
This system, incidentally, makes the social impacts of techno-
logical change in those industries easier for workers to accept
since they are guaranteed alternative employment, but it also

gives the corporation a far greater legree of control over inch-
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vidual workers than is usual in the West
In most western countries, retraining is largely left to a

mixture of government-sponsored programs and some industri-
ally financed projects More concerted action by both govern-
ment and industry is needed Even Business %reek has chas-
tised American industry for failing to recognize the importance
of sponsoring more retraining efforts "Managers of U S indus-
try have begun to realize that robots will take over an increasing
number of assembly lines in the coming decade But they still
think of this as a technological challenge They have not yet
come to grips with the problems of retraining and reemploy-
ment it will create," suggested an editorial in the magazine It
added "U S industry cannot leave a retraining program of
these dimensions to a public education system that is having
trouble teaching simple English and elementary arithmetic "67

In addition to changing the numbers and types of jobs in
industrial society, technological change can also have a major
impact on the way work is organized and controlled This, in
turn, has a central bearing on the quality of vvorklife Technol-
ogy has always played this role One of the most important
features of the Industrial Revolution was the use of technology
to organize factory production in place of the old system of
"putting out," in which artisans and rural workers supplied
textiles, pottery, and other goods to the bankers and mer-
chants, who provided the money and materials This system of
cottage industries involved a scattered workforce that, in David
Landes's apt phrase (cited in the first chapter), was not "broken
to the inexorable demands of the clock- and which was not
easily controlled by the bankers and merchants. "One can
understand why the thoughts of employers turned to work-
shops where the men would be brought together to labor under
watchful overseers and to machines that would solve the short-
age of manpower while curbing the insolence and dishonesty
of the men," Landes writes 68

Similarly, the development of mass production and the evo-
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lution of the assembly line involved the use of technology to
organize and rationalize workers in order to increase efficiency

and reduce production costs One element in this rationaliza-
tion process is increased control over people on the factory floor
as they became consigned to more and more routine tasks that

involve little initiative or independent action The guiding
light behind early efforts to organize labor forces in a way that
made them unthinking links in a larger process was Frederick
Winslow Taylor, an American engineer who coined the term
"scientific management Taylor's ideas, as David Dickson has
pointed out, involved breaking down each task into its compo-
nent parts and then rearranging these tasks in the most "effi-
cient" manner His thinking, Dickson writes, "launched a fash-
ion for 'industrial' engineering, particularly in the United
Kingdom and the U S , between 1910 and 1930, resulting in
techniques that base since become an essential part of indus-
trial processes almost everywhere. In particular, what we now
know as 'automation' is conceptually a logical extension of
Taylor's scientific management And the impacts of scientific
management were not limited to the capitalist countries of the
West Lenin wrote in 1918 that "we must organize in Russia
the study and teaching of the Taylor system and systematicalls

try it out and adopt it to our own ends "69
The spreading use of microprocessors and computerized ma-

chinery threatens to carry this process even further in some
applications, increasing the supervision of workers and further
reducing their scope for independent thought and action In
some automobile plants, for example, computers not only con-

trol machines, but in many cases, they are also used to control
the speed of the production lines and to monitor the output
of workers Harley Shaiken, a former consultant to the United
Auto Workers and now a fellow at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, describes an automobile plant in which a com-
puter-controlled assembly line had been installed "The system
links a large central computer to a microprocessor on a ma-
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chine When the machine cycles, it is recorded in [the] central
computer When a machine doesn't produce a part in its
allotted time, it is immediately obvious to more than the com-
puter that information is displayed in the foreman's office and
recorded on a computer printout Under this system, Shaiken
states, "the foreman no longer decides to discipline the work-
ers He merely carries out the 'automatic' decisions of the
system "70

The telecommunications system has also seen mayor changes
in working conditions in the past few years, as computerized
switching systems replace older electromechanical exchanges
and as computerized terminals are increasingly employed in
the transmission and processing of information These changes
hate had a fundamental impact on the lobs of telephone work-
ers who operate and manage the system Robert Howard,
a writer who has studied the impact of these changes on
the telecommunications workforce suggests that "the experi-
ences that telephone workers described would have been fa-

miliar to the early mechanics and craftsmen in the American
automobile industry traditional skills made obsolete by new
technology, jobs fragmented and downgraded to lower pay,
work reorganized and rigidly centralized, workers subjected
to automatic pacing and monitoring, mersupervision, and
job-induced psychological stress Like the shift from craft to
mass production in the auto industry, new technology in
telecommunications has eroded workers' sense of control
over their work lives "71

As computerized machinery becomes more and more com-
mon in offices, it is likely to lead to changes in the patterns of
clerical work, with jobs broken down into parts and work
routed in a way that results m maximum efficiency It will he
possible, moreover, for managers to monitor more closely the
output of workersindeed, an advertisement in the United
States for a business computer makes much of the fact that a
sales manager can call up an instant analysis showing which
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members of his sales force are performing above or below
average

There is no immutable reason why technological change
should occur in a way that degrades the quality of worklife But
as long as the decisions about the development and introduc-
tion of new technology are left solely in the hands of managers,
with little or no input from workers, new technologies are likel)
to increase the hierarchical control of factories and officei
Greater industrial democracy and sharing of decision making
are required to ensure that new technologies are not introduced

a way that degrades jobs and de-skills workers (See Chapter
6)

The growing international competition among the industrial
countries, together with increasing penetration of markets in
the rich countries by producers from the Third World, have
increased the pressures for technological change hew pres-
sures niake it inevitable that new technologies will be devel-
oped and applied as swiftly as possible, to push the industrial
economies further along the scale of technological advance
The nostalgic hope seems to be that the introduction of new
technologies will lead the way back to the golden days of the
postwar era, when the world economy expanded at a rate that
provided a high demand for goods and services, which in turn
created millions of p-w jobs Such a development is at best
unlikely

In the fifties and sixties, when there was a felicitous comhi-
na',ion of rapid technological change and unprecedented eco-
nomic growth, the industrial countries were competing for a
slice of a rapidly expanding world market. Now they are coi:!-
peting for a slice of P nitwit more constrained market In short,
this means that modernizat nn of domestic industries will be
essential to preserve their ability to compete in international
markets, but it will not necessarily lead to a major expansion
of overall market si; e This suggests that Luddite resistance to
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new technology will ultimately be counterproductive, for fail-
ure to adopt new technology courts the risk of massive job
losses as domestic industries decline However, adoption of the
new technologies will bring sweeping changes in the organiza-
tion of work and in the types of skills needed in industrial
society This is the new reality that faces industrial and social
policy in the years to come

13,
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Technology
and Development

he world's economic and technological systems are not
working well for either rich or poor countries. The economic
problems, mounting energy bills, and rising unemployment
levels that have plagued the industrial world in the past decade
have affected the developing world even more deeply For rich
and poor countries alike, the upheavals of the sevefities have
called into question many of the policies and programs that
guided economic and technological development during the
postwar period

The global economic dislocations of the past decade have
also tightened the web of interdependence between rich and
poor countries, bringing to the surface a host of international
political, economic, and technological issues Industrial coun-
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tries are critically dependent on oil and raw materials from the
developing world to fuel their technological systems. Develop-
ing countries, as well as many industrial nations, rely on North
American wheat and corn for a growing proportion of their
food needs Corporations in the rich countries increasingly
count on buyers in the poor countries to boost their sales of
technology and manufactured goods And manufacturers in
the developing countries depend on markets in the industrial
North to sustain their economic growth

This growing interdependence means that the economic
fortunes of the developing countries are intimately tied to
those of the industrial world, and 'vice /versa The problems
confronting one region of the world cannot be seen in isolation,
for their implications extend around the globe For example,
overconsumption of energy and raw,materials by the industrial
countries drives up prices for everYbody, rich and poor alike
And the growth in the number of people living in absolute
poverty in the developing countries not only threatens world
peace but it also depresses global economic advancement when
the productive capacities of hundreds of millions of people arc
underemployed

Virtually all the problems confronting the developing coun-
tries, and most of the issues that have surfaced ,,1 international
economic relations, have critical technological components As
the seventies progressed, it became increasingly clear that fun-
damental changes were and still are needed in the terms gov-
erning the transfer of technologies among countries. in the bal
ante of technological power in the world, and in the tves of
technology that arc generated and applied in differm; iuntries

The Technological World Order

Technological relationships between rich ,,nd poor countries
rest on two central facts First, virtually all the development of
modern technology takes place in a handful of industrial coun-
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tries, which possess the bulk of the world's research and devel-

opment capacity and employ most of its scientists and engi-
neers. Some of this technology is transferred through a variety
of channels across national borders, but the imbalance in tech-
nological capacity means that the flow between rich and poor
countries is almost all one-way Second, the overwhelming
majority of the world's technology is developed and owned by
private corporations. Their ownership is protected by legal
arrangements such as patents and trademarks and by industrial

secrecy, which govern the terms under which technology is
transferred around the world

Throughout much of the postwar period the global imbal-
ance in technological capacity was not generally yegardoi as
being detrimental to the developing countries It was widely
assumed that the developing countries could bypass some of
the costs of generating technology themselves by buying it
intact from the industrial world The central theme in develop-

ment planning was thus to maximize the flow of technology
from rich to poor countries in order to boost industrial and
agricultural output Technology was essentially perceived as a
neutral input into economic growth

Technology is transferred across national borders in many
different ways By far the most prominent disseminators of
technology are multinational corporations They transfer in-
dustrial technology by establishing manufacturing plants in
Foreign countries to produce goods for local markets or for
export, they cnter into joint ventures with domestic firms that
often involve agreements to use patented technology or trade-
marks under license and sometimes sell the rights to exploit
their technologies to unaffiliated foreign enterprises. Multina-
tional corporations do most of their business in Cie industrial
countries, but their investments and licensing arrangements in

developing countries arc a leading source of technology flow
from rich to poor countriesand a leading focus of interna-
tional debate 1
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Technology is also transferred in less obvious ways There
has been a vast expansion of the work of international consult-
ants in the past few decades. They advise foreign corporations
and governments in their economic planning, and often help
determine the choice and suppliers of technology in develop-
ment projects. Similar roles are played in multinational and
bilateral aid agencies, which help to transfer technology by
sending scientists and engineers from the industrial countries
to work on technology assistance projects in the developing
world. And finally, a good deal of technology is transferred
indirectly through the education in colleges and universities in
the industrial countries of scientists and engineers who then
return to their home countries. Many, however, decide to stay
on in the industrial countries, as part of the well-known brain
drain

As these technological channels were opened and expanded
in the postwa. era, the developing countries saw their overall
rates of economic growth rise sharply. In the three decades
following World War II, their growth performance out-
stripped that of the industrial countries by a substantial mar-
gin, and some sectors of their economies went through funda-
mental technological changes But as the seventies progressed,
it becanr appamit that some of the anticipated benefits had
not materialized, and new problems arose The number of
people living in absolute poverty increased in spite of the im-
pressive economic expansion Iii some of the fastest-growing
countries, agricultural output failed to keep pace with rising
demand for food, and grain imports rose sharply Oil-importing
developing countries saw their combined oil bills climb fron
just $2 billion in 1972 to $47 billion in 1980 And as the world
economy tightened, developing countries experienced increas-
ing difficulty in expanding their exports to the industrial
world 2

These problems have prompted a searching inquiry into the
assumptions behind the postwar models of economic develop-
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ment, and they have provoked a long-running debate about

technological change and the distribution of benefits, both
within and among countries In particular, it has become clear
that there are many costs as well as benefits in the transfer of
technology from rich to poor countries 3

Because of their central role in disseminating commercial
technologies around the world, multinational corporations
have been the focus of much of this debate Corporations
invest in developing countries and transfer technology across
national boundaries for two chief reasons to make a profit for
their shareholders and to gain access to vital materials As
Professor Harry Johnson has pointed out, a multinational cor-
poration "is a competitive profit-seeking institution, not a gov-
emnent with the powers of taxation, and therefore it cannot
be expected to assume the responsibility for promoting devel-
opment in the same way as a development plan undertakes that

responsibility The goals of corporations and the needs of the
countries in which they invest may thus not always be consist-

ent 4
Multinational corporations can supply the technology, skills,

and capital that many governments of developing countries
need for their industrialization plans But the transfer of tech-
nology through direct investment licensing, and other chan-
nels often comes at a high price In particular, many studies
have documented instances of overcharging for products and
sell ices, restrictions on the use of the transferred technology,
and avoidance of taxes through the manipulation of financial
flowsnot to mention instances of bribery, corruption, and
interference in domestic politics, such as the overthrow of the
Allende regime in Chile Less direct costs arise from the tech-

nological dependence created by the transfer of sophisticated
technology that require ,olitiniled imports of spare parts and
by the failure to build up the technical skills needed to service
imported technologies and to develop a domestic capacity for
technological innovation 5
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These high costs of technology transfer have received ex-
haustive examination in the past decade from numerous na-
tional and international bodies Throughout much of the sev-
enties, for example, negotiations were conducted at the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
to develop a binding code of conduct for the operations of
multinational corporations, but little agreement was reached
At the same time, talks aimed at reforming the international
Paris Convention governing patents, trademarks, and indus-
trial property dragged on. The developing countries pointed
out in these talks that about gio percent of the patents granted
in developing countries were awarded to foreigners and less
than i o percent of these patents were used. This suggests that
corporations take out patents in developing countries primarily
to preclude others from using their technologies It is, perhaps,
not surprising that these negotiations have made little head-
way, for they are focused on some of the most complex and
difficult issues in international economic relations.6

While these talks and studies were taking place, subtle shifts
occurred in the balance of power between some developing
countries and multinational corporations, as some countries
began to bud up a capacity for bargaining for better terms for
the transfe of technology

Ronald Muller, a political economist who has long been a
critic of tire multinaTionals, argues in his hook Revitalizing
America that "the once-lopsided relationship between the cor-
porations and Third World nations is slowly becoming more
balanced as the governments of those nations acquire new
wealth, power, and sophistication Two developments are
chiefly responsible for this shift, Muller argues. The first is the
fact that American domination in multinational private invest-
ment has given way during the past decade to a more competi-
tive erriironment, as Japanese and European multinationals
have stepped up their foreign operations and as some Third
World multinationals also have entered the scene. This devel-
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opment has enabled some Third World governments to play

the multinationals off against each other to gain increased
concessions China, for example, shopped around extensively
for the technology it needed to support its "four moderniza-
tions" program, buying from a variety of corporations in the
United States, Europe, and Japan 7

The second factor that has begun to alrer the balance of
power between Third World governments and the multina-
tionals is the corporations' "rapacious need for raw materials,
labor, and new markets," Muller states "What was once a
David and Goliath contest is being transformed as Third
World nations load their slingshots with vital minerals, mar-
kets, and new political and economic sophistication " Nowhere
is this trend more obvious than in the politics of oil, for most
oil-exporting countries have now taken over much of the busi-
ness of extracting oil and are rapidly developing their own
capabilities for refining it as well These nations have acquired
the technology from the oil companies in exchange for agree-
ments that allow the companies continued access to oil sup-

plies
The growing economic interdependence between rich and

poor countries is thus beginning to alter some of the relation-
ships between countries and corporations. The problems have
certainly not all been removed, but at least there are signs of
progress. Multinational corporate investment is, however, only

one aspect of technological development in the Third World
Only a handful of countries are recipients of the bulk of these
investments, and even in most of those countries, the invest-

ments often benefit only a small fraction of the population

Needed. One Billion Jobs

Behind the impressive figures on economic growth in the
developing countries lurks a variety of disquieting facts These
economic achievements were mostly limited to a few develop-
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ing countries, and in many of those, the benefits of growth had
not trickled down to the poorest people. By the end the
seventies, according to the World Bank, some 800 m lion
people were living in absolute poverty, unable to meet t eir
basic needs for food, shelter, education, and health care 8

Economic growth is clearly needed if developing countries
are to tackle the immense task of reducing levels of poverty,
but growth alone will not be sufficient. One reason why poverty
levels have remained high, and why they will be difficult to
reduce, can be found in the combination of rapidly swelling
labor forces and the rising cost of providing jobs with modern
production technologies. A job shortage of colossal proportions
has been building up in the developing countries Until re-
cently it has received little public attention, yet it lies at the
heart of much of the poverty in the developing world.

The dimensions of the unemployment problem arc notori-
ously difficult to measure, because few people cal afford to be
" unemployed," in the western sense of the term, in countries
that lack unemployment and welfare services. The poor must
support themselves with whatever work they can pick up That
means casual laboring, street peddling, shining shoes, and simi-
lar marginal occupations that pay little and are barely produc-
tive. Such underemployment represents a vast waste of human
resources. According to an estimate by the International Labor
Office, nearly 30o million people in the Third Worldmore
than three times the number who have jobs in the United
Stateswere barely eking out a living in marginal occupations
in the mid-seventies.9

The severity of the underemployment problem differs subs-
tantially from country to country In some, such as the People's
Republic of China and Taiwancountries at opposite ends of
the political spectrumemployment of some kind is available
for virtually the entire labor force, while on the Indian subcon-
tinent underemployment is already rampant and the labor
force is swelling by more than ioo,000 people a week Even in
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Brazil, which boasted exceptionally high rates of economic
growth during the sixties, at least 30 percent of the labor force
was reckoned to he underemployed in the early seventies 1°

In part a result of population growth during the past few
decades, massive underemployment in the developing world
has been a long time in the making It will take even longer
to abate. During the first three or four decades of the twentieth
century, the developing countries' labor force grew by less than
i percent a year, but the growth rate has accelerated in the
postwar years as unprecedented numbers of young men and
women have reached employment age About 200 million peo-
ple were added to the Third World's labor force in the seven-
ties, and an additional 70o million are expected to require
employment by the turn of the century Although there have
recently been signs that the world's population growth rate has
begun to slacken a little, prospects for growth in the labor force
in the near future will he affected little because most of those
who will he looking for work in the next two decades have
already been born I I

The developing world thus faces the daunting challenge of
finding productive employment for at least 35 milliOn people
a year in the next twenty years merely to keep pace with growth
in the labor force Anything less is likely to widen the gulf
between those who have productive lobs and those eking out
a living on the fringes of the economy If at the same time
productive employment is to be found for those who are al-
ready grossly underemployeda critical dimension of any
effort to lift the incomes and the standard of living of the
poorest peopleabout one billion jobs must he found in the
developing countries by the year z000

Those figures provide the central reason why economic de-
velopment programs based on modern production technology
alone cannot produce adequate social development The capi-
tal-intensive, labor-saving, energy-consuming technologies that
predominate in the industrial world make lavish use of the very
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resources that are scarce and expensive in the developing coun-
tries, and at the same time they fail to make the best use of
the developing world's most abundant assetpeople. Invest-
ments in such technology do raise the productivity of a few
workers and the gross national product consequently rises But
this approach leaves little capital to aid small farmers, landless
laborers, and small-scale manufacturersproducers who now
constitute the overwhelming majority of the labor force in
most developing countries.

Investments in modern technologies have thus generally
failed to provide sufficient jobs to keep pace with growth in
labor forces in most Third 'World countries. As a result, un-
deremployment has risen and urban migration has accelerated
as landless laborers and smallholders have left the countryside
in a vain search for urban-based industrial jobs. And prospects
for the rest of the century are grim if the same strategy is
followed It now costs more than $20,000 in capital investment
to establish a single workplace in industry in the United States,
and modern industrial jobs are no cheaper to create in the
developing world Thus, to provide one billion jobs through
capital-intensive industrial expansion during the next two
decades would require a truly staggering level of investment, to
say nothing of the energy and raw materials that such a task
would require 12

But is there any alternative? After all, modern technologies
are used in the industrial world because they are spectacularly
efficient, and efficiency is an important consideration in devel-
oping countries as well. The answer lies in the concept of
efficiency In general, technologies are economically efficient if
they blend together the factors of productionland, labor,
capital, and raw materialsroughly in proportion to their cost
and availability. Since those costs vary from country to country,
different countries require different technologies or at least
different mixes of technologyto make the most efficient use
of their resources A country that has a substantial part of its
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labor force scratching out a bare living in marginal jobs will not

make the most efficient use of its resources by encouraging the

adoption of production technologies that require large capital

expenditures but which employ few people There can, conse-

quently, be no unn.ersal blueprint for an economically appro-

priate technology.
Such considerations should not lead to the blanket conclu-

sion that all capital-intensive modern technologies are inappro-

priate in developing countries Far from it Often, there may

be no feasible alternative Imported modern technologies may

offer significant advantages in the production of goods that are

essential for development- China, for example, depended on

imported technology for fertilizer production to augment its

use of natural fertilizers and its production from small-scale
plants long before it began to import other ..'estern technolo-

gies And the use of capital-intensive technologies may be
justified to speed up processes that lead to increased employ-

ment in other sectors of the economy Access to modcfn tech-

nology on equitable terms is thus an essential requirement for

successful development
Nevertheless, faced with chronic shortages of capital and

foreign exchange and with rapidly swelling labor forces, most

poor count need to find ways to raise the productivity of

large numbers of people with small expenditures per worker

Economic growl! 's essential for generating the means to raise

standards of living, but the crucial questions are who contrib-

utes to economic expansion, and who benefits from it' Or, to

use Mahatma Gandhi's apt phrase, is it possible to achiexe

"production by the masses" rather than mass production by a

few'
The question is becoming urgent, for unless economic poli-

cies are adjusted to raise the productivity of those who are now

on the fringes of the economyand who have so far been left

behind by the technological revolutionthere will be little
hope of tackling the twin problems of underemployment and
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poverty. Particularly urgent is the need to generate productive
employment in the countryside where most of the people live.
Unless that can be achieved, urban migratiorr, which is causing
cities to double in size every ten to fifteen years, will condemn
hundreds of millions of people to a bleak existenc. in the slums
that now ring most urban centers.

Ensuring that the rural and urban poor share in the fruits of
economic growth will require shaping technologies to suit the
needs of smallholders, and small-scale manufacturers But it
will also require political and social reforms that will help bring
technologies within reach of such producers

Technology For the Small Producer

In spite of rapid industrial growth in the urban centers of
main. developing countries during the past few decades, the
vast majority of the people remain scattered across the country-
side Some 50 percent of Latin America's population, 8o per-
cent of the people in India and China, and go percent of the
citizens of some African countries, live in the rural areas It is
in the world's villages, therefore, that productive employment
will be most urgently needed in the coming decades, and agri-
culture, the chief livelihood of the bulk of humanity, will con-
tinue to supply most of the jobs

Yet the bulk of investments in most countries has been
channeled into urban-based industries and the rural areas have
been relatively neglected, an imbalance that has resulted in a
substantial transfer of wealth from the countryside to the cities
'Moreover, in the countryside itself, smallholders, who consti-
tute the majority of farmers throughout the third world, have
received a disproportionately small share of the rural invest
ments

There is a pressing need to raise agricultural production in
virtually every developing country Though several successive
bumper harvests temporarily removed reports of famine from
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!-he headlines in the late seventies, the prospcds fc- `he re-
mainder of .the century give little reason fcr excessive opti-
mism Serves of developing countries are already heavily de-

pendent on toc'' ' mports to meet their domestic needs, and

their food on' ,t bills are rising rapidly In i980, according to

kVorld Bank estimates, the developing world as a whole im-
ported $43 billion worth of food and beverages 13

The choice of technology,to raise food production can have
widespread repercussions or: 'imployment and social equity in
the rural areas That lesson 14s been learned the hard way in
recent years Many countriei have encouraged rapid agricul-

tural mechanization by -Iiltsidizing imports of tractors and
making credit readily available for farmers who wan' to buy
machiners Such policies seem eminently reasonable, gisen the
spectacular product's ity of the American agricultural system,

hich serves as a model for many des eloping countries But the
results can he socially catastrophic Consider, for, example, a
program desigi,c1 f- b )g the benefits of tractors to Pakistani

farmers
In an attempt to ,arse agricultural production to feed its

geoning populatior, the government of Pakistan in the late

qxtics might and recessed a S43 million loan from the World
Bank to import i b,000 large tractors The machines were made
available to large landholders ch. generous credit terms
technology transfer seemed to work well farmers who bought
tractors increased their output and incomes substantially But

Iss the earls seventies, both the Pakistani gm eminent and the

oriel Bank became concerned about the social impact of the

prugrainmd the Bank asked economist John MeIncrney to
}Mind an investigation Mclnerney's findings are revealing,

to say the least
l'he superior power and speed of the tractors compared with

the (Atli tiles replaced enabled each farmer to eultisate a larger

arca On the al crage, McInerney found, the tracton,ed farms
mole than chr,bled in size. a des clopment that forced many
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smallholders and tenant farmers off their small plots The use
of tractors, moreover, reduced the amount of hired labor em-
ployed on the larger farms Labor requirements per acre
dropped by about 4o percent, McInerney found, each tractor
resulting in the'net loss of about five Jobs The chief aim of the
program Oas to increase agricultural production, but the trac-
tors were found to have virtually no effect on crop yields or on
the number of crops grown each Year McInerney concluded
that "the distribution of the benefits from the program has
been biased in a way that many would as socially regres-
siYe If the appropriate accounting pr, 'arcs were as well
defined and widely accepted as financial oiocedures they,

would surely show that the widespread introduction of tractors
iii Pakistan agriculture, if it followed thc course that was mani-
fested in the past, would he a little short of a disaster to the
economic and social fabric of the rural sector

On the other hand, that experience does not necessanlY
indicate that tractors should always he avoided in do doping
countries On the contrary, there are main cases in which
tractors arc the most, appropriate technology The negatRe
social impact of tractors in Pakistan stemmed from the struc-
ture of rural society in the countryy, In common with mans
countries in Asia and I atm America, landholdings in Pakistan
are highly unequal, consisting of a few large spreads and man'
small farms Large landholders have traditionally been the first
to benefit from technological change because they usually, liac
access to technical expertise ai,d can secure the credit needed
to purchase new technologies Smallholders, on the other hand,
arc of ,n forced to rely' for finance on local moneylenders w ho
charge exorbitant rates of interest Consequently, irrigation,
fertihr,:s, new seeds, and other yield-increasing technologies
usually flow first t the richer farmers, a process that widens the
gar, een rich and poor Moreoyer, the farmers who bought
tractors in Pakistan y% ere able to expand their holdings because
sharecroppers lacked security of tenure In short, the introduc-
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tion of tractors into the country reinforced existing rural

inequities.
Similar problems have been encou fered with the spread of

so-called Green Revolution technologies in many regions The
most widely heralded means of increasing crop yields during

the past twc decades, the Green Revolution is based on the use

of high-yielding varieties of wheat and rice that respond well

to large doses of fertilizer The new seeds can produce at least

double the yields of traditional varieties when used under the

appropriate conditions The results have been dramatic Be-

tween 1964 and 1969, thirteen m'Ilion hectares were planted

with high-yielding varieties in Asia, a development that added

sonic sixteen million tons of grain to Asia's food supply
enough to feed ninety million people India doubled its wheat
crop between 1966 and 1972, a feat unmatched by any other

large country More recently, China has greatly expanded its

use of high-yielding varieties, purchasing sonic twenty-three
tons of Mexican seeds n, the eik r 1 y seventies By 1977, inure

than 25 percent of China's wheat fields were sou n with Mt:m-

ewl aneties
But this sweeping agricultural change has brought man

problems in its wake Although high-yielding vanehts work as
well on small farms as on lame holdings, they increase the costs

and complexity of production because they require additional

use of fertilizers, pesticides, and often irrigation In countries
such as Taman and Japan w here egalitarian credit systems and

technical assistance programs allow small farmers to purchase

the necessary inputs and to make the best use of the new seeds,

the Green Resolution has not aggravated inequities But in

regions here small producers have difficulty in raising credit

and where they lack access to technical assistance, they are less

able to take risks with the new technologies The Green Reso-

lution, like the introduction of tractors, has thus tended to

exacerbate existing rural inequities iii main, settings \ totem cr.

althot,gh the Green Reolution has brought much-needed in-
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creases in food production, it has by no means eliminated
malnutrition Ind'a, for example, had sonic twenty million tons
of grain in storage in 1978, but millions of Indians were unable
to afford sufficient food for an adequate diet The key to solving
malnutrition will thus involve reducing poverty as well as in-
creasing production, a task that will require increased attention
to the needs of small farmers and the nurturing of productive,
labor-intensive agricultural systems lb

That is a far more difficult task than simply raising overall
agricultural production by channeling resources to the biggest
producers It will require structural changes in rural society
such as the oy crhard of credit institutions and land reforms,
together with the introduction of technologies suitable for use
on small farms arid the integration of agriculture with local
manufacturing \lany development experts and sonic goy ern-
ments in Third World countries hay e recently begun to acko-
cate such a strategy but It requires a strong political commit-
ment to mercome the Bested interests that support current
rural inequities I"

Technologies designed ,o benefit small fai niers and small
manufacturers are not necessarily sophisticated Indeed, in

most cases, application of existing knowledge and techniques,
such as better use of organic fertilizers, land terracing, more
efficient ovcarts, and the application of wind and water power,
can raise productivity substantially and lay the basis for fin-flier
declopment What is really needed is the institutional and
social structure to ensure that such technologies ale aallablc
to those who most need them the east numbers of people y lui
are no working at pitifully low productivity

The productivity of small farmers increases sharply wh,1
they !lime from growing a single crop each year to systems of
multiple-cropping Labor economist flarry Oshmia has
found that in Taiwan. for example, there is -no doubt that
multiple-cropping, by enabling small farmers to make maximal
use of their small acreagc and their surplus fanule labor, con-
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tnbuted to the lowering of the nationwide inequality But in
some rural areas the rhythm of agricultural life may make it
difficult for farmers to squeeze more than one crop into a
growing season During planting, weeding, and harvesting.
exery Jvadable person may he busy from dawn to dusk, while
at other times of the year lobs are scarce and underemployment

is the norm Thus, if shifting to multiple-cropping requires
bringing in the first harxest and preparing the soil in a matter
of days, in order to leave sufficient time for the second crop to
mature, there was not he enough people available to accom-
plish the task swiftly enough Selective mechanization may he
required 18

Draft oxen, for centuries the chief power source in tradi-
tional agriculture, can provide a vast improvement mer hand
c ultn anon in small-farm agriculture A nox el project funded by

the \\ orld Bank, for example, is introducing draft oxen into
cotton-growing areas of the hor!, Coast The aim is to raise the

mg standards of him families, whose incomes now amount

to less than S i oo per ear, by enabling them to grow both

cotton and food crops on larger plots It is ironic that the
project is encouraging the use in the Ivory Coast of the very

technology that the hank IN as seeking to replace in Pakistan
a change that indicates a marked shift in direction within some

parts of the Bank In another mechanization effort aimed at

small farmers, the International Rice Research Institute
IRRI) in the Philippines has do eloped a range of inexpensne

power-tillers that are now being used in seeral Asian coun-
tries

Irrigation can also dramatically increase productivity, partic-
ularly in areas where the climate allows year-round cultivation
But the construction and operation of irrigation systems is
often costly and the wealthier farmers are frequently the first
to benefit Cheaper alternatives, suitable for use on small
farms, have recently been tested, however The use of bamboo
or ba':ed clay in place of metal filters can cut the cost of a single
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well-point to about $15, and a variety of dtirable and easily
maintained hand and pedal pumps are under development
with the support of organizations ranging from appropriate
technology groups to the World Bank Windmills, constructed
from local materials and based on a design thousands of years
old, have recently been introduced into the Omo Valley in
Ethiopia, a development that has helped raise crop relds in a
region suffering acute poverty And the World Bank is also
experimenting with a scheme in India that involves renting
portable diesel pumps t9 farmers for short periods, a strategy
that spreads the, capitarcost of the machinery among several
users 19

Although rural development efforts that concentrate on the
heeds of small farmers should both raise agricultural produc-
tion and help reduce inequities, such a strategy alone will be
incapable of producing full employment in the rural areas
during the comig decades For one thing, the number of
landless laborers has been increasing in many regions during
the past few decades, and their employMent needs will not
necessarily be 'net by raising the productivity of small farmers
And for another, many small farmers themselves earn part of
their income from selling their labor to other people Off-farm
rural jobs will thus be essential in the coming decades Again,
technology can play an important role in generating such jobs,
though political changes will also be required

Rural public works programs, such as the construction of
dams, irrigation canals, roads, and buildings, not only provide
employment but they also help raise agricultural productivity
Such projects, which consume a large proportion of toe rural
budgets of many developing countries, arc generally of two
types Sonic employ armies of people to mose earth with shov-
els and headhaskets, while others employ the same technolo-
gies in use in the industrial countriesbulldozers, tar spread-
ers, mechanical diggers, and so on The former type certainly
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creates jobs, but it involves heavy toil and takes a long time,
while the second type requires large capital expenditure and
foreign exchange outlays

Studies by the International Labour Office and the World
Bank have indicated that there is considerable scope for im-
proving the productivity of workers in labor-intensive construc-
tion projects by the use of improved wheelbarrows, ox-carts,
hand-operated rail carts, block-and-tackle systems, and similar
technologies. Use of such technologies, the studies suggest, can
raise productivity to the point where labor-intensive construc-
tion is often cheaper than the capital-intensive methods. But
there is-a major drawback it requires far more organizational
skill to manage a vast number of people than it does to operate
a few machines 20

The Chinese made extensive use of underemployed rural
workers in construction programs such as irrigation, terracing,
draining waterlogged fields, and constructing roads Such pro-
jects transformed relatively unproductive land into fertile
fields, a process that has not only absorbed slack agricultural
labor but which has also raised agricultural production, thereby
increasing the demand for more agricultural workers

Manufacturing technologies de, eloped in industrial coun-
tries, like agricultural and construction technologies, are often
ill-suited to the needs of developing countries Not only do they
require large amounts of capital and provide few jobs, but they
also often use materials that are not available locally, produce
large volumes of goods for remote markets, and require sophis-
ticated repair and maintenance services Mounting es 'deuce of
such problems has begun to focus attention on the role of
small-scale industries in providing employment and promoting
development In many countries, small enterprises, ranging
from village artisans to textile pioducers, constitute the bulk of
manufacturing employment But such enterprises are often
shoestring operations, lacking access to capital and established
markets 2 1
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However, deliberate attempts to foster small-scale industries
and integrate them into overall development plans have played
a key role in countries as diverse as India, China, Taiwan,
Japan, and South Korea. China's rural industries are perhaps
the best known According to one estimate, there may be as
many as 500,000 rural industrial units in China, producing a
vast range of goods for local needs. It is estimated, for example,
that small=scale plants produce half the country's cement, fer-
tilizers, and iron and steel. Since they rely on local materials
and produce for local consumers, transportation and distribu-
tion costs are kept to a minimum Like China's rural public
works, the rural small-scale industries are geared toward raising
agricultural production, a process that creates employment di-
rectly in the factories and indirectly in the fields.22

Although there has been considerable debate about the effi-
ciency of China's rural industries, a team of American experts
who visited the country in 1975 found them to be effective in
supporting rural development The failure of the "backyard"
iron and steel plants established during China's Great Leap
Forward, suggests, however, that there may be limits to the
extent that some technologies can be scaled down and remain
economic2fly viable It also indicates that considerable research
and development is required in the establishment of new small-
scale enterprises

Small-scale manufacturing in India has had an uneven his-
tor When Gandhi led the Indian people to independence
from Britain, his visionsummed up in the choice of the
spinning wheel as the symbol of the independence movement
was of decentralized village production. During the fifties
and sixties, however, the Indian government invested heavily
in large-scale, urban-based industries and rural industries took

a back seat But rising unemployment in India, coupled with
widespread flight from the land, has rekindled interest in de-
centralized production.23

Even during India's heavy industrialization period, some
organizations were promoting small-scale manufacturing tech-
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nologies. Small-scale sugar plants are a case in point. The
Planning Action and Research Institute in Uttar Pradesh de-
veloped a technology suitable for use in small plants that use
locally-grown cane and serve local markets. An investment of
28 million Rupees can establish one large modern plant capa-
ble of producing about 12,000 tons of sugar a year with about
goo full-time employees; the same investment can build 47
small plants with an output of 30,000 tons and with a total
employment of io,000 on a part-time basis The small plants
provide village jobs during periods of slack demand for agricul-
tural labor.24

Development policies aimed at raising the productivity and
the incomes of the poorest people can have important second-
ary impacts Their additional incomes are likely to be spent on
goods produced by relatively labor-intensive meansagricul-
tural implements, building materials, clothing, bicycles, and so
on Additional income accruing to those who are already rela-
tively wealthy is likely to be spent on imported goods or luxury
items produced by capital-intensive technologiesautomo-
biles, television sets, power machinery, and similar items Simi-
larly, the technologies needed by small farmers and small-scale
industries, such as improved plows, bullock carts, hand tools,
grain storage bins, brick kilns, and textile machinery, can be
produced and repaired locally, while more sophisticated tech-
nologies such as tractors and combine harvesters are likely to
be imported and require a level of maintenance that is gener-
ally only available in the large cities and towns

Such development efforts may be less spectacular than pro-
grams built around shiny new steelmills, massive darns, and
modern airports, but they will prove to be just as important

Meeting Basic Needs

A fundamental change in development thinking occurred in
the mid-seventies, as the notion began to take root that the
purpose of development is to enhance the well-being of people.
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The notion may be obvious, but it represented a radical change
from the idea, which had held sway for a generation, that
development is synonymous with economic growth Increasing
the incomes and productivity of the poorest people through
programs aimed at rural development and the generation of
employment is one aspect of a people-centered development
effort. Another is the extension of health care, housing, sanita-
tion, water supplies, and other services to those who now lack

them
The so-called basic needs approach to development has not

been without its c lics. Some Third World spokesmen have
argued that the industrial countries' sudden conversion to a
new development philosophy is merely a ploy to divert atten-
tion from the pressing need to reform international economic
relationships Others have argued that too much emphasis on
meeting basic needs will divert resources from productive in-
vestments, for increased production is needed to generate the
revenues required to tackle the symptoms of underdevelop-
ment Yet nobody has taken exception to the overall goal of
increasing the well-being of the poorest people

The goal is a formidable one. In 1978, according to World
Bank figures, some 55o milhon people lived in countries where
the average life expectancy at birth was less than fifty years, and

400 million people lived in countries where twenty children out
of every thousand die between the ages of one and five
twenty times the childhood death rate in the industrial world
Only about one in three people in developing countries has

ready access to clean water, and as many as 80o million have
no access to even rudimentary health care.25

Although decisions concerning the allocation of public
funds for services such as health care and housing reflect politi-
cal choices, the types of technology employed have a strong
bearing on the way the benefits ar.2 shared Striking examples
of how the choice of technolog, can determine whether the
benefits arc available to all sect ons of the population can be

1 6 0
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found in health policies.
The most severe.health problems of the Third World are

malnutrition and infectious and parasitic diseasesillnesses
associated with poverty and poor sanitation Yet the health
budgets of many poor countries are heavily weighted toward
modern hospitals and sophisticated technologies This bias,
notes a World Bank study, "barely touches health problems in
areas beset with serious environmental hazards to health. Fur-
thermore, the resources are typically concentrated on the needs
of the urban areas. Rural people are neglected, thus, only a

small portion of the total population is granted effective access
to modern health care "26

There are many explanations for inequitable health care
priorities, including past colonial policies tliat provided cura-
tive medicine for expatriate Europeans, medical education sys-
tems that are carbon copies of western systems (and which,
incidentally, supply many trained doctors to the rich countries
as part of a sizable medical brain drain), and hospital services
that reflect the demands of the powerful and affluent in devel-
oping countries As Charles Elliott notes, "the results are bi-
zarre. In the Philippines, a country in which much of the
population has no health care beyond that of the helot, is to
be found one of the most sophisticated cardiology units in the
world In the Ivory Coast, the Centre Hospital Universitaire
has facilities that few hospitals in France can rival Such
facilities are used at half capacity, but preempt the lion's share
of the recurrent budget of the ministry of health (over 5o
percent in both cases) To those exam pl.t.-c might be added the
open-heart surgery units in Bogota, the running costs of which
are sufficient to provide a pint of milk a day to one-quarter of
the city's malnourished children 27

Expenditures on expensive medical technologies that soak
up the bulk of health budgets in poor countries reflect a choice
of providing high-quality medical care to a few rather than
meeting the basic health needs of many In the past few years,
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however, several developing countries have begun to refocus

their health policies, training cadres of paramedical workers

and establishing medical facilities in the villages and poor
neighborhoods The World Health Organisation has also
adopted a new policy, called primary health care, that also seeks

to broaden access to health services and to treat the environ-
mental causes of disease in the Third World This new policy

was the focus of a major conference, sponsored by WHO and
the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) in the Soviet

Union in 1978, that underscored the point that orthodox west-

ern medicine cannot (lope with the major health problems
confronting the Third World.

4 model for many primary health care experiments is
China's "barefoot" doctor system, which consists of some 1.6

million people operating in the villages Trained to use both

modern techniques and traditional Chinese medicine, China's
barefoot doctors dispense medical care together with advice
and training on disease prevention During the seventies, coun-
tries as diverse as [ran, Brazil, Sudan, India, Jamaica, Botswana,

Sri Lanka, and Tanzania began to operate such systems The
results can be dramatic In Sri Lanka, a country with an annual

income of less than $zoo per person, life expectancy is now

approaching that in the United States 28
Technologies employed in the provision of health care to

people in the villages and poor neighborhoods can range from

the mole to the sophisticated Treatment of diarrhea, for
example, has been revolutionized in the past few years by a very

.,.mple innovationgiving patients a solution of table salt,
sodium bicarbonate, potassium chloride, and glucose to drink

Diarrhea is one of the biggest killers in the Third World In
severe cases, the victim becomes dehydrated and eventually
dies from loss of body fluid The conventional remedy, devel-

oped more than a century ago, has been to infuse fluids into

the body intravenously While this may work fine in countries

that have adequate hospital facilities for all the population, it
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is not much use in Vast areas of the Third World Recent tests
have shown, however, that giving the correct fluids orally has
the same effect For example, in one trial in a village in India,
this treatment, supervised by village I.ealth workers, cut the
death rate from diarrhea by half.29

At the other end of the scale, it may eventually be possible
to eradicate such infectious diseases as yellow fever, Rift Valley
fever, hemorrhagic fever, and some parasitic diseases by
mounting a major research and development program aimed at
producing effective vaccines The eradication of smallpox dur-
ing the seventies through an extensive vaccination campaign
Indicates that this approach can be stunningly successful Yet
such magic bullets are few and far between, and they will do
little to remove the underlying causes of much disease in the
Third Worldpolluted water supplies, malnutrition, and
other effects of poverty It is worth noting that the incidence
of infectious diseases, such as cholera and tuberculosis, de-
clined in the industrial countries well before vaccines were
developed against them Economic development coupled with
improved sanitation provided the best cures for these diseases

The problems of providing adequate sanitation systems if)
de% eloping countries graphically illustrate the inappropriate-
ness of many western technologies Cities in Third World
countries are growing at an unprecedented pace, outstripping
the provision of even the most basic sanitation systems A
World Health Organisation survey conducted in 1975 in-
dicated that the proportion of urban residents connected to
sewers in the developing world declined from 27 percent in
197o to 25 percent in 1975 30 And even those estimates arc
widely believed to present an over-optimistic assessment

It is not simply a lack of resources to develop a sewage system
th, I is hindering progress A lack of suitable technok,gy is also
a problem The waterborne systems applied throughout the
industrial world simply cannot be grafted onto Third World
cities and villages where adequate water supplies are unavaila-
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ble and where suitable treatment and disposal facilities have
not been developed. The World Bank, which recently con-
ducted a major study of appropriate technology for sanitation
in the developing world, conducted an exhaustive survey of the
literature on sewage disposal techniques Its finding 96 percent
of the research papers published in the field are irrelevant to
the needs of the Third World 31

Yet there are appropriate techniques available for recycling
or disposing of human wastes. Excreta has been used for centu-
ries as a valuable agricultural resource in some countries, where
it is collected, composted, and applied to the fields Even today
China's waste disposal system is geared around the collection
and composting of human wastes, which are used extensively
as fertilizers Composting, if carried out correctly, kills parasites
and bacteria that are involved in human disease. Waterless
latrines have also been developed in several cou.itries, and they
have been applied successfully in \'ietnan,, for example

A survey conducted by Canada's International Develop-
ment Research Center has pinpointed several different options
and strategies for sewage disposal for use in developing coun-
tries at both the city and village level A key finding of the study
is that different technologies will he needed in different coun-
tries and cultures "Sewerage has been regarded as a universal
solution to waste disposal," the study notes "The ni engi-
neering formulas have been applied, often by the same engi-
neers, whether in Madras, Montreal, Mexico City, or Manila

The disadvantage of [this] 'universal' solution its that it has]
so far been able to reach only 6 5 percent of the people in
developing countries The study concluded that the starting
point foi all sanitation programs should be to understand exist-
ing conditions and resources "Particular options will integrate
reuse possibilities that reflect energy, food, or agricultural
needs of the particular community Whether or not such solu-
tions lead ultimately to waterborne sanitation is less important
than the fact that they will he the beginning of a dynamic
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process of development "32
The availability of energy is another key element a deter-

mining whether people are abl, _o meet their basic needs The
construction of large urban-based electrical generating plants
has brought much-needed power to the major cities and indus-
trial centers in the developing countries, but it has also ag-
gravated differences between urban elites and the bulk of the
population in the countryside. Professor A. K N Reddy has
calculated that about 70 percent of the electrical energy con-
sumed in India goes to urban industries, 15 percent goes to
other urban consumers, arid only about i 2 percent is consumed
in the villages Yet about 8o percent of India's people bye in
the rural areas Moreover, according to Reddy, electricity is
inequitably distributed within the villages themselves on aver-
age, only i 5 percent of the households are electrified 33

Electricity is, of course, essential for powering heavy indus-
tries and its development is an important part of the develop-
ment process But if energy systems are founded entirely on
large-scale, centralized power plants, social inequities will 1110,s-
tably increase because few developing countries can afford to
extend services to the rural areas Moreover, t:le rapid escala-
tion of oil prices and the problems involved in nuclear power
suggest that developing countries need to seek alternative en-
ergy sources if they are to avoid the mistakes made by the
industrial world

Several studies and recent experiences have indicated that
decentralized energy sourcesbased on direct use of solar en-
ergy, small-scale hydroelectric generators, firewood plantations,
and hiogas plantscan provide energy in Third Worlds illages
more cheaply and more equitably than centralized power sta-
tions and national grids can Much of the Third World, more-
over, is climatically well-suited to develop and use such renew-
able energy resources 34

Until recently, howev er, few countries have attempted to
build such an eii,:rgy system China was a pioneer in some of
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th elo -,ts iithough China's major cities ate pow-
ere,. dy cy 'al-tired generating plants, the villages derive
mutt the,. energy. from renewable resources, chiefly biogas,
firewood, and small-scale hydroelectric power According to
recent reports, more than seven million biogas units have been
built in China, and in 1979, there were reported to be $8,000
rural, small-scale hydroelectric plants in operation These

plants play key role in powering China's small-scale rural
industries "

In many cases, firewood plantations and more efficient
wood-burning stoves may offer the hot way to meet the energy
needs of people in the rural areas Firewood has been the
leading source of fuel for millennia, and it is still the principal
form of eatergy_ throughout much of the Third World

But in recent years it has become scarce and expensive as
vast regions of the Third World have been stripped of trees by
both firewood gatherers and fa: ers clearing land to produce
food This denudation has caused ecological damage on a vast
scale, as the hare hillsides have been exposed to erosion that in
turn has reduced the fertility of the land, silted rives and
"-roams, and caused extensive flooding It has also caused an

crisis for hundreds of millions of people who depend on
firewood for fuel Firewood plantations thus serve the dual
purpose of provide:; f, ;l and preserving the ecosystem Coun-
tries and regions diverse as China, Gujarat State in India,
and South Korea have all begun village-level firewood planta-
tions in the past few years 36

But even seemingly "appropriate" technologies can worsen
social inequities in some settings Biogas plants are a case in
point The plants produce methane through the fermentation
of a mixture of IR estock dung and water (sometimes with the
add.:ion of human excrement and crop residues), providing gas
for cooking and heating and a pathogen-free slurry that consti-
tutes an excellent fertilizer The production of these badly
needed commodities from waste products seems like a good
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bargain, but there can be two major drawbacks First, the
plants need manure from at least three cows to produce suffi-
cient gas for a single family, a requirement that restricts their
use to relatRely wealthy families And second, in sonic coun-
tries, cattle dung is now collected, dried, and used as a fuel by
all villagers, it is essentially a free good However, the introduc-
tion of biogas plants places a premium on dung, which can
eliminate the poorest villagers' chief source of fuel Larger
plants serving an entire community riav get around this prob-
lem, but their introduction would require the establishment of
new cooperative arrangements The point is not that biogas
plants are ,inherently had indeed, they are one or the most
promising solutions to 1 hird World energy problems in some
casesbut that they cannot be introduced thoughtlessly, with-
Tint new forms of social organization at the village level 37

Technologies for housing, water supply, education, and a
host of other areas can similarly result in skewed distribution
of benefits if they arc applied in settings where wide disparities
already exist De% eloping and using appropriate technologies

:I not by itself soh e problems of social equity, but it will be
a key element in social and political changes designed to ensure
that the poorest people share in the fruits of development

Building Teclinolugical Capacity'

One reason de, cloning countries have followed in the
t4linological footsteps, of t industrial world, instead of devel-
oping technologies more suited to their own resources and
cultures, is that they generally lack a firmly dc,:cloped capacity
for intimation This applies not only to the financial and
human .esources needed to carry out research and develop-
ment programs but also to the capacity to link research and
development to their most pressing needs It also applies to the
capability to coni_rol the import of technologies, to choose
those that arc moit suitable, and to adapt imported technology,
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when necessary, to meet their own requirements 38

This lack of capacity is clearll, reflected in the distribution

of research and development spending among rich and poor

countries With less than 5 percent of the world's expenditures

on research and development, the developing world has only

a minor influence on the development of modern technology

And even this figure greatly overstates the R&D capacity of

most Third World countries, for a handful of the more ad-
vanced nations, such as Brazil, India, and Mexico, account for

the hulk of the developing world's investment in R&D 39

The consequences of this maldistribution of resources arc
manifold The most obvious is the fact that th^ world's R&P
capacity is overwhelmingly geared toward meeting the politi-
cal, economic, and social needs of the rich industrial countries
The S35 billion invested in the advancement of military tech
nolog% is of little relevance to the needs of the Third World,
for example, and even in areas such as health and agriculture,

global expenditures are largely aimed at solving problems en-

countered in the rich, temperate zones
The World Heald, Orgamsati ri pointed out in )975 that

the spectacular advances in medical knowledge in the past few

decades "have as vet hardly begun to he applied to the prob-

of tropical diseases, where methods of control and treat-
ment have scarcely changed in the past thirty years It has been

estimated that the world's total annual research budget for all

tropical infectious diseases is anout S3o million per annum, one

country alone spends nine tunes this amount on cancer re-
search Research in tropical diseases has not vet got off the

ground 4()
The United States Coy, eminent alone spent about $67o

million in 1979 on research and development designed to raise
the productiv ity of American agriculture This sum far exceeds

the agricultural R&D expenditures of all the developing coun-

tries put together And the vast amount of money that has been

sunk into de eloping synthetic fibers completely dwarfs the
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resources that have been devoted to improv.ng the production
'IPtrd properties of cottona crop on which about i z5 million

of the poorest people of the world depend for their liveli-

hood 41

The lack of R&D capacity in Third World c.,untries leads

to technological dependence on tic industrial world Not only

arc new technologies developed outside the economic contra,
of the developing world, but the lack of trained scientists and

engineers in developing countries can also put poor countries

at a disadvan -ige in negotiations over the import of technol-

ogy As an A..nerstedt has argued, "Those developing coun-

tries that do not even have such a minimal R&D capacity to
be able to evaluate different technologies are, in a basic sense,

in the hands of those w io c9ntrol the technologies "42
Research and development is an expensive activity, and in

view of the pressing problems facing most developing coun-
tries, investments in R&D often seem irrelevant to national
needs The installation of a thousand irrigation pumps is likely

to have a higher priority than the establishment of a plant
breeding station, for example But a few Third World nations
have made considerable investments in R&D over the past few

yea's Five -Year Plan calls for the expenditure of about

53 billion on R&D between i978 and i983, Mexico spent
approximately $360 million in 1978, about o 6 percent of its

GNP, and Brazil spent around $z 5 billion between 1975 and
1978 43

Funds for R&D in Third World countries conic predomi-

nantly from government sources Of the $484 million spent on

R&D in India in 1977, for example, $387 million was provided

by the central government, $4i million by state governments,
and only $56 million by private industry One reason for the

relatively low share of corporate investment is that the modern

industrial sector is usually dominated by subsidiaries of foreign

multinational corporations, which perform most of their R&D

in centralized laboratories in their home countries Even when
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multinationals do carry out research overseas, it tends to be
relatively low-level work designe. to adapt existing products to
local markets 44

Third World nations are not the only countries affected by
this pattern of expenditure In Canada, where a substantial
portion of the firrns are foreign-owned, industrial R&D spend-
ing is markedly depressed. Only about 40 percent of Canada's
R&D is performed by industry and less than i percent of the
nation's GNP is devoted to research and development A Ca-
nadian government study recently stated. "One consequence
of foreign sul-cdanes doing relatively little innovative R&D
and being engaged rnqinly in adapting products to the Cana-
dian market is that they have little to export. Also a heavy
dependence on foreign R&D leaves Canadian industry vulner-
able to foreign decision-making, both by the parent company
and by its government "45

This dependence on multinational corporations for techno-
logical development can have a stultifying impact on domestic
R&D and on the outlook of scientists and engineers in develop-
ing countries J Leite Lopes, professor of physics at the Univer-
sity Louis Pasteur in France and former presidFnt of the Brazil-
ian Physical Society, laments that "if w Latin American
scientists and research-engineers hoped one day to be able to
contribute to the development of our countries, this hope was
shattered by the government decisions taken in the last twenty
years to base development on the implantation of foreign affili-
ates of multinational enterprises The capacity for technologi-
cal innovation, he argues, is not transferred by multinational
enterprises, and thus technological dependency is per-
petuated 46

Research and development priorities in developing countries
often mirror those in the industrial world, a feature that can
make programs marginal to national needs Rogerio de Cer-
queira Leite, professor of physics at the State University of
Campinas suggests that in Brazil "scientific and technological
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research (except in agriculture and health) is rarely relatt.,!

social and economic needs, and research is often undert...,,' en

for reasons of prestige rather than necessity In India, the
Departments of Atomic Energy and Space now account for

more than one-third of all government R&D expenditures,

more than is spent on agriculture, forestry, and fisheries. And

in neighboring Nepal, the government candidly stated in its

paper prepared for the August 1979 United Nations Confer-
ence on Science and Technology for Development that "the
few research institutions that are fairly well equipped with
laboratory facilities are mostly engaged in research of their own

institutional interests and often of marginal relevance to the

broader needs of the country "47
Yet there have been some successful efforts in the Third

World to develop technologies that have been neglected by the

Indust; Jai world Perhaps the best known is Brazil's ambitious

program to produce ethanol from sugar cane Launched in
1975, the program aims to produce sufficient fuel alcohol to

meet the nation's automotive needs By 198o, the program had

already achieved the interim goal of providing :o percent of

national gasoline demand Substantial R&D funds have been

invested in the program, and these have resulted in the im-

provement of established technologies at all stages of the pro-

duction process Indeed, Brazil is now regarded as a world
leader in the thirology 48

In Malaysia, a joint government-industry program has

helped maintain the market for natural rubber in the face of

stiff competition from synthetic materials The program in-

volved R&D on rubber production and processing The result,

according to B C Sekhar, head of the Malaysian Rubber
Research and Development Board, is that "the natural rubber
industry has not only withstood the competitive pressures ex-

erted by a powerful oligopolistic industry the synthetic rubber

uidustryj backed by the massive resources of the multinationals

and the industrially advanced countries, but has also success-
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fully and substantially carried out a radical face-lifting moderni-
zation "49

A critical arca in which sonic Third World governments and
corporations have begun to invest R&D resources is in the
development of renev 'e energy technologies Renewable en-
ergy resources are likely to play a major role in energy programs
designed to benefit the rural poor, and many Third World
countries are well placed to take advantage of solar, wind,
water, and biomass technologies because of their geographic
settings Scores of public and private programs have been es-
tablished in developing countries in recent years

However, because these technologies zre also being pursued
vigorously by the industrial countries, some observers have
warned that multinational corporations may move into Third
World markets with technologies transferred from the indus-
trial world and suppress local innovation Kurt Hoffman of
Sussex University has warned, for example, that we are wit-
nessing within a potentially significant subsector of productive
activity the creation' of the basic conditions for technologi-
cal dependence over the long term "50

Dependence on industrial-country suppliers of renewable
energy technology is different from dependence on imported
technology to exploit most other forms of energy., however
The import of nuclear technology, for example, guarantees
long-term reliance on imports of nuclear fuel as well as depen-
dence on external technical assistance Nevertheless, building
up the capacity to produce as well as use renewable energy
technologies should be a major priority of developing countries
in the years ahead

Simply developing R&D capabilities in developing countries
will not ensure that technological development is more in tune
with Third World needs and resources, however In the area
of renewable energy, agriculture, and industrial development,
there is a clanger that R&D efforts will he geared more toward
the needs and demands of the elites rather than the basc needs

it
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of the bulk of the population Moreover, all too often, the
results of R&D programs do not filter through to the people
who are supposed to benefit from them

The experiences of India and China with two very different
approaches to R&D illustrate some of the difficulties of devel-
oping programs in the Third World During the sixties and
early seventies, China developed a highly decentralized R&D
system in areas such as crop production and health While a
few regional institutes conducted basic and applied research,
much of the work in developing and testing new plant varieties
and pest control techniques was performed by workers in the
communes and production brigades Many scientists were also
sent into the rural areas to work alongside the farmers The
syster,1 ,3 widely credited with tailoring new technologies to
IJcal needs, but it has also been heavily criticized for neglecting
laboratory work Most of the scientific delegations that visited
China in the mid-seventies commented on the poor quality of
research facilities, for example 51

India, on the other hand, has built up a strong R&D capacity
in a range of areas For example, its scientific institutions arc
performing advanced work in atomic energy, space research,
and heavy engineering, but critics have pointed out that such
efforts have not been of much benefit to the rural areas in
general and to the rural poor in particular Both nations are
now trying to osercome these drawbacks In recent years,
China has taken bold steps to beef up its research facilities,
while India has begun to focus more R&D on the rural areas

F 'Ming up research and development capacity in the Third
World is likely to be critical for the long-term economic and
political prospects of developing countries It is not sufficient
by itself to guarantee future social and economic progress,
however Most of the problems now facing Third World na-
tions require not research and development but political and
social reforms at the national and international level that will
allow the poor to benefit from existing technologies It is always

*4
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easy for a government to put off making tough political deci-

sions with the excuse that more research and development is

needed to explore all the dimensions of a problem. But research

and development cannot settle questions of social justice

Building International Bridges

The growing interdependence of the world economy means

that the economic health of the developing world is of vital

importance to the prospects facing industrial countries, just

as economic growth in the North is central to the development

plans of exporting countries in the South. But this mutuality

of interests is not reflected in the efforts of the industrial

countries to assist developing countries in building up their

technological capacities.
Overall levels of .lid from rich to poor countries have not

come even remotely close to the United Nations' target of o 7

percent of the gross national product of the industrial world.

Certainly, a handful of countries, such as Sweden and the
Netherlands have met the target, but others have fallen well

short And the prospects for the next few years have been

dimmed by sluggish economic growth, the election of a con-

servative administration in the United States that has pledged

to cut government spending, and by the policies of the British

Government, which essentially has argued that since private

capital investments are increasing, official government assist-

ance is not so necessary.
In terms of official support for science and technology, the

record is equally poor There is no shortage of good intentions,

enshrined in statements issued from global conferences. For

example, the 1979 United Nations Conference on Science and

Technology for Development (UNCSTD), pledged to estab-

lish a fund for scientific and technological development it the

Third World, the intent of which i' to build up research and

development capacity as well as the capability to ensure that
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technologies are matched to local needs and resources. But in

the year following the conference, the industrial countries gen-

erally proved reluctant to make their promised commitents
to the fund, arid the effort was slow in getting off the ground "-

Moreover, in the United States, a proposal to establish a

national agency to assist Third World science and technology

was torpedoed by the U S. Congress. To be called the Institute
for Scientific and Technological Cooperation, the agency was
the centerpiece of the American proposals at UNCSTD But
several U S Senators, unimpressed with arguments for the
establishment of another aid agency, rejected the idea and
voted only a modest increa.,;° in the budget of the Agency for

International Development to finance scientific and technolog-

ical programs S3
Yet, in spite of these setbacks, there were a few promising

developments in the building of technological bridges between
North and South A major attempt to harness science and
technology to an attack on Third World food production prob-

lems has been launched with the establishment of a network

of agricultural research institutes throughout the developing

world The network is funded by private foundations, the Food

and Agriculture Organisation international agencies such as

the World Bank, and bilateral aid agencies such as the U S

Agency for International DLNelopment
The network grew out of the work of the International

Wheat and Maize Improvement Center in Mexico and the
International Rice Research Institute in the Philippines. Es-

tablished with support from the Ford and Rockefeller Founda-

tions, these institutes spearheaded the development of the
high-yielding varieties of wheat and rice that formed the basis

of the so-called Green Revolution Nine other research insti-

tutes have now been established, and their work includes im-

proving livestock production, developing machinery suitable
for use on small farms, raising yields of crops such as potatoes

and millet, and developing techniques for farmir^ in somiarid
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areas The eleven institutes of the network are spread through-
out Africa, Asia, and Latin America, and their combined an-
nual budget is close to $ mo million 54

A similar attempt to mobilize R&D to combat tropical dis-
eases has recently been launched by the World Health Organi-
sation Like the international agricultural research network, the
tropical diseases program will perform most of its work in the
developing countries themselves, and local researchers will be
trained And yet another international effort was under discus-
sion in the early eighties for an R&D program on cotton
production and the improvement of co. on textiles. The idea
is to do for cotton what the Malaysian R&D program has done
for natural rubber, and the effort would be jointly financed by
the World Bank and the cotton-producing countries them-
selves Such efforts have focused considerable resources on
critic31 and long-neglected problems, and there are perhaps
other areas, such as the development of small-scale renewable
energy technologies, that could benefit from this approach.55

If sonic of the promises inherent in biotechnology become
reality in the near future, they could be of immense benefit to
the developing world. Moreover, if biotechnology does indeed
become a major growth area in the world economy, developing
countries need to keep abreast of technological developments
So far, however, almost all the development of biotechnology
is taking place in the industrial countries, and much of it has
little relevance to the Third World. For example, the produc-
tion of insulin by genetically modified bacteria is an important
and elegant technological feat, but a treatment for diabetes is
not one of the most urgent medical needs in developing coun-
tries. In recent years, however, some modest efforts have been
launched to focus biotechnology R&D on Third World prob-
lems and to forge links between researchers in rich and poor
countries

Prominent among these efforts is a multinational program
sponsored by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and

17 6
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Cultural Organisation, the United Nations Env ironment Pro-
gram, and the International Cell Research Organisation The
program supports research and training, conducts surveys of
genetic resources, and maintains tissue culture banks Four
centers have been established in developing countries to con-
duct research and maintain cultures, and two more have been
set up in existing institutes in the industrial world These
centers are located in Bangkok, Cairo, Nairobi, and Porto
Alegre, and in Brisbane and Stockholm One central aim of thc
program is to use the centers to promote regional cooperation
on research protects 56

Traditional forms of bilateral foreign aid have often been
criticized for assisting the rich countries more than the poor
Aid is frequently tied to the purchase of products and equip-
ment from the "donor" country, and it is thus sometimes seen
as paving the way for commercial interests to increase their
profits from the Third World Much of the research and devel-
opment money expended by aid agencies is also directed to
researchers in universities in the industrial world instead of
being used to build up capacities in the developing countries
themselves But a few agencies established in the past few years

arc taking a different approach
Canada's International Development Research Center and

the `,3wedisn Agency for Research Cooperation with Develop-
ing Countries have both focused their efforts on building up
a local capacity for technological innovation in the developing
countries They spend most of their budgets in foreign coun-
tries, helping to establish research and development programs,
train local researchers, and adapt and apply existing technolo-
gies to meet local needs A similar approach has been at-
tempted by an agency in the United States, called Appropriate
Technology International %kind', after a shaky start, is iirm
sdpnorting projects ranging from the establishment of a small
brickmaking plant in I londuras to the development of more
efficient cooking stoves in some African countries
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Important though such efforts are, there are few real indica-
tions that the industrial world is prepared to put much effort
into building the Third World's technological strength. Partly
for this reason; and partly to become less reliant on assistance
fro the industrial countries, several Third World nations, in
coy,, nction with U N agencies, have begun to explore pos-
sibilities for technological cooperation among developing coun-
tries Such cooperation is likely to involve the sharing of infor-
mation on already-developed technologies, the regulation of
technology transfer between nations, and the growth of inter-
national engineering consultancy among Third World coun-
tries. There are many opportunities for joint R&D efforts as
well 57

For example, an important collaborative project undertaken
by the members of the Andean Group of countriesBolivia,
Columbia, Ecuador, Peru, and Venezuelahas produced a
novel technique for concentrating copper ores Tne project,
which grew out of the desire of those countries to manage their
own natural resources, has led to the establishment of a proto-
type production plant to test the technique. Similar projects
have also been launched by the Andean Group to survey the
forest resources of the region and to develop new technologies
for using tropical forest products 58

A slightly different form of technological cooperation among
developing countries was an attempt in early 1979 to extend
China's experience in the development, construction, and
popularization of biogas plants to other countries The United
Nations Environment Program, together with the Environ-
ment Protection Of of China's State Council, conducted a
course in Sichuan Province for officials and engineers from a
score of forcign countries, who were given lectures and site
'visits, and participated in the construction of a plant. China,
with its seven million biogas units already in place, leads the
world in this technology 59

The scope for a more self-reliant approach to development

17',
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through links between "eveloping countries extends well be-
yond straightforward scientific and technological cooperation
Increasing trade and Investment among Third World nations
that are at equivalent stages of development at least holds the
promise of mutual benefit without some of the problems in-

volved in economic .1-ansactions between unequal partners
The problems in forging such links should not be minimized,
but the rewards could be immense

17J
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Technical Change
and Society

Technolop, has a pc-sasise impact on societ), Less as mus

-is the influence of society on technology Technical change and

social change base gone hand -iii -Nand for thomands of years,

technological ssstems underpin economic and social systr ms,

and social and political sabres and institutions in' turn shape

' ,th the development and application of technology
"h.chnological choices, whether in industrial or deselopir,g

countries, arc ficser made in a political vacuum 'floe entire
umosation process, from basic research to the marketing and

use of a new technology, is conditioned by such factors as the

profit inotavc prestige, national military goals, and social and

economic policies Technical change, in short. is a political
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process that cannot be separate) from the broader forces oper-
ating in society All too often:however, it is viewed as a neutral
entity that must simply be "managed" in order to generate net
social benefits

If technological development is to be more compatible with
human needs, and more in harmony with the earth's resources,
it will be necessary to modify the brces -tilat generate and
shape technology First, although the unfettered workings of
the market system are enormously powerful in stimulating the
development and applietion of many technologies, they can-
not always be relied upon to steer technological development
along socially appropriate paths Market forces should be relied
upon as m ich as possible, but in many cases they need to be
supplemented by government actions Second, broader public
participation in the decisions that lead to the generation and
adoption of iew technologies is needed to ensure that those
most affected by technological change have a role in its plan-
MI. and to reduce sonic of its negative social impacts Third
the immense problems facnig developing countries require not
only greater access to modern technology on more fay °rabic
terms but also the capacity within developing countries to
generate and apply technologies more suited to their own
needs and resources And finally, it must be recognized that
technology, by itself, cannot solve social and poht 1-al problems

1Cchnology and Sustainabdity

,
Durmg the past-decade,

\
l' has become increasingly ;car that

/ patt2 s ol pr'Oduction and l consumption that arc deeply in-
s grame win( gtri ' and dielveloping countries alike cannot he
.slistameld OV r thk long eriTi This is most obvious in the
corisumptroii`of oil and other fossil fuels, but it also applies to
the environmental dmke caused by intensive resource use,
the loss of momentum ii, world food production while demand.\
for food continues to rise,'ond the growing disparities between
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rich and poor This unsustainability is linked in some cases to
the use of technologies developed in an era of cheap and
abundant resources

The link between technolop and ecological unsustainability
is not new Some 6,000 years ago, a civilization flourished on
the floodplain of the Tigris and Euphrates. Rivers (in what is

now Iraq), as the development of irrigation technologies turned
the desert into fertile land However, gradually, over the course
of several centuries, the fields became a salty wasteland Crop
yields slowly declined, until production was no longer able to
sustain the civilization The problem was caused by waterlog-
ging of the subsoil and by the constant evaporation of irrigation
waters, which left behind salty deposit The soil has not yet
recovered, and in parts of southern Ira , the earth still glistens
with encrusted salt These particular irrigation technologws
were not sustaillable over the long term 1

Unlike elv ilizations in the past that have been confronted
with potentially catastrophic ecological threats and resource
limitations, humanity today at least has the ability to predict
some dangers in advance Whether that foresight will lead to
corrective action is, however, another, matter

The recent debate in the industrial
li

ountries about the need1
to stimulate innovat,o in pmatc in istry usually hods down
to a discussion of how government 'policies can help foster
industrial R&D and remove sonic of the barriers t:iat hinder
the development and use of new technologies In a tight and
increasingly interdeperdent world economy, this [ reoccipa-
tion with raising levels of innovation ancrtlexteusion, produc-
tivity, is understandable Rarely does anybody ask, however,
what this surge-of inrovation would produce, aside from the
hoped-for increase in international competitiveness of domes-
tic industries Indeed the so-called supply side economics now
in vogue, which SCCKS to stimulate industrial production
through, tax cuts and similar incentives, has little to say about
conservation and efficient use of natural resources It rests on
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the assumption that market forces will be sufficient to allocate

resources in an effective manner
Conventional economic theory suggests that changes in the

ciN adabiltty of resources result in shifts in relative prices, which

in turn cause cbanges in technology To some extent, this

happens m the real world oil shortages have resulted in rising

pAces, and this has stimulated the development of energy

conservation technologies and alternative energy systems But

prices do not always reflect the true cost of resources, and the

technological system responds slowly to price signals More-

over, market forces are often swamped by stronger influences

on the pattern of technological change
Among those influent es are public policies and the legacy of

past technological des clopment Governments has e always

strongl influenced trends in technological des copment, ei-

ther through direct support for research and deselopment or

through subsidies, tax meentis es, pricing policies, regulations,

and msestments in public facilities Nuclear power, for exam-

ple, would not haw been developed without immense gosern-

ment support, communications satellites owe their existence to

a Nast infrastructure of hardware and expertise developed

through national space rograms, and the direction taken fi
transportation technologic, has depended to no small extent on

patterns of public expenditure on roads, railroads, docks, and

airports It is no surprise, for example, that the United States,

NN. inch has sec ,1 its railroads deteriorate markedb through Lick

if public ins estment, lags behind Japan and Europe m the

development of high-speed trams
lost gm aliments now accept some responsibility for regu-

lating produc him and consumption to reduce social costs such

as pollution, occupational hatards, ens ironment,-1 degradation.

and the waste of resources Although this body of rep tion

--muc b of which has been imposed in the past decade--has

attracted }was% fire, it is important to note that it ha! resulted

in some welcome shifts in technologic a) innovation , rid that

J .C.:,;4',;;
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these shifts arc precisely what was intended by the regulations

The deselopment of new technologies to control pollution,
unprose the efficiency and safety of automobiles, and reduce

exposure to hazardous- chemicals in the workplace has been
spurred by the imposition of regulations in most countries

Certainly, there is an urgent need for regulatory reform, fur
most regulations base been imposed piecemeal, some may he

too stringent, and many require overly burdensome paperwork
Butrkost in the current barrage of complaints from business
executtses and some politicians about the excessive burden of
regulation is the important role government policy can play in
helping to steer technological resources In more socially and
ecologically beneficial directions A good example is the fuel
efficiency standards imposed by the U S government in the
mid-sesentics These essentially require American car manu-
facturers to double the ascrage fuel efficiency of new car,
between 1975 and i 9S5, a task that will require unprecedental
le% els of ins estment but which will bring the efficienc, of
%mem an cars close to that of European and Japanese mixlels
In the absence of these standards, the American undustrs
would has(' nursed much more slowly to dclelop more fuel-
cffic lent products, and it %souk] have been caught in es err ss Orkf'

shape when gasoline prices sciatic] in i979 and consumers
turned m draws tow ard gas-sipping imports

Regulations can, of course, work against the obiectis of
renting more sustainable patterns of production and consump-

tionthe regulation of oil and gas prices in the linited States,
for example, h,.s kept the cost of using these resources low and
has conscquentlx made ins estmcnts rn energs «msisation and
altermitise eller* resources economic ails less attract's e But

regulation is an essential feature of a complex technological
soc let% in %%lin in costs associated with the production
and use of goods and services must he balanced against the
benefits Progress toward a sustainable society would curtain's
not be helped n calls to -get the gm eminent off people's

18,1
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backs" were seriously taken to mean a wholesale removal of
regulations Regulation should be used sparingly to enhance
market forces and to supplement the workings of the market
in areas where it cannot function effectively

In addition to providing a regulatory environment that helps
to steer commercial technologies along more sustainable paths,
governments play a direct role in supporting research and de-
velopment, and they provide many incentives for technological
change in some areas For example, the current pattern of
R&D spending, which entails more outlays on mil;:ary pro-
grams than on energy, health, agriculture, and environmental
protection combined and which constitutes a huge drain of
highly qualified people away fron programs more directly
linked to economic and social advancement, reflects govern
ii cot priorities There is a vicious cycle at work here Part of
the reason for the current military buildup is the fear of conflict
over control of resources, pa7ticularly oil Ye' the continued
diversion of R&D funds into military coffers makes it more
difficult to pursue technologies that will help to ease depen-
dence op finite resources In a slowly growing economy', and
with increasing restraint, on ,crall gover.iment expenditt
increa. sin military expenditurt-s inevitably result in 010 iacks
ui other areas

1s for direct go% erpnwnt 31-)sri:es it Lie des elopment and
commercial' 1J tion of 1,..w technologies Whoa< of dollars are
being channeled by governments iround world u.io pm-
giams such as the development c f synthetic bids, nac'ear
power, -Ind large-scale, eel:trail/ell georating facilitis By

comparison, y cry little is being sr2rit on iiit ntiv es to ctinidiate
energy cons' -ration and the use of renewable icsources In the
t [lilted States, for CXallipk, the proposed governlin.1 tai outlays
on the development of synthetic fuelsthe production of oil
from -hdk and tar sands and the production of liquid and
gas(ous flu , from coalmay come to more than $8o billion
during the eighties Yet government spending on mass transit.

IS
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renewable energy, and energy conservation combined will
come to considerably less than this sum, and this is in spite of
numerous studies that have concluded that the amount of
energy saved by each dollar spent on conservation greatly ex-
ceeds the amount that could be gained from each dollar in-
vested ir boosting energy supplies. The building of sustainble
energy technologies clearly calls for a fundamental overhaul of
government priorities and incentives.

In the developing countries, market mechanisms often can-
not work to stimulate the development and introduction of

technologies that meet the needs of the poor, for the simple
reason that the poor are often outside the market system
Unless governments, aid agencies, and community organiza-
tions assume direct responsibility for enhancing the technologi-
cal capacity of small-scale tarmers, manufacturers, and others
who have been left out of the development process, unsustaina-
ble development patterns will persist to the point of total
breakdownas indeed they have in a kw areas.

Until recently, it been assumed that western-style indus-
trial development would be the appropriate model for develop-
ing countries to follow Just as similar technologies are now
employed throughout the industrial countries, it was generally
anticipated that the world would eventually be transformed
into a sort of technological monoculture, with the same agricul-
tural systems, transportation technologies, industrial processes,
and building techniques used around the globe But such as-
sumptions were never valid

The energy and materials requiren-EntsAg many modern
technolog make their use questionable eiply in the devel-

oping countries t in the industrial work.' as well Moreover,
the costsboth in'tvrms of capital requirements and social
impacts of massive transfers of technology from rich to poor
countries would be prohibitive Certainly, many technologies

now in use in the industrial world are essential in the develop-
ing countries, and international economic reforms together

1 8 G
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with national policies for the import of technologies are re-
quired to ensure that they are transferred on equitable terms
But far from being a technological monoculture, the world of
the future will have to be characterized by technological diver-
sity 'if it is to be socially and ecologically sustainable

Technology and Democracy

The seventies witnessed a resurgence of interest in participa-
tory democracy Decentralized decision-making, the right of
communities to have some control over their own develop-
ment, and the need to involve people in the planning and
carrying out of development projects all became common
buzzwords and even official policy This trend found expression
in local opposition to nuclear power plants, in the formation
of community organizations, and in the speeches and some-
times the actions of foreign aid officials But many of the
technological trends of the postwar era ran directly counter to
the ideals of participatory democracy

Decisions affecting the development and use of te nologies
have become increasingly centralized As technological systems
ha% e become more complex, and as their potential impacts
ha% e become more far-reaching, decision makinE has been
delegated more and more to experts, and the control of sonic
technologies has my oly ed constraints on the actions of in-
dividuals and «miniunities This potential conflict between the
ccntraliiing influence of technological' development and the
dcsire for more control over everyday decisions is the source of
much of the ambikalence and een antipathy toward modern
tec hitohgv

It also lies at the root of much of the attraction of "appropri-
ate- technology Small-scale energy systems based on renew-
a'ole resources, such as solar collectors, Nogas plants, -mall
IRdroelectric and wind generators, and wood stores, can be
des eloped and controlled by groups or lochs iduals Organic
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farming techniques do not bring dependence on faraway
manufacturers of fertilizers, herbicides, and other technologies
Arid the costs of using a bicycle are not dictated by oil compa-
nies or oil-producing countries While such technologies arc
attractive in their own right in an era of planetary limits, they
are doubly attractive in that they offer a way to break some of
the dependence on large corporztions and government agen-
cies

sucl technologies arc not the entire answer to demo-
cratic control over technological development Most people
spend half their waking life in workplaces in which they have
limited influence over the technologies used and the way they
arc introduced Medical care has until recently been synony-
mous with the use of drugs and sophisticated technologies,
prescribed and administered by experts, to treat diseases that
could in many cases he prevented by the control of environ-
mental cont minants and better preventive measures, high-
technology medical care is of course necessary in many cases,
but greater public participation in disease prevention could be
both more effective and require less dependence -iii profes-

sional experts Arid large-scale technologies ranging from mass
transportation to energy supply arc often planned, developed,
and introduced by central governments %still at best token
inpot from the public

Can public participation be efTec t Ise III ()petting tip decision
making on technological chai.ge, so that those affected by it
have a greater say in its deselopment' There arc no pat all
savers, for experiments base SO far been limited, and III 111,Vit
cases truly democratic participation III technological decisions
strikes at the heart of the poster structures that !lase des eloped
in ric h and poor countries alike It is thus not likely to be
incorporated smooth's and easils into costing patterns of tie h
nological do elopment

Much of the earls discussion about public ins olscinent in
technological decision making svgs (uttered on the need to

SS
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educate people about science and technology "Public Under-
standing of Science" programs were initiated by government
agencies and by scientific organizations in many industrial
countries The rationale behind such ventures is that an in-
formed public is an essential prerequisite for informed decision
making. Important though such programs may be, they not
necessarily enhance the people's role ,n the decision-making
processes

As far as major technological projects are concerned, some
governments have begun to take steps to involve members of
the public in planning and siting decisions These include such
devices as the publication of environmental impact statements,
public inquiries and commissions, the holding of legislative
hearings, and in some cases national referenda Dorothy Nel-
km, a professor in Cornell University's Program on Science,
Technology, and Society, has studied the efforts of three Euro-
pean governmentsAustria, the Netherlands, and Sweden
to involve the public in decisions concerning nuclear policy
She concludes that although "the experiments to date surely
represent more an effort to comv nice the public of the accept-
abilit), of government decisions than any real transfer of
power," they have resulted in some useful developments
"Even the limited increase in public discussion has influenced
government policies," Ne Hon argues, and she notes that one
result of broadening the decision making m the nuclear area
is an increased demand for public r irticipation in other areas 2

Public involvement in decision making is severely hampered
in many countries by formal and informal restrictions on the
release of information about government policies and p,,)-
grams III .1 few countries, such as the United States and Swe-
den, access to public information is guaranteed by law, and
even committee meetings are generally open to the public But
in many other countries, govt nment secrecy is the norm, for

rigid laws and regulations rrohibit the release of information
concerning policies and programs when they are in the forma-
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five stage In Britain, for example, the Official Secrets Act
prohibits the release of such information as railway timetables
before they have been officially announced In such an environ-
ment, public participation in decision making on any matter
is severely limited Public access to public information is a basic

democratic right that should be abridged only in special cir-
cumstances, such as genuine threats to national security

Public participation in governmental decisions concerning
technology policy does not guarantee that such decisions will
be made in the best public interest But experience so far in
the United States suggests that participation, including legal
challenges to some programs, has often had beneficial effects
The long battle over the trans-Alaska oil pipeline, for example,
led to a protect that is likely to cause far less environmental
degradation and is publicly much more acceptable than the
original proposal Nloreover, it should be noted that environ-
mentalists were among the most socal supporters of an alterna-
tive route for the pipeline, which would bring oil to the fuel-
short Midwest instead of having it shipped by tanker to ports
on the comparatisely oil -rich West Coast Recently, the oil
industry itself has been arguing for a pipeline to transport oil
from California to the Midwest

The !Wens,: and at times bitter public debate m er the super-
sonic transport (SST) program in the United States also ulti-
mately resulted in a sound decision not to proceed Britain and
France, which pushed ahead with a joint SST program with
little public discussion, found themselves saddled with an air-
craft that few airlines want, and which requires so much fuel
to operate that it is being run at a loss British and French
taxpayers !lase subsidized the development and operation of an

aircraft that is used primarily by rich businessmen
While governmental policy for technology is an important

arena for public participation, it is in the workplace that most
people arc most immediately affected by technological change
Public influence over the development and introduction of a
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new production technology is, however, severely limited
In general, technological change in factories and offices is

governed solely by the decisions of managers Workers who are
affected by the changes are rarely consulted, let alone asked to
participate, in the planning of technological change until it is
virtually a fait accompli In this context, it is hardly surprising
that technological change is often accompanied by resistance
and opposition from a workforce that is anxious about the loss
of Jobs and whose working environment is deeply affected It
is also no surprise that technological change frequently leads to
the erosion of skills and increased control over workers

This is not a new phenomenon The organization and con-
trol of labor has been a feature of technological change since
the Industrial Revolution, and the key technological decisions
have always been taken by the owners and managers of indus-
try Recently, however, both managers and workers in some
industries have begun to explore possibilities for broadening
decision making concerning the development and use of pro-
duction technologies These steps have been tentative and
there arc few firm results, but there arc sonic promising indica-
tions

In the past few years, trade union councils in set cral Euro-
pean countries hate begun to negotiate technology agreements
with employers' groups These can pros ide useful guidelines for
negotiations n er the introduction of new technology into local
plants 3

The first such agreement concerning the introduction of
computer technology was signed in `lay 1975 inrthe Norwe-
gian Federati m of Trade Unions and the Norwegian Employ-

ers' Federation, and it was written into law in 1977 The
agreement requires full consultation between management and
the unions in the planning of new technologies, and it esta-
blishes the position of "data steward'' in factories where com-
puter technologies are introduced This is a post filled by a
onion member responsibk for ensuring that complete inform&

1 91
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Lion on computer systems is made available to workers In

addition, the agreement gives unions access to all data banks
maintamed by the company So far, according to preliminary
assessments, the law has worked well in reducing the friction
generated by technological change and in ensuring that work-
ers have a real input into the design and control of workplace

technologies 4
As computer technologies become more widespread in fac-

tories and offices, such agreements will become more and more
important The British Trade Union Council, partly in re-
sponse to growing concern over lob losses associated with the

computerization of work in Britain, has recently put forward
a ten-point proposal for negotiations concerning technological
change In addition to the participation of unions in the plan-
ning and management of new technologies, the proposal calls

for industrial letraming for displaced workers Greater indus-
trial deniocrac v along these Imes will be needed to ensure that
the promise of new technologies is not achieved at the expense
of degrading lobs and de-sidling workers '

In developing countries, too, the participation of people at
all levels in the planning and execution of development pro-
grams is usually essential to ensure that technological change

is earned out in an effective and equitable manner Often,
when new technologies are introduced with little understand-
ing of the needs, desires, and cultural settings of the people
thcv are supposed t, help, they either do not work or they
mph, reinforce existing disparities in wealth and power The
Third World is littered with machinery that has broken dovvii
beca»se people who were expected to use it were not brought
into the planning process and they conscquentl% lacked either

the skills or the inclination to maintain an alien technology
And the history of development programs is replete with in-
stances of tec Imological change that were intended to aid the
poorest people but yy Iuc h bet lebted Cillefb, the rich, bet MIA'
the poor had little effective role in the planning and cO of
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the new technology. Participation is not only a democratic
principle; it is also an essential requirement for effective and
equitable development planning 6

In spite of the many problems associated with technological
.._ change in the past few decades, science and technology remain

the chief hope for overcoming many of the economic and
resource constraints that lie ahead in the eighties and beyond
Indeed, in a world beset by oil shortages, sluggish economic
growth, rampant inflation, and rising unemployment, techno-
logical change has become an imperative But if the experi-
ences of the postwar years have taught us anything, it is that
there are no simple technological fixes for complex social prob-
lems Better weapons and crime detection techniques have not
solved the problems of the inner cities, and unprecedented
increases in food production have not put food in the mouths
of the poor Moreover, if technological change is brought about
through increasingly centralized control and hierarchical orga-
nization of society, then technology will aggravate some of
society's most pressing problems

Science and technology are immensely powerful tools that
can and must play a critical role in tackling the problems that
lie ahead Public policies that enable science and technology to
flourish will be of vital importance in the eighties and beyond
Of equal importance are policies designed to steer technologi-
cal change along socially beneficial paths and to mitigate the
inevitable side-effects of rapid and irreversiEle change
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The G9d That Limps
SCE AND TICHNOLOGY IN TIE EIGITITES

The God That Limps is a provocative analysis of the role of science and
tedinology in a world economy that has undergone fundamental changes
in the past few years. Colin Norman, a journalist and former senior
researcher with Worldwatch Institute argues that the mounting problems
confronting rich and poor countries alike make hchnological change
more and more urgent. But at the same time, they make the social impact
of new technology more complicated.

Sponsored jointly by 'Worldwatch Institute and the United Nations
Environment Programme, The God That Limps challenges much of the
conventional wisdom about science anu technology. Norman demon-
strates bow the world's SISO billion per year i.esunent in research and
development is more suited to the military weds of the fifties than to the
social needs of the eighties, and he argues that current policies in
countries such as the United States are making the situation worse. He
shows how the recent slump in innovation in the industrial countries
reflects a transition from a technological period based on cheap energy
and on scientific knowledge acquired in the immediate postwar era to
one Wised on new technologies such as microelectronics and genetic
engineering. This transition promises immense benefits for society, but
Norman argues that it also raises the threat of social dislocation. Fir the
developing world, a technological transformation is especially urgent,
but without policies designed to ensure that technological change is
geared to the needs of the poorest people, the gap between rich and poor
will widen into a gulf.

ne central theme of The God That Limps is that science and technol-
ogy must be viewed in t "ad social and political context. They are not
simply neutral tools for solving problems, but are part and parcel of the
structure of society, and this perspective is essential in understanding
their social impacts.
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